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ORK
Workplace Technology

Dividend Fund
$100,000,000 (maximum)

(maximum — 10,000,000 Units)
$25,000,000 (minimum)

(minimum 2,500,000 Units)
$10.00 per Unit

Workplace TechnologyDividend Fund (the “Fund”), a non-redeemable investment fund for purposes of Canadian securities legislation, established under the laws

of the Province of Ontario, hereby offers its trust units (the “Units”) at a price of $10.00 per Unit (the “Offering”).

The Fund’s investment objectives are to provide holders of Units (“Unitholders”) with:

(i) stable monthly cash distributions; and

(ii) enhanced long-term total return through capital appreciation of the Fund’s investment portfolio (the “Portfolio”),

through a diversified, actively managed portfolio comprised primarily of dividend paying securities of international issuers focused on, involved in, or that derive

a significant portion of their revenue from business models that provide technology-based solutions to drive increases in workplace productivity (collectively,

“Workplace Technology Issuers”). In addition, theAdvisor will integrate environmental, social and governance considerations to complement fundamental analysis

in selecting Workplace Technology Issuers it believes have sustainable competitive advantages. See “Investment Objectives”.

The Fund will be managed by Middlefield Limited (in such capacity, the “Manager”). Middlefield Capital Corporation (the “Advisor”) will provide investment

management advice to the Fund. See “Organization andManagement Details of the Fund — Manager of the Fund”and “Organization andManagement Details

of the Fund — The Advisor”.

Prospective purchasers may purchase Units either by: (i) cash payment; or (ii) an exchange (the “Exchange Option”) of freely tradeable securities of one or more

of those issuers set forth in this prospectus under the heading “Purchase of Securities — Exchange Eligible Issuers” (collectively, the “Exchange Eligible Issuers”).

The Exchange Option does not constitute, and is not to be construed as, a take-over bid for any Exchange Eligible Issuer. See “Purchase of Securities”.

Price: $10.00 per Unit

Minimum Purchase: 100 Units

Price to the Public(1) Agents’ Fees

Net Proceeds

to the Fund(2)

Per Unit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $10.00 $0.45 $9.55

Total Maximum Offering(3)(4) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $100,000,000 $4,500,000 $95,500,000

Total Minimum Offering(3)(5) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 25,000,000 $ 1,125,000 $23,875,000

(1) The Offering price was established by negotiation between the Manager and the Agents (as defined below). The price per Unit is payable in cash or in

securities of Exchange Eligible Issuers deposited pursuant to the Exchange Option.

(2) Before deducting the expenses of the Offering, estimated to be $500,000 (and subject to a maximum of 1.5% of the gross proceeds of the Offering), which,

together with the Agents’ fees, will be paid by the Fund from the proceeds of the Offering.

(3) The Fund has granted to the Agents an option (the “Over-Allotment Option”), exercisable for a period of 30 days from the closing of the Offering, to offer

additional Units in an amount up to 15% of the aggregate number of Units sold on the closing of the Offering on the same terms as set forth above. This

prospectus also qualifies the grant of the Over-Allotment Option and the distribution of the Units issuable on the exercise of the Over-Allotment Option.

Any investors who acquire Units forming part of the Agents’ over-allocation position will acquire those Units under this prospectus, regardless of whether

the over-allocation is ultimately filled through the exercise of the Over-Allotment Option or through secondarymarket purchases. See “Plan of Distribution”.

(4) If the Over-Allotment Option is exercised in full, under the maximumOffering, the price to the public, the Agents’ fees and the net proceeds to the Fund will

be $115,000,000, $5,175,000 and $109,825,000, respectively.

(5) There will be no closing unless a minimum of 2,500,000 Units are sold. If subscriptions for a minimum of 2,500,000 Units have not been received within

90 days following the date of issuance of a receipt for the final prospectus relating to the Offering, the Offering may not continue unless an amendment to

such prospectus has been filed and a receipt therefor has been issued.

(continued on next page)
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There currently is no market through which the Units may be sold. The lack of market may affect pricing of the Units in the secondary markets, the transparency and

availability of trading prices, the liquidity of the Units and the extent of issuer regulation. The Toronto Stock Exchange has conditionally approved the listing of the

Units. Listing is subject to the Fund fulfilling all of the requirements of the Toronto Stock Exchange on or before January 11, 2022. There is no assurance that the Fund

will be able to achieve its objectives or pay distributions equal to the Target Distribution Amount (as defined under “Distribution Policy”) or at all. The Units may trade

at a significant discount to the Fund’s net asset value per Unit. See “Risk Factors” for a discussion of various risk factors that should be considered by prospective

purchasers of Units, including with respect to the use of leverage.

CIBCWorldMarkets Inc., RBCDominion Securities Inc., Scotia Capital Inc., BMONesbitt Burns Inc., Canaccord Genuity Corp., TD Securities Inc., iA Private

Wealth Inc., National Bank Financial Inc., Raymond James Ltd., Manulife Securities Incorporated, Richardson Wealth Limited, Hampton Securities Limited,

Middlefield Capital Corporation,Wellington-Altus PrivateWealth Inc., EchelonWealth Partners Inc. andResearchCapital Corporation (collectively, the “Agents”)

conditionally offer the Units, subject to prior sale, on a best efforts basis, if, as and when issued by the Fund and accepted by the Agents in accordance with the

conditions contained in the Agency Agreement referred to under “Plan of Distribution”, and subject to the approval of certain legal matters by FaskenMartineau

DuMoulin LLP on behalf of the Fund andMcCarthy Tétrault LLP on behalf of the Agents. In connection with this Offering and in accordance with and subject

to applicable laws, the Agents are permitted to engage in transactions that stabilize or maintain the market price of the Units at levels other than those which might

otherwise prevail on the open market. Such transactions, if commenced, may be discontinued at any time. Closing of the Offering is expected to occur on or about

November 17, 2021 and in any event no later than 90 days after the issuance of a receipt for the final prospectus relating to the Offering. See “Plan of Distribution”.

Middlefield Capital Corporation, which is one of the Agents and the Advisor, is an affiliate of Middlefield Limited, the trustee, theManager and promoter of the Fund.

Consequently, the Fund may be considered a “related issuer” and/or a “connected issuer” of Middlefield Capital Corporation under applicable securities legislation.

Middlefield Capital Corporation will receive no benefit in connection with this Offering other than receiving from the Manager the advisory fee payable to the Advisor

and a portion of the Agents’ fees described under “Fees and Expenses” and brokerage commissions or other fees in connection with Portfolio transactions as described

under “Organization and Management Details of the Fund — Conflicts of Interest”. In addition, affiliates of one of the Agents (other than Middlefield Capital

Corporation) have been requested to provide the Fund with a loan facility or prime brokerage facility; the borrowings under such facility may be used by the Fund for

various purposes, including purchasing additional securities for the Portfolio, effecting market purchases of Units and maintaining liquidity. Accordingly, if any such

affiliate provides such financing, the Fund may be considered to be a “connected issuer” of such Agent. See “Relationship Between Investment Fund and Agents” and

“Plan of Distribution”.
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PROSPECTUS SUMMARY

The following is a summary of the principal features of this distribution and should be read together with the
more detailed information and financial data and statements contained elsewhere in this prospectus. All references
in this prospectus to “dollars” or “$” are to Canadian dollars unless otherwise indicated.

The Offering

Issuer: Workplace Technology Dividend Fund (the “Fund”) is an investment fund established as a
trust under the laws of the Province of Ontario.

Offering: This offering (the “Offering”) consists of trust units of the Fund (the “Units”).
Amounts: Maximum —$100,000,000 (10,000,000 Units)

Minimum —$25,000,000 (2,500,000 Units)
Price: $10.00 per Unit
Minimum
Subscription:

100 Units ($1,000)

Exchange Option: At the election of a prospective purchaser of Units, the price for each Unit purchased may
be paid either by (a) cash or (b) an exchange (the “Exchange Option”) of freely tradeable
securities of one or more of those issuers set forth in this prospectus under the heading
“Purchase of Securities – Exchange Eligible Issuers” (collectively, the “Exchange Eligible
Issuers”).
A prospective purchaser of Units who elects to pay for Units by using the Exchange Option
must do so by depositing (in the form of a book-entry deposit) securities of one or more
Exchange Eligible Issuers with Middlefield Capital Corporation, the Fund’s agent for the
Exchange Option, through CDS Clearing and Depository Services Inc. (“CDS”) prior to
5:00 p.m. (Toronto time) on October 21, 2021. Such book-entry deposits must be made by
a participant in CDS, which may have an earlier deadline for receiving instructions from
their clients to deposit securities of Exchange Eligible Issuers under the Exchange Option.
See “Purchase of Securities”.
The purchase of Units by the exchange of securities of an Exchange Eligible Issuer pursuant
to the Exchange Option will be a taxable event for the purchaser. See “Income Tax
Considerations”.

Investment Objectives: The Fund’s investment objectives are to provide holders of Units (“Unitholders”) with:

(i) stable monthly cash distributions; and

(ii) enhanced long-term total return through capital appreciation of the Fund’s investment
portfolio (the “Portfolio”),

through a diversified, actively managed portfolio comprised primarily of dividend paying
securities of international issuers focused on, involved in, or that derive a significant portion
of their revenue from business models that provide technology-based solutions to drive
increases in workplace productivity (collectively, “Workplace Technology Issuers”). In
addition, the Advisor will integrate environmental, social and governance considerations to
complement fundamental analysis in selecting Workplace Technology Issuers it believes
have sustainable competitive advantages. See “Investment Objectives”.

Investment Strategy:
The Fund has been designed to provide investors with a diversified, actively managed
portfolio comprised primarily of dividend paying securities of Workplace Technology
Issuers, including those whose operations may be related to financial technology,
cybersecurity, software, and cloud computing. The Advisor believes that investments in
Workplace Technology Issuers will provide investors with excellent diversification and
attractive long-term returns as Canadian investors generally do not have significant
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exposure to these sectors. As set forth below, the Advisor also intends to consider and
incorporate environmental, social and governance (“ESG”) criteria in the investment
process to help screen and evaluate potential issuers. The Fund will employ a tactical asset
allocation strategy by actively adjusting the Portfolio’s asset allocation across sectors and
sub-sectors based upon the Advisor’s outlook with the intention of offering the best
combination of capital appreciation potential and income, in all cases subject to the terms
of the Fund's investment restrictions. See “Investment Strategy”.

Other Features of the Fund

Leverage: The Fund may borrow from 0% up to 25% of the value of the total assets of the Fund,
including leverage obtained through short selling and net notional exposure under
derivatives, which borrowing may be used for various purposes including purchasing
additional securities for the Portfolio, effecting market purchases of Units and
maintaining liquidity. The Fund initially intends to borrow approximately 23.5% of the
value of the total assets of the Fund for the purpose of purchasing additional securities
for the Portfolio. The Fund will monitor its use of leverage and, based on factors such as
changes in interest rates, the Advisor’s economic outlook and the composition of the
Portfolio, the Fund may from time to time alter the amount of leverage it employs. The
maximum amount of aggregate leverage that the Fund may employ through a loan
facility, prime brokerage facility and short sales is 1.33 to 1 (maximum total assets
divided by the net asset value of the Fund (“NAV”, as calculated in the manner described
under the heading “Calculation of Net Asset Value”). For greater certainty, short selling
and derivatives used by the Fund solely for hedging purposes will not be included in
leverage. See “Investment Strategy – Leverage” and “Risk Factors - Risks Related to the
Structure of the Fund - Use of Leverage by the Fund”.

Currency Hedging: The Portfolio will include securities which are denominated in currencies other than the
Canadian dollar (any such currencies being “foreign currencies”) and, accordingly, the
Fund will be exposed to foreign currency risk. The Fund initially intends to hedge the
majority of its exposure to foreign currencies back to the Canadian dollar. The decisions
as to whether the Fund’s exposure to foreign currencies will be hedged back to the
Canadian dollar, and the amount of such exposure to be hedged, will depend on such
factors as exchange rates, the Advisor’s outlook for the economy both in Canada and
globally and for the sectors in which the Fund from time to time invests, and a comparison
of the costs associated with such hedging transactions against the benefits expected to be
obtained therefrom.

Distribution Policy: The Fund intends to provide Unitholders with monthly cash distributions. Such
distributions will be payable to Unitholders of record on the last day of each month or
such other date as the Trustee (as defined below) may set from time to time and will be
paid on or before the last business day of the first month following each such month.
The initial target distribution amount for the period ending December 31, 2022 (the
“Target Distribution Amount”) is $0.03333 per Unit per month (corresponding to an
annualized distribution of $0.40 per Unit per annum and representing an annualized yield
of 4.0% per annum based on the original subscription price). The initial distribution is
expected to be declared payable to Unitholders of record on January 31, 2022 and to be
paid on or before the last business day of the following month.
Assuming (i) the gross proceeds of the Offering are $100 million, (ii) the fees and
expenses are as described herein, (iii) leverage of 23.5% of the total assets of the Fund is
employed, which is the Fund’s initial intention, and (iv) no change in exchange rates
between the Canadian dollar and foreign currencies, the Portfolio is expected to generate
dividend and distribution income (net of applicable withholding tax) of approximately
2.5% per annum. The Portfolio would be required to generate an additional return of
approximately 2.2% per annum (net of applicable withholding tax), including from
dividend growth and realized capital appreciation, in order for the Fund to maintain its
initially targeted distribution level and a stable NAV per Unit. If the return on the
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Portfolio (including net realized capital gains from the sale of Portfolio securities) is less
than the amount necessary to fund the monthly distributions at the Target Distribution
Amount and all expenses of the Fund, and if the Fund pays the monthly distributions at
such amount, this will result in a portion of the capital of the Fund being returned to
Unitholders and, accordingly, the NAV per Unit would be reduced. See “Distribution
Policy” and “Risk Factors”.

Distribution
Reinvestment:

The Fund intends to provide Unitholders with the opportunity to elect to reinvest monthly
cash distributions made by the Fund in additional Units and to purchase additional Units
for cash through participation in the distribution reinvestment plan of the Fund described
under “Distribution Policy – Distribution Reinvestment Plan”.

Redemptions: Subject to the Fund’s right to suspend redemptions, a Unit may be surrendered for
redemption at least 45 business days prior to the second last business day of the applicable
month in order to be redeemed on such date (a “Valuation Date”) by giving notice thereof
to Middlefield Capital Corporation (the registrar and transfer agent for the Units) through
the Unitholder’s CDS participant.
Each Unit properly surrendered for redemption on the November Valuation Date
commencing in 2023 (each, an “Annual Valuation Date”) will be redeemed at an amount,
if any, equal to the Redemption Price per Unit (as defined under “Redemptions of
Securities”) as of the Annual Valuation Date.
Each Unit properly surrendered for redemption on a Valuation Date other than an Annual
Valuation Date will be redeemed at an amount, if any, equal to the Monthly Redemption
Price per Unit (as defined under “Redemptions of Securities”) as of the relevant
Valuation Date.
A Unitholder who properly surrenders a Unit for redemption will receive payment on or
before the 15th business day following the applicable Valuation Date. See “Redemptions
of Securities”.

Termination: The Fund does not have a fixed termination date. The Manager may, in its discretion and
subject to applicable laws, cause the Fund to be terminated without the approval of
Unitholders if, in its opinion, it is no longer economically practical to continue the Fund
or it would be in the best interests of Unitholders to terminate the Fund. The Fund also
may be terminated pursuant to a merger, combination, conversion, or other consolidation,
as described under “Securityholder Matters – Potential Fund Mergers and Conversions”.
Any such merger, combination, conversion, or other consolidation pursuant to which the
Fund is terminated will be with an entity that is a reporting issuer and, if such entity is a
mutual fund, it will be a mutual fund subject to National Instrument 81-102 - Investment
Funds. Upon termination, the Fund will distribute to Unitholders their pro rata portions
of the remaining assets of the Fund after all liabilities of the Fund have been satisfied or
appropriately provided for. In the case of termination pursuant to a merger, combination,
conversion, or other consolidation, such distribution may be made by distributing the
securities of the resulting or continuing investment fund. See “Termination of the Fund”.

Agents: CIBC World Markets Inc., RBC Dominion Securities Inc., Scotia Capital Inc., BMO
Nesbitt Burns Inc., Canaccord Genuity Corp., TD Securities Inc., iA Private Wealth Inc.,
National Bank Financial Inc., Raymond James Ltd., Manulife Securities Incorporated,
Richardson Wealth Limited, Hampton Securities Limited, Middlefield Capital
Corporation, Wellington-Altus Private Wealth Inc., Echelon Wealth Partners Inc. and
Research Capital Corporation (collectively, the “Agents”). See “Plan of Distribution”.
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Over-Allotment
Option:

The Fund has granted to the Agents an option (the “Over-Allotment Option”), exercisable
for a period of 30 days from the closing of the Offering, to offer additional Units in an
amount up to 15% of the aggregate number of Units sold on the closing of the Offering
on the following terms:

Agents’ Position
Maximum Number of

Units Available Exercise Period Exercise Price

Over-Allotment Option
(representing all securities
under option to the Agents)

Up to 15% of the
number of Units sold
under the Offering

Up to 30 days after the
closing of the Offering

$10.00 per Unit

See “Plan of Distribution”.

Use of Proceeds: The net proceeds from the sale of Units (prior to the exercise of the Over-Allotment
Option) will be as follows:

Maximum Offering Minimum Offering
Gross proceeds to the Fund
.....................................................................

$100,000,000 $25,000,000

Agents’ fees
.....................................................................

$4,500,000 $1,125,000

Estimated expenses of issue(1)

.....................................................................
$500,000 $375,000

Net proceeds to the Fund
.....................................................................

$95,000,000 $23,500,000

Note:
(1) Subject to a maximum of 1.5% of the gross proceeds of the Offering.
The Fund will use the net proceeds of this Offering (including any net proceeds from the
exercise of the Over-Allotment Option), together with any leverage employed by the
Fund, to: (i) invest in securities of Workplace Technology Issuers, in accordance with the
Fund’s investment objectives, strategy and restrictions as described herein as soon as
practicable after the closing of this Offering, and (ii) fund the ongoing fees and expenses
of the Fund as described under “Fees and Expenses”.

To the extent that securities of Exchange Eligible Issuers are acquired pursuant to the
Exchange Option, the Fund will consider such securities in light of the Fund’s investment
objectives, strategy and restrictions and also in light of the Advisor’s outlook for the
issuers of such securities and the sectors in which such issuers operate and the Advisor’s
targeted initial Portfolio allocation. In the event the Fund determines to sell any such
securities based on the foregoing considerations, the timing and manner of any such sales
will be made having regard to maximizing value for the Fund. The Fund will ensure that
the holdings of such securities comply with the investment restrictions of the Fund set
out under “Investment Restrictions”.
See “Use of Proceeds”.

Income Tax
Considerations:

The Fund is subject to tax under Part I of the Income Tax Act (Canada) (“Tax Act”) in
each taxation year on its income for the year less the portion thereof that it claims in
respect of the amount paid or made payable to Unitholders in the year. The Trustee (as
defined below) intends to make sufficient income paid or payable to Unitholders in each
taxation year so that the Fund is not liable to pay tax under Part I of the Tax Act for the
taxation year.
A Unitholder who is an individual resident in Canada generally will be required to include
in computing income for a taxation year that part of the net income, and the taxable
portion of the net realized capital gains, of the Fund, if any, that is paid or becomes
payable to the Unitholder by the Fund in that year (whether in cash or Units). To the
extent that amounts payable to a Unitholder are designated by the Fund as (i) taxable
dividends from taxable Canadian corporations, (ii) the taxable portion of net realized
capital gains and (iii) foreign source income, those amounts will retain their character
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and be treated as such in the hands of the Unitholder. Distributions by the Fund to a
Unitholder in excess of the Unitholder’s share of the Fund’s net income and net realized
capital gains will not be taxable but will reduce the adjusted cost base of the Unitholder’s
Units.
A Unitholder who disposes of Units held as capital property will realize a capital gain (or
capital loss) to the extent that the proceeds of disposition, net of any reasonable costs of
disposition, exceed (or are less than) the aggregate adjusted cost base of the Units
disposed of.
A purchaser who disposes of securities of an Exchange Eligible Issuer pursuant to the
Exchange Option and holds such securities as capital property will realize a capital gain
(or a capital loss) in the taxation year of the purchaser in which the disposition of the
securities takes place to the extent that the proceeds of disposition for such securities, net
of any reasonable costs of disposition, exceed (or are less than) the purchaser’s adjusted
cost base of such securities.
Investors should satisfy themselves as to the federal, provincial, territorial and other
tax consequences of an investment in Units by obtaining advice from their tax
advisors. See “Income Tax Considerations”.

Eligibility
for Investment:

Provided that the Fund qualifies as a mutual fund trust within the meaning of the Tax Act
or the Units are listed on a “designated stock exchange” for purposes of the Tax Act
(which includes the Toronto Stock Exchange), the Units will be qualified investments
under the Tax Act for trusts governed by registered retirement savings plans, tax-free
savings accounts, deferred profit sharing plans, registered disability savings plans,
registered retirement income funds and registered education savings plans (“Registered
Plans”). See “Income Tax Considerations – Status of the Fund” and Income Tax
Considerations – Taxation of Registered Plans”.

Risk Factors

An investment in Units is subject to various risk factors, including but not limited to:

(i) there being no assurance that the Fund will be able to achieve its objectives, including being able to
pay distributions to Unitholders in an amount equal to the Target Distribution Amount or at all, or
to provide enhanced long-term total return;

(ii) general risks of investing in equity securities;

(iii) general risks associated with the industries in which Workplace Technology Issuers operate;

(iv) risks related to the COVID-19 global pandemic;

(v) general risks associated with the geographic regions in which the Fund invests;

(vi) the NAV and the market price of the Units will vary depending on a number of factors which are
not within the control of the Fund, including performance of the Portfolio, which performance will
be affected by various factors impacting the performance of the securities in which the Fund invests
including performance of equity markets generally and interest rate fluctuations;

(vii) risks relating to foreign currency exposure; and

(viii) the use of leverage by the Fund may result in capital losses or a decrease in distributions to
Unitholders.

The foregoing provides only a summary of certain of the risks that may be involved in an investment
in Units. For further information regarding these risks and other risks that may be involved in an investment
in Units, see “Risk Factors”. You should carefully consider the risk factors set out above and under “Risk
Factors” and whether your financial condition and/or retirement savings objectives permit you to invest in the
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Fund. An investment in Units is appropriate only for investors who have the capacity to absorb a loss of some
or all of their investment.

Organization and Management of the Fund

Management of the Fund Services Provided to the Fund Municipality of Residence

Manager and Trustee: Middlefield Limited is the trustee (in such capacity,
the “Trustee”) and the Manager of the Fund. See
“Organization and Management Details of the Fund –
Manager of the Fund”.

1 First Canadian Place, 100 King
Street West, 58th Floor, P.O. Box
192 Toronto, Ontario, M5X 1A6

Advisor: The advisor to the Fund is Middlefield Capital
Corporation. See “Organization and Management
Details of the Fund – The Advisor”.

Toronto, Ontario

Consultant Mr. Paul Sagawa will act as a consultant to the
Advisor. See “Organization and Management Details
of the Fund - The Consultant”.

Stamford, Connecticut

Promoter: Middlefield Limited is the promoter of the Fund. See
“Organization and Management Details of the Fund –
Promoter”.

Toronto, Ontario

Custodian: RBC Investor Services Trust is the custodian of the
assets of the Fund. See “Organization and
Management Details of the Fund – Custodian”.

Calgary, Alberta

Registrar and Transfer
Agent; Exchange Agent:

Middlefield Capital Corporation is the registrar and
transfer agent for the Units and the exchange agent for
the Exchange Option. See “Organization and
Management Details of the Fund – Registrar and
Transfer Agent; Exchange Agent”.

Toronto, Ontario

Auditor: Deloitte LLP is the auditor of the Fund. See
“Organization and Management Details of the Fund –
Auditor”.

Toronto, Ontario

Valuation Agent: RBC Investor Services Trust and MFL
Management Limited are the Fund’s joint valuation
agent and will calculate the NAV. See “Calculation of
Net Asset Value”.

Calgary, Alberta (RBC Investor
Services Trust)
Toronto, Ontario (MFL
Management Limited)

Securities Lending Agent: RBC Investor Services Trust is the Fund’s securities
lending agent. See “Organization and Management
Details of the Fund – Securities Lending Agent”.

Calgary, Alberta

Summary of Fees and Expenses

The following table contains a summary of the fees and expenses payable by the Fund and Unitholders.
Unitholders may have to pay some of these fees and expenses directly, as set out below under “Fees and Expenses
Payable by Unitholders”. The fees and expenses payable by the Fund will reduce the value of your investment in the
Fund. For further particulars see “Fees and Expenses”.

Fees and Expenses Payable by the Fund
Type of Fee Description
Fees payable to the Agents: $0.45 per Unit (4.5%).
Expenses of Offering: In addition to the Agents’ fees, the Fund will pay the expenses incurred in

connection with the Offering, estimated to be $500,000 (and subject to a
maximum of 1.5% of the gross proceeds of the Offering).

Management Fee: Annual management fee of 1.25% of the NAV calculated and payable monthly,
based on the average NAV for that month, plus applicable taxes, provided that
the management fee payable to the Manager shall not be paid in respect of the
NAV attributable to any assets invested in the securities of any investment funds
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(including mutual funds) managed by the Manager or an affiliate of the
Manager. The management fee will be paid in cash. The Manager, and not the
Fund, will pay an advisory fee to the Advisor pursuant to the advisory
agreement among the Fund, the Manager and the Advisor to be entered into at
or prior to completion of the Offering. See “Fees and Expenses – Fees and
Expenses Payable by the Fund – Management Fee”.

Consultant Fees: The Fund may pay the Consultant a one-time research fee, to be negotiated
between the Fund and the Consultant, of up to a total of US$25,000. See “Fees
and Expenses – Fees and Expenses Payable by the Fund – Consultant Fees”.

Operating expenses of the Fund: The Fund will pay all expenses incurred in connection with its operation and
administration, estimated to be $200,000 per annum. The Fund also will be
responsible for commissions and other costs of Portfolio transactions, debt
service and costs relating to any loan facility or prime brokerage facility entered
into by the Fund and all liabilities and any extraordinary expenses which it may
incur from time to time. See “Fees and Expenses – Fees and Expenses Payable
by the Fund – Operating Expenses of the Fund”.

Fees and Expenses Payable by Unitholders
Redemption Expenses: In connection with the redemption of Units, any costs associated with the

redemption, or, if the Manager determines that it is not practicable or necessary
for the Fund to sell Portfolio securities to fund such redemption then the
aggregate of all brokerage fees, commissions and other transaction costs that
the Manager estimates would have resulted from such a sale, will be deducted
from the applicable redemption price payable to the Unitholder exercising the
redemption privilege. The amount of any such redemption costs will depend on
the circumstances at the time of the redemption, including the NAV, the number
of Units surrendered for redemption, the available cash of the Fund, the interest
rate under any loan facility or prime brokerage facility entered into by the Fund,
the current market price of the securities of each issuer included in the Portfolio
at the time of the redemption and the actual or estimated brokerage fees,
commissions and other transaction costs as set out above. As a result of the
foregoing variables, the amount of redemption costs payable by a Unitholder
upon the redemption of Units may vary from time to time.
See “Fees and Expenses – Fees and Expenses Payable by Unitholders”, “Risk
Factors – Risks Related to the Structure of the Fund – Risks Related to
Redemption” and “Redemptions of Securities”.

Caution Regarding Forward-Looking Information

Certain statements and information set forth in this prospectus including under the heading “Overview of the
Sector in which the Fund Invests”, and statements with respect to benefits of the Fund’s investment strategy and the
expected initial Portfolio composition, constitute forward-looking information, which involves known and unknown
risks, uncertainties and other factors that may cause actual results or events to differ materially from those anticipated
in such forward-looking information. When used in this prospectus, the words “expects”, “anticipates”, “intends”,
“plans”, “may”, “believes”, “seeks”, “estimates”, “appears” and similar expressions (including negative and
grammatical variations) generally identify forward-looking information. In developing the forward-looking
information contained herein related to the Fund, the Fund has made assumptions with respect to, among other things,
the outlook for the Canadian and global economies, including, in particular, the industries in which Workplace
Technology Issuers operate. These assumptions are based on the Fund’s perception of historical trends, current
conditions and expected future developments, as well as other factors believed to be relevant. Although the Fund
believes that the assumptions made and the expectations represented by such information are reasonable, there can be
no assurance that the forward-looking information contained herein will prove to be accurate. Factors which could
cause actual results, events, circumstances, expectations or performance to differ materially from those expressed or
implied in forward looking information include, but are not limited to: general economic, political, tax, market and
business factors and conditions; interest rate and foreign exchange rate fluctuations; volatility in Canadian or global
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equity and capital markets; statutory and regulatory developments; unexpected judicial or regulatory proceedings;
catastrophic events; and other factors set out under the heading “Risk Factors”. Readers are cautioned that the
foregoing list of factors is not exhaustive and readers should not place undue reliance on forward-looking information
due to the inherent uncertainty of such information. All forward-looking information in this prospectus is qualified by
the foregoing caution. The Fund undertakes no obligation to publicly update or revise these forward-looking
statements, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise, unless required by applicable law.

About this Prospectus

This prospectus contains statistical data, market research and industry forecasts that were obtained, unless
otherwise indicated, from independent industry and government publications and reports or based on estimates derived
from such publications and reports and the Advisor’s knowledge of, and experience in, the sectors in which the Fund
plans to invest. While the Fund believes this data and information to be reliable, market and industry data and
information is subject to variation and cannot be and therefore has not been verified due to limits on the availability
and reliability of raw data, the voluntary nature of the data gathering process and other limitations and uncertainties
inherent in any statistical survey. The Fund has not participated in the preparation of such information contained
herein. The contents of any website referenced in this prospectus are for informational purposes only and are
not incorporated by reference herein.
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OVERVIEW OF THE STRUCTURE OF THE FUND

Workplace Technology Dividend Fund (“the “Fund”) is an investment fund established as a trust under the
laws of the Province of Ontario pursuant to a declaration of trust dated as of October 13, 2021 (the “Declaration of
Trust”). The Fund hereby offers its trust units (the “Units”) at a price of $10.00 per Unit (the “Offering”).

The manager of the Fund is Middlefield Limited (in such capacity, the “Manager”). The investment advisor
to the Fund is Middlefield Capital Corporation (the “Advisor”). Mr. Paul Sagawa will act as a consultant (the
“Consultant”) to the Advisor and in such capacity will provide the Advisor with ongoing analysis regarding Workplace
Technology Issuers (as defined below). Middlefield Limited also is the trustee of the Fund (in such capacity, the
“Trustee”). The Trustee and the Manager (or any replacement thereof) will at all times be a resident of Canada for the
purposes of the Income Tax Act (Canada) (the “Tax Act”) and will manage the affairs of the Fund from a place or
places within Canada. The address of the Fund is 1 First Canadian Place, 100 King Street West, 58th Floor, P.O. Box
192 Toronto, Ontario, M5X 1A6.

The Fund will be considered to be a non-redeemable investment fund under the securities legislation of the
provinces of Canada and consequently will be subject to the various policies and regulations that apply to non-
redeemable investment funds pursuant to National Instrument 81-102 – Investment Funds (“NI 81-102”), as it may be
amended from time to time. NI 81-102 also governs mutual funds, albeit in a manner distinct from non-redeemable
investment funds. The Fund will differ from a mutual fund in a number of respects, most notably as follows: (i) the
Units will be redeemable only on the second last business day of every month at an amount that is calculated with
reference to either the net asset value (“NAV”, as calculated in the manner described under the heading “Calculation
of Net Asset Value”) of the Units in the case of a redemption on the second last business day of November
commencing in 2023, or to the market price of the Units in the case of a redemption on the second last business day
of any other month (see “Redemptions of Securities”), whereas the securities of most open-end mutual funds are
redeemable daily at the net asset value of the securities; (ii) the Units are to have a stock exchange listing whereas the
securities of most open-end mutual funds do not; (iii) unlike most open-end mutual funds, the Units will not be offered
on a continuous basis; and (iv) the Fund intends to use leverage, and may sell securities short and/or purchase
derivatives, which practices are not permitted for mutual funds under section 2.1(1), 2.4(1), 2.6(a), 2.6(c), 2.7 and 2.8,
respectively, of NI 81-102, other than in limited circumstances.

INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES

The Fund’s investment objectives are to provide holders of Units (“Unitholders”) with:

(i) stable monthly cash distributions; and

(ii) enhanced long-term total return through capital appreciation of the Fund’s investment portfolio (the
“Portfolio”),

through a diversified, actively managed portfolio comprised primarily of dividend paying securities of international
issuers focused on, involved in, or that derive a significant portion of their revenue from business models that provide
technology-based solutions to drive increases in workplace productivity (collectively, “Workplace Technology
Issuers”). In addition, the Advisor will integrate environmental, social and governance considerations to complement
fundamental analysis in selecting Workplace Technology Issuers it believes have sustainable competitive advantages.

INVESTMENT STRATEGY

The Fund has been designed to provide investors with a diversified, actively managed portfolio comprised
primarily of dividend paying securities of Workplace Technology Issuers, including those whose operations may be
related to financial technology (“FinTech”), cybersecurity, software, and cloud computing. The Advisor believes that
investments in Workplace Technology Issuers will provide investors with excellent diversification and attractive long-
term returns as Canadian investors generally do not have significant exposure to these sectors. As set forth below, the
Advisor also intends to consider and incorporate environmental, social and governance (“ESG”) criteria in the
investment process to help screen and evaluate potential issuers.
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The Advisor believes that businesses will continue the current trend of prioritizing technology that improves
customer engagement and operational efficiency. Information technology (“IT”) spending by businesses is projected
to total US$4.1 trillion in 2021, representing an 8.4% increase from 2020 (Source: Gartner Forecasts Worldwide IT
Spending to Reach $4 Trillion in 2021; Gartner, Inc.; April 7, 2021; https://www.gartner.com/en/newsroom/press-
releases/2021-04-07-gartner-forecasts-worldwide-it-spending-to-reach-4-trillion-in-2021).

In order to seek to achieve the Fund’s investment objectives, the Fund will endeavor to initially invest the
net proceeds of the Offering, together with borrowings under the Fund’s loan facility or prime brokerage facility
described under “Investment Strategy – Leverage”, in an actively managed, diversified, global portfolio comprised
primarily of Workplace Technology Issuers, including those whose operations may be related to FinTech,
cybersecurity, software, and cloud computing. The Fund will employ a tactical asset allocation strategy by actively
adjusting the Portfolio’s asset allocation across sectors and sub-sectors based upon the Advisor’s outlook with the
intention of offering the best combination of capital appreciation potential and income, in all cases subject to the terms
of the Fund's investment restrictions.

The foregoing expected Portfolio allocations are provided for informational purposes only. The composition
of the Portfolio will vary from time to time based on the Advisor’s outlook for Workplace Technology Issuers
generally, and such other factors as may be applicable.

The Consultant will provide the Advisor with ongoing analysis regarding Workplace Technology Issuers, in
particular those operating in the technology and communications sectors. Mr. Sagawa has over 20 years of experience
in the technology, media and telecom industries.

The Company intends to build upon the Manager’s proven track record of raising funds and managing equity
income portfolios in the technology and communications sectors as well as strategies focused on sustainable investing,
including implementing investment ideas, developed from its management of such investment funds as Global
Innovation Dividend Fund, Global Real Estate & E-Commerce Dividend Fund, Digital Consumer Dividend Fund, and
Sustainable Innovation & Health Dividend Fund.
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Fund Inception Date 1-Year 3-Year Since Inception
Global Innovation Dividend Fund March 23, 2018 23.5% 20.7% 20.9%
Global Real Estate & E-Commerce Dividend Fund October 25, 2018 19.5% n/a 26.4%
Digital Consumer Dividend Fund June 27, 2019 11.3% n/a 23.1%
Sustainable Innovation & Health Dividend Fund August 14, 2020 27.6% n/a 26.2%

Annualized total returns, assuming the reinvestment of distributions and net of fees. Prepared by Middlefield as at August 31, 2021, in
accordance with section 15.10 of NI 81-102.

ESG Screening Process

In seeking to achieve its investment objectives, the Fund intends to target investments in Workplace
Technology Issuers that have positive ESG characteristics, as identified by the Advisor. In implementing this
investment strategy in respect of Workplace Technology Issuers, the Advisor will use a positive screen of an
investment universe of listed securities in the technology, communications and related sectors and will utilize a multi-
disciplined investment process (including qualitative, quantitative and fundamental research as well as engagement
with management teams) for selecting securities of issuers that have positive ESG characteristics, and for determining
optimal portfolio weights. For more information, please see Organization and Management Details of the Fund –
Manager of the Fund.

Leverage

Following the closing of this Offering, the Fund will enter into a loan facility (the “Loan Facility”) or a prime
brokerage facility (the “Prime Brokerage Facility”) with one or more Canadian chartered banks or affiliates thereof
(the “Lender”). The Lender will be at arm’s length to the Fund, the Trustee and the Manager and their respective
affiliates and associates but may be affiliated with one of the Agents (as defined under “Plan of Distribution”) other
than Middlefield Capital Corporation.

The Loan Facility or Prime Brokerage Facility, as applicable, will permit the Fund to borrow an amount from
0% up to 25% of the value of the total assets of the Fund, including leverage obtained through short selling and net
notional exposure under derivatives, which borrowing may be used for various purposes, including purchasing
additional securities for the Portfolio, effecting market purchases of Units and maintaining liquidity. The interest rates,
fees and expenses under the Loan Facility or Prime Brokerage Facility, as applicable, will be typical of credit facilities
of this nature and the Fund expects that the Lender will require the Fund to provide a security interest in favour of the
Lender over the assets of the Fund to secure such borrowings. In order to ensure that the total amount borrowed by
the Fund under the Loan Facility or Prime Brokerage Facility, as applicable, does not exceed at any time 25% of the
value of the total assets of the Fund, the Manager will take appropriate steps with the Portfolio which may include
liquidating certain of the Portfolio assets and using the proceeds thereof to reduce the amount outstanding under the
Loan Facility or Prime Brokerage Facility, as applicable. The Fund initially intends to borrow approximately 23.5%
of the value of the total assets of the Fund for the purpose of purchasing additional securities for the Portfolio. The
Fund will monitor its use of leverage and, based on factors such as changes in interest rates, the Advisor’s economic
outlook and the composition of the Portfolio, the Fund may from time to time alter the amount of leverage it employs.
The maximum amount of aggregate leverage that the Fund may employ through a loan facility, prime brokerage
facility and short sales is 1.33 to 1 (maximum total assets divided by the NAV (as defined under “Calculation of Net
Asset Value”)). For greater certainty, short selling and derivatives used by the Fund solely for hedging purposes will
not be included in leverage. See “Risk Factors - Risks Related to the Structure of the Fund - Use of Leverage by the
Fund”. The Loan Facility or Prime Brokerage Facility, as applicable, will contain provisions to the effect that in the
event of a default under the Loan Facility or Prime Brokerage Facility, as applicable, the Lender’s recourse will be
limited solely to the assets of the Fund. Such provisions are intended to ensure that Unitholders will not be liable for
the obligations of the Fund under the Loan Facility or Prime Brokerage Facility, as applicable. Other than borrowing
by the Fund under the Loan Facility or Prime Brokerage Facility, as applicable, the Fund does not contemplate
engaging in other borrowings.

A prime brokerage facility differs from a committed loan facility. Among other things, differences include:
(i) under a committed loan facility the lender commits to making the loan available so long as the borrower adheres
to certain covenants, in exchange for a commitment fee and a standby fee, in addition to interest on the loan, whereas
under a prime brokerage facility, the ongoing availability of credit and the terms of such credit, including interest cost
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and margin requirements, are subject to change at the lender’s sole discretion at any time; and (ii) the interest rate
charged for a prime brokerage facility is typically less than a committed loan facility due to the lack of a term
commitment from the lender. See “Risk Factors – Risks Related to the Structure of the Fund – Availability of
Leverage”.

Short Selling

The Fund may engage in short selling as permitted by securities laws, up to a maximum of 10% of the NAV.
This 10% limit, however, does not apply to short sales of securities or short positions maintained by the Fund for the
purposes of hedging (as defined in NI 81-102) the exposure of the Portfolio to equity securities that are to be received
by the Fund in connection with (i) the exercise by the Fund of a right to acquire such securities pursuant to a conversion
or (ii) the exercise by the issuer of a right to issue such securities at maturity. The Fund may engage in short selling
and may do so as a complement to the Fund’s investment strategy in circumstances where the Advisor expects that
the securities of an issuer will decrease in market value.

Currency Hedging

The Portfolio will include securities which are denominated in currencies other than the Canadian dollar (any
such currencies being “foreign currencies”) and, accordingly, the Fund will be exposed to foreign currency risk. The
Fund initially intends to hedge the majority of its exposure to foreign currencies back to the Canadian dollar. The
decisions as to whether the Fund’s exposure to foreign currencies will be hedged back to the Canadian dollar, and the
amount of such exposure to be hedged, will depend on such factors as exchange rates, the Advisor’s outlook for the
economy both in Canada and globally and for the industries in which Workplace Technology Issuers operate, and a
comparison of the costs associated with such hedging transactions against the benefits expected to be obtained
therefrom.

Use of Derivative Instruments

Subject to the Fund’s investment restrictions, the Fund may invest in or use derivative instruments for
hedging purposes consistent with its investment objectives. The Fund’s use of derivatives for hedging purposes is not
otherwise subject to any limitations. For example, the Fund may use derivatives for hedging purposes with the
intention of offsetting or reducing risks, such as currency value fluctuations, stock market risks and interest rate
changes, associated with an investment or group of investments.

Subject to the Fund’s investment restrictions, the Fund also may invest in or use derivative instruments for
non-hedging purposes consistent with its investment objectives to a maximum of 10% of the NAV. While the Fund
does not currently intend to invest in or use derivative instruments for non-hedging purposes, in the event the Fund
elects to do so it may, for example, write covered call options on some or all of the securities comprising the Portfolio
or write cash covered put options. The holder of a covered call option purchased from the Fund will have the option,
exercisable during a specific time period or at expiry, to purchase the securities underlying the option from the Fund
at the exercise price per security determined at the time of writing the call option. In addition, the Fund may from time
to time engage in writing cash covered put options based on a portion of the Fund’s assets held in cash, cash equivalents
and cash cover. The Fund may utilize such cash, cash equivalents and cash cover to provide cover in respect of the
writing of cash covered put options, which are intended to generate additional returns and to reduce the net cost of
acquiring the securities subject to the cash covered put options. The holder of a put option purchased from the Fund
will have the option, exercisable during a specific time period or at expiry, to sell the securities underlying the option
to the Fund at the exercise price per security. By selling covered call options and/or cash covered put options, the
Fund will receive option premiums.

Securities Lending

In order to generate additional returns, the Fund may lend securities included in the Portfolio to securities
borrowers acceptable to the Fund pursuant to the terms of a securities lending agreement between the Fund and such
borrower (each a “Securities Lending Agreement”). Under a Securities Lending Agreement (i) the borrower will pay
to the Fund a negotiated securities lending fee and will make compensation payments to the Fund equal to any
distributions received by the borrower on the securities borrowed, (ii) the securities loans must qualify as “securities
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lending arrangements” for the purposes of the Tax Act, and (iii) the Fund will receive collateral security. The terms
of each Securities Lending Agreement will comply with the conditions for securities lending transactions set out in
section 2.12 of NI 81-102.

OVERVIEW OF THE SECTOR IN WHICH THE FUND INVESTS

The Fund has been designed to provide investors with a diversified, actively managed portfolio comprised
primarily of dividend paying securities of Workplace Technology Issuers, including those whose operations may be
related to FinTech, cybersecurity, software, and cloud computing.

The Advisor believes that workplace solutions are playing critical roles in the digital economy, and in
particular:

Investment Thesis

The Advisor believes that businesses are prioritizing technologies that enable hybrid work, improve customer
engagement and increase operational efficiency (Source: Harvey Nash / KPMG CIO Survey 2020; KPMG,
September 22, 2020; https://home.kpmg/xx/en/home/insights/2020/09/harvey-nash-kpmg-cio-survey-2020-
everything-changed-or-did-it.html)

o Applications enable communication, collaboration and flexibility, which is the key to the future of
hybrid work (Source: Microsoft’s Satya Nadella says companies forcing employees back to the
office amid rise in Covid delta cases are ‘shortsighted’; CNBC; September 9, 2021;
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/09/09/microsoft-ceo-says-companies-should-use-data-to-determine-when-
employees-return-to-work.html)

o Digital technologies are deflationary, helping to control inflationary pressures in the real economy
(Source: Microsoft’s Satya Nadella says companies forcing employees back to the office amid rise
in Covid delta cases are ‘shortsighted’; CNBC; September 9, 2021;
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/09/09/microsoft-ceo-says-companies-should-use-data-to-determine-when-
employees-return-to-work.html)

o Cohesive payment ecosystems help sellers to manage orders, engage customers and grow their sales
(Source: Economic Empowerment; Square; https://investors.squareup.com/overview/default.aspx)

o Cybersecurity solutions enable fast and secure connections across social, mobile and cloud
platforms (Source: Securing your digital transformation; Zscaler; https://ir.zscaler.com/)

o Organizations are realizing millions in savings by investing in productivity software to streamline
business processes (Source: Microsoft 365 for enterprise; Microsoft; https://www.microsoft.com/en-
ca/microsoft-365/enterprise)

As shown in the charts below, workplace technology stocks have outperformed the S&P 500 over the past
five years and are expected to grow earnings and sales much faster through 2023
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IT spending is projected to total US$4.1 trillion in 2021, representing an 8.4% increase from 2020 (Source:
Gartner Forecasts Worldwide IT Spending to Reach $4 Trillion in 2021; Gartner, Inc.; April 7, 2021;
https://www.gartner.com/en/newsroom/press-releases/2021-04-07-gartner-forecasts-worldwide-it-spending-to-reach-4-
trillion-in-2021)

Workplace Technology Stocks Have Outperformed the
Market

…And are Expected to Grow Much Faster than the
Market

*Equal-weighted portfolio of the following indexes: Solactive
FinTech, MSCI Cybersecurity, Bloomberg Software and ISE
Cloud.
Source: Bloomberg. Returns in United States Dollars.
For the period December 31, 2016 to August 31, 2021.

*Equal-weighted portfolio of the following indexes:
Solactive FinTech, MSCI Cybersecurity, Bloomberg
Software and ISE Cloud.
Source: Bloomberg.
EPS = Earnings Per Share, SPS = Sales Per Share.

Transactions Security Productivity Efficiency Mobility
Providing tools to
maximize business
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Protecting
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and customer data:
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enable higher
output:

Tailoring
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business units

Enabling access for
the digital
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• Omnichannel
• Mobile wallets
• Point of sale

• Cloud security
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• Application

security

• Social media
• Virtual meetings
• CRM

• Supply chain
• Digital

advertising
• HR systems

• Laptops
• Smartphones
• Hybrid office
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Investment Opportunities

FinTech
(Initial Allocation of 15% to 25%)

Payments, Savings, Wealth Management, Digital Asset Exchanges and
Lending

Examples of issuers include Square Inc., Adyen NV, Paypal
Holdings Inc., and Intuit Inc.

The Advisor believes that:
The global FinTech market is expected to reach
US$310 billion through 2022, growing at a
compound annual growth rate (“CAGR”) of 24.8%
from 2018 (Source: Global Fintech Market Value is
Expected to Reach $309.98 Billion at a CAGR of
24.8% Through 2022; The Business Research
Company; September 26, 2019;
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/global-
fintech-market-value-is-expected-to-reach-309-98-
billion-at-a-cagr-of-24-8-through-2022--300926069.html)
As shown in the chart on the right, payment stocks
are approaching the market value of Wall Street’s
biggest banks (Source: Market value of big fintech
companies rises to $1 trillion, more than the largest
banks; CNBC; September 16, 2020;
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/09/16/market-value-of-big-
fintech-companies-rises-to-1-trillion-more-than-the-
largest-banks.html)
Digital payments are expected to account for US$6.6
trillion in value in 2021, an increase of 40% from
2019 levels (Source: Digital Payments to Hit $6.6
Trillion in 2021, a 40% Jump in Two Years; Finaria.it; February 2, 2021;
https://www.cpapracticeadvisor.com/accounting-audit/news/21208440/digital-payments-to-hit-66-trillion-in-2021-a-
40-jump-in-two-years)
FinTech companies are disrupting traditional banking by offering new technologies such as point-of-sale
lending and Buy Now, Pay Later (BNPL) (Sources: Fintech just saw an earnings bonanza, as Coinbase and
Upstart report over 11-fold revenue growth; CNBC; August 11, 2021;
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/08/11/fintech-earnings-bonanza-as-coinbase-and-upstart-grow-sales-11-
fold.html; and Why millennials and gen-Zs are jumping on the buy now, pay later trend; CNBC; August 9,
2021; https://www.cnbc.com/2021/08/07/why-millennials-and-gen-zs-are-jumping-on-the-buy-now-pay-
later-trend.html)
Businesses need to adopt FinTech solutions to benefit from secular trends such as digital payments and e-
commerce (Source: Square – Afterpay Deal Puts Fintech Stocks Back in Focus; Forbes; August 5, 2021;
https://www.forbes.com/sites/greatspeculations/2021/08/05/square-afterpay-deal-puts-fintech-stocks-back-in-
focus/?sh=49b87a82453a)
FinTech is expanding access to financial services that are critical for poverty reduction and economic growth
in emerging markets (Source: Fintech Market Reports Rapid Growth During COVID-19 Pandemic; World
Bank Group; December 3, 2020; https://www.worldbank.org/en/news/press-release/2020/12/03/fintech-
market-reports-rapid-growth-during-covid-19-pandemic)

Payment Stocks Approaching Value

Market Caps (USD)
Source: Bloomberg. Data as at August 31,

Total:
$1.31 Trillion

g
Total:

$1.47 Trillion
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Cybersecurity
(Initial Allocation of 15% to 25%)

Network Security, Cloud Security, Application Security,
Infrastructure Solutions

Examples of issuers include CrowdStrike Holdings Inc. and Fortinet Inc.

The Advisor believes that:
As shown in the chart to the right, the
cybersecurity market is expected to reach more
than US$400 billion by 2027, growing at a
CAGR of 12.5% (Source: 15 Best Cybersecurity
Stocks to Buy Now; Vardah Gill; July 23, 2021;
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/15-best-
cybersecurity-stocks-buy-170030594.html)
More companies are adopting cybersecurity
solutions to protect their sensitive information as
the cost of cybercrime is expected to increase to
US$10.5 trillion by 2025 (Source: 15 Best
Cybersecurity Stocks to Buy Now; Vardah Gill;
July 23, 2021; https://finance.yahoo.com/news/15-
best-cybersecurity-stocks-buy-170030594.html)
Cybersecurity is a major focus for businesses,
with 50% of CIOs citing it as a top priority for
2021 (Source: Flexera 2021 State of Tech Spend
Report; Flexera; 2021;
https://info.flexera.com/SLO-REPORT-State-of-
Tech-Spend)
The ransomware attack on Colonial Pipeline
highlights the importance of investing in
cybersecurity to protect critical industries such
as energy infrastructure and health care (Source:
Cybersecurity in Focus for Companies as Online
Threats Surge; WSJ; July 6, 2021;
https://www.wsj.com/articles/cybersecurity-in-focus-
for-companies-as-online-threats-surge-11625563802)
The number of cyberattacks against financial
service companies grew to 200,000 per week in
April 2021, up from just 5,000 in February 2020
(Source: The Killer App in Cybersecurity:
Cooperation Between IT and Business Owners;
Forbes; August 17, 2021;
https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbestechcouncil/2021
/08/17/the-killer-app-in-cybersecurity-cooperation-
between-it-and-business-owners/?sh=633385a26410)

Cybersecurity Growth Accelerating

Source: Cybersecurity Market Forecasted To Be
Worth $403B by 2027, CEPro, February 24,
2021.

(USD Billions)

+12.5
%

CAGR
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Software
(Initial Allocation of 15% to 25%)

Client Relationship Management, Enterprise Resource Planning,
Business Intelligence, Supply Chain Management

Examples of issuers include Adobe Inc., ServiceNow Inc., Dassault Systems SE, and Oracle Corporation

The Advisor believes that:
The cumulative deal value of software M&A
has risen to an all-time high in recent years,
driven by large transactions as shown in the
chart to the right (Source: Decoding the
Competitive Software M&A Market; BCG;
March 4, 2021; https://www.bcg.com/en-
ca/publications/2021/navigating-competitive-
software-mergers-acquisitions-market)
Over 90% of companies with more than 10
employees use Client Relationship Management
(CRM) software (Source: 18 CRM Statistics
you need to know for 2021 and beyond; Mark
Taylor; May 4, 2021;
https://www.superoffice.com/blog/crm-software-
statistics/)
Worldwide spending on enterprise software in
2021 is expected to be US$600 billion, 13.2%
higher than in 2020 (Source: Information
Technology (IT) spending on enterprise software
worldwide, from 2009 to 2022;Statista; July
2021;
https://www.statista.com/statistics/203428/total-
enterprise-software-revenue-forecast/
Business Intelligence and Analytics is growing
rapidly, driven by rising investments in digital
transformation, analytics, demand for data
visualization and increased data generation
(Source: Business Intelligence (BI) & Analytics
Software Market Size is USD 33770 Million by
2026 at CAGR 5.9% - Valuates Reports;
Valuates Reports; February 4, 2021;
https://www.prnewswire.com/in/news-
releases/business-intelligence-bi-amp-analytics-
software-market-size-is-usd-33770-million-by-2026-
at-cagr-5-9-valuates-reports-803488265.html)

Massive Software M&A Activity Taking Place

Acquirer Target Deal Size
(USD Billions)

IBM Red Hat $34

Salesforce Slack $27.7

Broadcom CA
Technologies $18.9

Microsoft Nuance $19

Salesforce Tableau $15.7

Microsoft GitHub $7.5

Source: The Biggest Tech Mergers & Acquisitions
of All Time, PCMag, April 12, 2021.

Cloud Computing
(Initial Allocation of 25% to 55%)

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS),
Software as a Service (SaaS), Cloud Hardware, Data Centers

Examples of issuers include Okta Inc., Microsoft Corporation, Mongodb Inc., Nutanix Inc., and Zscaler, Inc.

The Advisor believes that:
The global cloud computing market is
expected to double between 2020 and 2024
from US$331 billion to US$663 billion, as
shown in the chart to the right (Source:
Cloud Computing Market Share, Market
Size and Industry Growth Drivers, 2018 –
2024; T4; February 15, 2021;
https://www.t4.ai/industry/cloud-computing-
market-share)

Companies can save an average of 15% on
all IT costs by migrating to the cloud
(Source: 4 ways cloud computing can save
your company money; TechnologyAdvice;
June 24, 2021;
https://technologyadvice.com/blog/information-
technology/4-ways-cloud-computing-can-save-
money/)
M&A transactions are facilitated by cloud-
based systems, which are often more
practical and less costly than on-premises or
hosted solutions and therefore appeal to both
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sellers and buyers and allow for more
seamless transitions between them (Mergers
and acquisitions loves the cloud; Deloitte;
https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/pages/operation
s/articles/mergers-and-acquisitions-loves-the-
cloud.html)
90% of companies plan to increase their
cloud usage due to COVID-19, with 29%
doing so at a significantly higher rate
(Source: State of the Cloud Report; Flexera;
2021; https://info.flexera.com/CM-REPORT-
State-of-the-
Cloud?lead_source=Website%20Visitor&id=Blo
g)

Cloud Computing Growing Rapidly

Source: Cloud Computing Market Share, Market
Size and Industry Growth Drivers, 2018-2024, T4,
February 15, 2021.

INVESTMENT RESTRICTIONS

The Fund cannot engage in any undertaking other than the investment of its assets in accordance with its
investment objectives and strategy and in compliance with the investment restrictions set out in NI 81-102 that are
applicable to non-redeemable investment funds from time to time. In addition, the Fund shall be subject to the
following investment restrictions pursuant to which the Fund will not:

(a) for a period of more than 30 consecutive days have:

(i) less than 75% of the value of the total assets of the Fund (excluding cash and cash
equivalents) comprised of the securities of Workplace Technology Issuers;

(ii) more than 25% of the value of the total assets of the Fund (excluding cash and cash
equivalents) comprised of the securities of issuers having a market capitalization of less
than Cdn.$1 billion; or

(iii) more than 15% of the value of the total assets of the Fund (excluding cash and cash
equivalents) comprised of securities of issuers from countries which meet MSCI’s
definition of “emerging market country” and which are listed in MSCI’s Emerging Market
Index (which countries are selected on an annual basis);

(b) own more than 10% of any class of securities of any one issuer or purchase the securities of an issuer
for the purpose of exercising control over management of any issuer;

(c) borrow an amount exceeding 25% of the value of the total assets of the Fund, including leverage
obtained through short selling and net notional exposure under derivatives (for greater certainty,
short selling and derivatives used by the Fund solely for hedging purposes will not be included in
leverage), or guarantee the obligations of any person other than the Manager, and then only in
respect of the activities of the Fund;

(d) invest in or use derivative instruments other than for hedging purposes in a manner consistent with
its investment objectives, or invest in or use derivative instruments for non-hedging purposes other
than in a manner consistent with its investment objectives to a maximum of 10% of the NAV;
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(e) purchase securities on margin or make short sales of securities or maintain short positions, in each
case in excess of 10% of the NAV. This 10% limit, however, does not apply to short sales of
securities or short positions maintained by the Fund for the purposes of hedging (as defined in NI
81-102) the exposure of the Portfolio to equity securities that are to be received by the Fund in
connection with (i) the exercise by the Fund of a right to acquire such securities pursuant to a
conversion or (ii) the exercise by the issuer of a right to issue such securities at maturity;

(f) make or hold any investment or undertake any activity that would result in the Fund failing to qualify
as a “mutual fund trust” within the meaning of the Tax Act;

(g) make or hold any investments that would result in the Fund itself being subject to the tax for SIFT
trusts as provided for in section 122 of the Tax Act (the “SIFT Rules”), including the following
restrictions:

(i) the Fund must not hold “securities” of a “subject entity”, other than a “portfolio investment
entity”, (as defined in the SIFT Rules) if such securities have a fair market value that is
greater than 10% of the equity value in such subject entity for the purposes of the Tax Act;

(ii) the Fund must not hold “securities” of a “subject entity”, other than a “portfolio investment
entity”, (as defined in the SIFT Rules) if, together with all of the securities that the Fund
holds of entities affiliated with the particular subject entity, such securities have a total fair
market value that is greater than 50% of the equity value of the Fund for the purposes of
the Tax Act; and

(iii) the Fund must not acquire any property that is a “Canadian real, immovable or resource
property” for purposes of the Tax Act if at any time in the taxation year the total fair market
value of such property held by the Fund is greater than 50% of the equity value of the Fund
for the purposes of the Tax Act;

(h) invest in or hold (i) securities of or an interest in any non-resident entity, an interest in or a right or
option to acquire such property, or an interest in a partnership which holds any such property if the
Fund (or the partnership) would be required to include any significant amounts in income pursuant
to section 94.1 of the Tax Act, (ii) any interest in a non-resident trust other than an “exempt foreign
trust” for the purposes of section 94 of the Tax Act, or (iii) an interest in a trust (or a partnership
which holds such an interest) which would require the Fund (or the partnership) to report income in
connection with such interest pursuant to section 94.2 of the Tax Act;

(i) invest in any security that is a “tax shelter investment” within the meaning of section 143.2 of the
Tax Act;

(j) make or hold any investment that would be “taxable Canadian property” of the Fund (as such term
is defined in the Tax Act (if the definition were read without reference to paragraph (b) thereof)) if
it would result in the Fund owning such properties having a fair market value greater than 10% of
the fair market value of all of its property;

(k) with the exception of securities of the Fund’s own issue, purchase securities from, sell securities to,
or otherwise contract for the acquisition or disposition of securities with the Manager or the Advisor
or any of their respective affiliates, with any officer, director or shareholder of any of them, with
any person, trust, firm or corporation managed by the Manager or the Advisor or any of their
respective affiliates or with any firm or corporation in which any officer, director or shareholder of
the Manager or the Advisor may have a material interest (which, for these purposes, includes
beneficial ownership of more than 10% of the voting securities of such entity) unless, with respect
to any such purchase or sale of securities, the purchase price approximates the prevailing market
price and such transaction is otherwise in accordance with applicable laws;
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(l) engage in securities lending that does not constitute a “securities lending arrangement” for purposes
of the Tax Act; or

(m) enter into any arrangement where the result is a “dividend rental arrangement” for purposes of the
Tax Act.

The Fund will not be considered to have breached the investment restrictions set forth above and will not be
required to dispose of any security in the Portfolio as a result of later changes to the value of such security, the Portfolio
or the total assets of the Fund as a whole (except for the restrictions in paragraphs (f) to (j) above which must be
complied with at all times and which may necessitate the sale of Portfolio securities from time to time) so long as any
percentage restriction on investment or use of assets set forth above was adhered to at the time of purchase. If the
Fund receives from an issuer subscription rights to purchase Portfolio securities of that issuer, and if the Fund exercises
those subscription rights at a time when the Fund’s holdings of Portfolio securities of that issuer would otherwise
exceed the limits set forth above, the exercise of those rights will not constitute a violation of the investment
restrictions if, prior to the receipt of Portfolio securities on exercise of those rights, the Fund has sold at least as many
Portfolio securities of the same class and value as would result in the Fund complying with the restriction.

Unitholder approval is required to change the investment objectives or investment restrictions of the Fund.
See “Securityholder Matters – Matters Requiring Securityholder Approval”.

FEES AND EXPENSES

Fees and Expenses Payable by the Fund

Initial Expenses

The expenses of the Offering (including the costs of creating and organizing the Fund, the costs of printing
and preparing this prospectus, legal expenses of the Fund, marketing expenses, certain expenses incurred by the Agents
and certain other expenses) will, together with the Agents’ fees, be paid from the gross proceeds of the Offering. The
initial expenses (excluding the Agents’ fees) are estimated to be $500,000 and are subject to a maximum of 1.5% of
the gross proceeds of the Offering.

Management Fee

Pursuant to the terms of the Management Agreement (as defined under “Organization and Management
Details of the Fund – Manager of the Fund”), the Manager is entitled to a management fee at an annual rate of 1.25%
of the NAV, plus applicable taxes, provided that the management fee payable to the Manager shall not be paid in
respect of the NAV attributable to any assets of the Fund invested in the securities of any investment funds (including
mutual funds) managed by the Manager or an affiliate of the Manager. The management fee payable to the Manager
will be calculated and payable monthly based on the average NAV for that month. The management fee will be paid
in cash.

The Manager’s duties include, among others: maintaining accounting records for the Fund; authorizing the
payment of operating expenses incurred on behalf of the Fund; handling securities trades on behalf of the Fund;
preparing financial statements, income tax forms and financial and accounting information as required by the Fund;
calculating or arranging for the calculation of the NAV; providing Unitholders with financial statements and other
reports as are required by applicable law from time to time; monitoring the Fund’s compliance with regulatory
requirements; preparing the Fund’s reports to Unitholders and the Canadian securities regulatory authorities;
determining the amount of distributions, if any, to be paid by the Fund; and negotiating contractual agreements with
third-party providers of services, including the Fund’s auditor and its printers. See “Organization and Management
Details of the Fund – Duties and Services to be Provided by the Manager”.

Pursuant to the terms of the Advisory Agreement (as defined under “Organization and Management Details
of the Fund – The Advisor”), the Advisor is entitled to an advisory fee (the “Advisory Fee”) which will be payable by
the Manager, and not the Fund. The Manager and the Advisor will be reimbursed by the Fund for all reasonable out-
of-pocket costs and expenses incurred by them on behalf of the Fund in connection with the operation and management
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of the Fund as described under “Fees and Expenses – Operating Expenses of the Fund” (see “Organization and
Management Details of the Fund – Details of the Management Agreement” and see “Organization and Management
Details of the Fund – Details of the Advisory Agreement”).

Consultant Fees

Pursuant to the terms of the Consultant Agreement (as defined below), the Fund may pay the Consultant a
one-time research fee, to be negotiated between the Fund and the Consultant, of up to a total of US$25,000.

Trustee Fee

So long as the Trustee is the same person as the Manager, the Trustee will not be entitled to receive any fee
but will be reimbursed by the Fund for all expenses and liabilities properly incurred in connection with its duties.

Operating Expenses of the Fund

The Fund will pay for all expenses incurred in connection with the operation and management of the Fund.
In addition to the fees and expenses referenced elsewhere in this prospectus, it is expected that these expenses will
include, without limitation: (a) financial reporting costs, and mailing and printing expenses for periodic reports to
Unitholders and other Unitholder communications including marketing and advertising expenses; (b) any taxes
payable by the Fund; (c) fees (if any) payable to the Trustee for acting as trustee of the Fund; (d) fees payable to the
Fund’s custodian; (e) fees payable to the Fund’s Valuation Agent (as defined under “Valuation Agent”) ; (f) fees
payable to the registrar and transfer agent for the Units and to the plan agent under the Reinvestment Plan (as defined
below) for performing certain financial, record-keeping, Unitholder reporting and general administrative services and
for acting as plan agent under the Reinvestment Plan; (g) costs and fees payable to any agent, legal counsel, actuary,
Valuation Agent, technical consultant, accountant and auditor of the Fund and costs and expenses payable to any
investment advisor or investment counsel; (h) ongoing regulatory filing fees, stock exchange fees, listing fees and
other fees; (i) any expenses incurred by the Fund in connection with any legal proceedings in which the Manager
participates on behalf of the Fund or any other acts of the Manager in connection with the protection of the Fund
Property (as defined in the Declaration of Trust) or of any investment included therein; (j) the fees and other expenses
of members of the Independent Review Committee (as defined under “Organization and Management Details of the
Fund – Independent Review Committee”), as well as premiums for insurance coverage for such members of the
Independent Review Committee and for directors and officers of the Manager, which fees will be paid on a pro rata
basis by the Fund and other applicable investment funds managed by the Manager and, in the case of the Independent
Review Committee, of which the same individuals form the independent review committee; (k) any expenditures
which may be incurred upon the termination of the Fund; (l) consulting fees including website maintenance costs and
expenses associated with the preparation of tax filings; and (m) other administrative expenses. The aggregate annual
amount of these fees and expenses is estimated to be $200,000 per annum. The Fund also will be responsible for all
commissions and other costs of securities transactions, debt service and costs relating to borrowings by the Fund,
including under the Loan Facility or Prime Brokerage Facility, as applicable, and any extraordinary expenses which
it may incur from time to time.

Additional Services

Any arrangements for additional services between the Fund and the Manager, or any affiliate thereof, that
have not been described in this prospectus shall be on terms that are no less favorable to the Fund than those available
from third parties for comparable services and the Fund shall pay all expenses associated with such additional services.

Fees and Expenses Payable by Unitholders

Any expenses associated with the redemption of Units, including expenses associated with the preparation
and delivery of redemption notices and expenses associated with the selling of Portfolio securities to fund such
redemption, will be for the account of the Unitholder exercising the redemption privilege. See “Redemptions of
Securities”.
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RISK FACTORS

An investment in the Fund involves risks. Certain risk factors relating to the Fund and the Units are described
below. Additional risks and uncertainties not currently known to the Manager, Advisor or Consultant or that are
currently considered immaterial, may also impair the operations of the Fund. An investment in the Fund is appropriate
only for investors who have the capacity to absorb a partial or full loss on their investment and who can withstand the
effect of potentially having no distribution being paid in any period. As the value of the Units of the Fund will be
based upon the value of the Portfolio, risks relating to the Portfolio will affect investors in the Fund. In addition to the
matters set out elsewhere in this prospectus, the following are certain risk factors and considerations related to the
Fund which prospective investors should consider before purchasing Units:

Risks Related to Investment Objectives and Strategy

No Assurances of Achieving Objectives

There is no assurance that the Fund will be able to achieve its investment objectives, including being able to
pay distributions to Unitholders in an amount equal to the Target Distribution Amount or at all, or to provide enhanced
long-term total return. In addition, in the event the Fund varies the amount of leverage it employs and/or the
composition of the Portfolio, the rate of return required to be generated by the Portfolio in order to achieve the Target
Distribution Amount from time to time also may vary. In the event the Fund does not employ leverage, the Fund may
adjust the composition of the Portfolio, revise the Target Distribution Amount or may be required to return capital to
Unitholders in order to achieve the Target Distribution Amount. The Fund will attempt to achieve its investment
objectives through its investment strategy as described above under the heading “Investment Strategy”. In the event
that the Units are listed for trading on the Toronto Stock Exchange (the “TSX”) or any other exchange, it is possible
that the Units will trade at a premium or at a discount to NAV.

COVID-19

The COVID-19 outbreak was characterized as a pandemic by the World Health Organization on March 11,
2020. COVID-19 has caused governments across the globe to impose restrictions, such as quarantines, closures,
cancellations and travel restrictions on its citizens. Normal commercial activities across many industries and individual
companies have been negatively affected by such actions, leading to volatility in the global financial markets and
disruptions in the global economy. COVID-19 as well as other epidemics and pandemics that may arise in the future
could negatively affect the worldwide economy, including Workplace Technology Issuers, which could adversely
affect the value of the securities in the Portfolio and in turn, the Net Asset Value of the Units.

Risks Related to the Portfolio Securities

Risks Related to Workplace Technology Issuers

Workplace Technology Issuers operate in new and rapidly evolving industries and accordingly are subject to
risks relating to the development of those industries generally, and the technology underlying those industries.
Accordingly, the business and future prospects of such issuers may be difficult to evaluate. The Advisor cannot
accurately predict the extent to which demand for products and services developed by Workplace Technology Issuers
will develop and/or increase, if at all. The success of such issuers also will depend on traditional business factors such
as the ability to develop or market new products and the ability to properly execute corporate strategies. In addition,
the regulation of issuers using such technologies or operating in such markets may undergo substantial change and the
ultimate regulatory treatment of such technologies and markets is uncertain, which could affect the viability and
expansion of such technologies and markets. In addition, because such technologies and markets may operate across
many national boundaries, it is possible that they will be subject to widespread and inconsistent regulation. Any
adverse developments that affect any of such technologies or markets could impact issuers in which the Fund may
from time to time have invested, thereby negatively impacting the value of the Fund’s investments in such issuers
and/or the ability of such issuers to pay dividends or distributions.
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Risks Related to Investments in Geographic Regions Outside of Canada

The Portfolio may include the securities of issuers that are domiciled in or derive a significant portion of their
revenue from geographic regions globally. Accordingly, the performance of the Portfolio is expected to be closely
tied to social, political and economic conditions within the geographic regions in which the Fund has invested.

Risks of Portfolio Concentration

The assets of the Fund will consist of securities of Workplace Technology Issuers. Accordingly, the Fund’s
Portfolio will have relatively narrow diversification in that its investments will be limited only to certain industries.
The securities of Workplace Technology Issuers are likely to be adversely impacted by any downturns in the global
or any local economy that impact the technology, communications, and related sectors in particular. Accordingly, this
Portfolio concentration may have a negative impact on the value of the Units and the general risk of the Portfolio may
be increased as a result of such sector and/or technology concentration.

Fluctuations in Net Asset Value and Market Price of Units

The NAV per Unit and the funds available for distribution will vary according, among other things, to the
value of the Portfolio securities acquired by the Fund and any dividends, distributions and net realized capital gains
paid thereon. Fluctuations in the market values of the securities comprising the Portfolio and fluctuations in the NAV
per Unit may occur for a number of reasons beyond the control of the Manager, the Advisor and the Fund including
factors that affect capital markets generally such as general economic and political conditions and factors unique to
each issuer included in the Portfolio, such as changes in management, changes in strategic direction, achievement of
strategic goals, mergers, acquisitions and divestitures, changes in distribution policies, performance of competitors,
access to key personnel, demand for specific products and services and other events that may affect the value of an
issuer’s securities. Some global economies have recently experienced a recession or diminished growth. No assurance
can be given that such conditions will not continue or re-emerge, which may adversely affect the issuers in which the
Fund from time to time may invest and the value of their securities included in the Portfolio.

Sensitivity to Interest Rates

The market price of the Units may be affected by the level of interest rates prevailing from time to time. In
addition, the NAV may be highly sensitive to interest rate fluctuations because the value of the Portfolio will fluctuate
based on interest rates. Further, any decrease in the NAV resulting from any fluctuation in interest rates also may
negatively affect the market price of the Units. Unitholders wishing to sell their Units will, therefore, be exposed to
the risk that the NAV or the market price of the Units will be negatively affected by interest rate fluctuations. Increases
in interest rates will also increase the Fund’s costs of borrowing.

General Risks of Equity Investments

The value of equity securities in which the Fund may from time to time invest may fluctuate in accordance
with changes in the financial condition of those equity security issuers, the condition of equity markets generally and
other factors. The issuers and weighting of equity securities comprising the Portfolio also may change from time to
time. Dividends and distributions on those equity securities generally will depend upon the declaration of dividends
and distributions from the issuers but there can be no assurance that those issuers will pay distributions or dividends
on their securities. The declaration of such dividends and distributions generally depends upon various factors,
including the financial condition of the issuer and general economic conditions.

The Fund also will be subject to the risks inherent in investments in equity securities, including the risk that
the financial condition of the issuers in which the Fund invests may become impaired or that the general condition of
the stock markets may deteriorate. Equity securities are susceptible to general equity market fluctuations and to volatile
increases and decreases in value as market confidence in, and perceptions of, the issuers change. These investor
perceptions are based on various and unpredictable factors including expectations regarding government, economic,
monetary and fiscal policies, inflation and interest rates, economic expansion or contraction, and global or regional
political, economic and banking crises.
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The securities of the issuers in which the Fund invests may be cease-traded by order of the relevant securities
regulatory authority or halted from trading by the relevant stock exchange. If a material number of issuers whose
securities comprise the Portfolio are cease-traded or halted, the Fund may be unable to trade in such securities or
rebalance the Portfolio.

Certain of the issuers in which the Fund may from time to time invest may have limited operating histories.
The value of the Portfolio will be influenced by factors that are not within the control of the Fund, which may include
the financial performance of the respective issuers, interest rates, exchange rates and the hedging policies employed
by such issuers. The performance of issuers in which the Fund may invest also may be affected by the performance
of their competitors and demand for specific products and services, and may be adversely affected by a change in any
of such conditions.

Risk Related to Investments in Emerging Markets

The Fund may invest up to 15% of the Portfolio in securities of issuers from countries which meet MSCI’s
definition of “emerging market country” and which are listed in MSCI’s Emerging Market Index (which countries are
selected on an annual basis).

Risks of investing in emerging markets issuers include: smaller market capitalization of securities markets,
which may suffer periods of relative illiquidity; significant price volatility; restrictions on foreign investment; and
possible restrictions on repatriation of investment income and capital. In addition, the currencies of emerging market
countries may experience significant declines against the Canadian dollar, and devaluation may occur subsequent to
investments in these currencies by the Fund. Inflation and rapid fluctuations in inflation rates have had, and may
continue to have, negative effects on the economies and securities markets of certain emerging market countries.
Certain emerging markets also may face other significant internal or external risks, including a heightened risk of war,
and ethnic, religious and racial conflicts. In addition, governments in many emerging market countries participate to
a significant degree in their economies and securities markets, which may impair investment and economic growth,
and which may in turn diminish the value of the companies in those markets.

Risks Related to the Structure of the Fund

Foreign Currency Exposure

The Portfolio will include securities denominated and paying distributions in foreign currencies, including
the U.S. dollar. As the NAV will be calculated in Canadian dollars, to the extent the Fund’s exposure to foreign
currencies has not been hedged back to the Canadian dollar, the NAV will be affected by changes in the value of those
foreign currencies against the Canadian dollar. While the Fund initially intends to hedge its exposure to foreign
currencies back to the Canadian dollar, it may not be fully hedged at all times. Distributions received on Portfolio
securities will not be hedged and any hedging strategy of the Fund may not be successful. Accordingly, no assurance
can be given that the Fund will not be adversely impacted by changes in foreign exchange rates or other factors.

Distributions

The Fund initially intends to pay monthly distributions on all Units in an amount equal to $0.03333 per Unit.
The Manager will review such distribution policy from time to time and the distribution amount may change. If the
returns on the Portfolio (including net realized capital gains from the sale of securities in the Portfolio) are less than
the amount necessary to fund the monthly distributions, the Manager may return a portion of the capital of the Fund
to Unitholders to ensure the distribution is paid and, accordingly, the NAV per Unit would be reduced.

Reliance on the Advisor and the Consultant

The Advisor will provide investment advice regarding the Portfolio in a manner consistent with the Fund’s
investment objectives, strategy and restrictions. Although the employees of the Advisor who are primarily responsible
for providing such advice in respect of the Portfolio have extensive experience in managing investment portfolios,
there is no certainty that such individuals will continue to be employees of the Advisor throughout the life of the Fund
or that the Advisor will continue to be engaged as advisor to the Fund.
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The Consultant will provide the Advisor with ongoing analysis regarding Workplace Technology Issuers, in
particular those operating in the technology and communication sectors. There is no certainty that the Consultant will
continue to be engaged by the Advisor or that Mr. Paul Sagawa will continue to act in such capacity throughout the
life of the Fund.

Use of Leverage by the Fund

The use of leverage by the Fund may result in capital losses or a decrease in distributions to Unitholders. If
the value of the Portfolio decreases such that the amount borrowed by the Fund exceeds 25% of the value of the total
assets of the Fund, the Fund may be required to sell assets in order to comply with such investment restriction. Such
sales may be required to be done at prices which may adversely affect the value of the Portfolio and the returns to the
Fund. The interest expense and banking and other fees incurred in respect of any loan facility or prime brokerage
facility entered into by the Fund will decrease the value of the assets of the Fund, thereby reducing the amounts
available to pay distributions on the Units. In addition, the Fund may not be able to renew any borrowings on
acceptable terms or at all. There can be no assurance that the borrowing strategy employed by the Fund will assist the
Fund in achieving its objectives.

Hedging Strategy

The use of hedging involves special risks, including illiquidity and the possible default by the counterparty
to any hedging transaction, which could result in the counterparty being unable to meet its obligations. In addition,
the Fund’s success in using hedging instruments is subject to the Manager’s ability to predict correctly changes in the
relationships of such hedging instruments to the Portfolio; there can be no assurance that the Manager’s judgment in
this respect will be accurate, with the risk that the use of hedges could result in losses greater than if the hedging had
not been used. In addition, the costs associated with a hedging program may outweigh the benefits of the arrangements
in such circumstances.

No Guaranteed Returns

There is no guarantee that an investment in the Fund will earn any positive returns in the short or long term
or at all.

Loss of Investment

An investment in Units is appropriate only for an investor that can withstand distributions not being made on
the Units for any period of time, and that can withstand a partial or total loss of his, her or its investment.

Illiquid Securities

There is no assurance that an adequate market will exist for the securities held in the Portfolio, including any
that are not listed on a securities exchange. The Fund cannot predict whether the securities held by it will trade at a
discount to, a premium to, or at their respective net asset values, if applicable. If the market for a specific security is
particularly illiquid, the Fund may be unable to dispose of such securities or may be unable to dispose of such securities
at a reasonable price. In addition, if the Manager is unable, or determines that it is inappropriate, to dispose of some
or all of the securities held in the Portfolio prior to the date of the termination of the Fund, Unitholders may, subject
to applicable laws, receive distributions of Portfolio securities in specie for which there may be an illiquid market or
which may be subject to resale restrictions of indefinite duration.

Risks of Short Sales and Margin Purchases

The Fund may engage in short selling securities or maintain short positions to a maximum of 10% of the
NAV, provided that such 10% limit does not apply to short sales of securities or short positions maintained for
purposes of hedging (as defined in NI 81-102) the Portfolio’s exposure to the equity securities to be received by the
Fund in connection with the exercise of the right to acquire such securities pursuant to a conversion or in connection
with the exercise by the issuer of the right to issue such securities at maturity. A short sale of a security may expose
the Fund to losses if the price of the security sold short increases because the Fund may be required to purchase such
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securities in order to cover its short position at a higher price than the price at which such securities were sold short.
The potential loss on the short sale of securities is unlimited, since there is no limit on how much the price of a security
will appreciate before the short position is closed out. In addition, a short sale entails the borrowing of the security in
order that the short sale may be transacted. There is no assurance that the lender of the security will not require the
security to be repaid before the Fund wishes to do so, thereby requiring the Fund to borrow the security elsewhere or
purchase the security in the market at an unattractive price, which particularly may be the case with respect to illiquid
securities as a lesser number of such securities will be available for borrowing and then only at a higher cost. In the
event that numerous lenders of the security in the market simultaneously recall the same security, a “short-squeeze”
may occur, whereby the market price of the borrowed security may increase significantly. In addition, the borrowing
of securities entails the payment of a borrowing fee. There is no assurance that a borrowing fee will not increase during
the borrowing period, adding to the expense of the short sale strategy. In addition, there is no assurance that the security
sold short can be repurchased due to supply and demand constraints in the marketplace.

Purchasing securities on margin exposes the Fund to the risk of increased losses if the value of the securities
purchased on margin decreases sufficiently, as the Fund will be required to repay its securities dealer for the margin
used to purchase securities and may therefore be required to sell assets in order to maintain the margin requirements
of its trading account. In addition, if the value of securities purchased on margin exceeds 10% of the NAV, the Fund
may sell assets in order to comply with its investment restrictions. In either case, such sales may be required to be
done at prices which may adversely affect the value of the Portfolio and the returns to the Fund.

Use of Derivative Instruments

The Fund may utilize derivatives for hedging purposes and, to a limited extent, non-hedging purposes. The
use of derivative instruments involves risks different from and possibly greater than, the risks associated with investing
directly in securities and other traditional investments. Risks associated with the use of derivatives include, without
limitation: (i) hedging to reduce risk does not guarantee that there will not be a loss or that there will be a gain; (ii)
there is no guarantee that a market will exist when the Fund wants to complete the derivative contract, which could
prevent the Fund from reducing a loss or making a profit; (iii) securities exchanges may impose trading limits on
options and futures contracts, and these limits may prevent the Fund from completing the derivative contract; (iv) the
Fund could experience a loss if the other party to the derivative contract is unable to fulfill its obligations; and (v) if
the Fund has an open position in an option, a futures contract or a forward contract with a dealer who goes bankrupt,
the Fund could experience a loss and, for an open futures or forward contract, a loss of margin deposits with that
dealer. In circumstances where there is an interest rate hedge employed, total returns on the Portfolio may be higher
with the hedge than without it when interest rates rise significantly, but total returns may be lower than it otherwise
would be in a stable to falling interest rate environment.

In addition, to the extent that derivatives are used by the Fund for non-hedging purposes, there is a risk that
the non-hedging purposes for which such derivatives have been utilized by the Fund result in losses, which in turn
could have an adverse effect on the performance of the Fund and it ability to meet its objectives.

Securities Lending

The Fund may engage in securities lending. Although the Fund will receive collateral for the loans, and such
collateral is marked to market, the Fund will be exposed to the risk of loss should the borrower default on its obligation
to return the borrowed securities and should the collateral be insufficient to reconstitute the portfolio of loaned
securities. In addition, the Fund will bear the risk of loss of any investment of cash collateral.

Trading Price of Units

Units may trade in the market at a premium or discount to the NAV per Unit and there can be no assurance
that Units will trade at a price equal to such amount. This risk is separate and distinct from the risk that the NAV per
Unit may decrease, or possibly be zero.

In recognition of the possibility that the Units may trade at a discount, the terms and conditions attaching to
the Units have been designed to attempt to reduce or eliminate a market value discount from the NAV per Unit by
way of mandatory and optional purchases of Units by the Fund, as described under “Attributes of Securities – Market
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Purchases”. There can be no assurance that purchases of Units by the Fund will result in the Units trading at a price
which is equal to the NAV per Unit. The Fund anticipates that the market price of the Units will in any event vary
from the NAV per Unit. The market price of the Units will be determined by, among other things, the relative demand
for and supply of Units in the market, the performance of the Portfolio and investor perception of the Fund’s overall
attractiveness as an investment as compared with other investment alternatives. The NAV per Unit and the market
price of the Units is subject to factors beyond the control of the Fund, the Manager, the Trustee and the Advisor.

If the Units are thinly traded, purchases made in the market under the Reinvestment Plan may significantly
affect the market price of the Units. Depending on market conditions, a direct reinvestment of cash distributions by
Unitholders in the market may be more, or less, advantageous than the reinvestment arrangements under the
Reinvestment Plan.

Marketability and Operating History

The Fund is a newly organized investment fund with no previous operating history. There is currently no
public market for the Units and there can be no assurance that an active public market will develop or be sustained
after completion of this Offering.

Availability of Leverage

The Fund’s ability to achieve its investment objectives is dependent on employing leverage. Given the nature
of prime brokerage facilities, in the event the Fund enters into the Prime Brokerage Facility, the ongoing availability
of credit and the terms of such credit, including interest cost and margin requirements, will be subject to change at the
Lender’s sole discretion at any time and there will be no guarantee that the Fund will be able to borrow on terms
satisfactory to the Fund or at all, which may affect the total returns of the Portfolio.

Risks Related to Redemptions

If holders of a substantial number of Units exercise their redemption rights, the number of Units outstanding
and the NAV could be significantly reduced. If a substantial number of Units are redeemed, this could decrease the
liquidity of the Units in the market and increase the management expense ratio of the Fund. In any such circumstance,
the Manager may determine it appropriate to: (i) subject to applicable laws, suspend redemptions of Units (as described
under “Redemptions of Securities — Suspension of Redemptions”); or (ii) terminate the Fund without the approval
of the Unitholders if, in the opinion of the Manager, it is no longer economically feasible to continue the Fund or the
Manager determines that it would be in the best interests of Unitholders to terminate the Fund.

Redemption Costs (as defined under “Redemptions of Securities”) will be paid by the redeeming Unitholder.
The amount of any such Redemption Costs will depend on the circumstances at the time of the redemption, including
the NAV, the number of Units surrendered for redemption, the available cash of the Fund, the interest rate under the
Loan Facility, the current market price of the securities of each issuer included in the Portfolio at the time of the
redemption, and the brokerage fees, commissions and other transaction costs as described under “Redemptions of
Securities”. As a result of the foregoing variables, the amount of Redemption Costs payable by a Unitholder upon the
redemption of Units may vary from time to time.

Status of the Fund

The Fund is not a mutual fund under Canadian securities legislation and therefore will not be subject to the
various policies and regulations that apply to mutual funds. The Fund is a non-redeemable investment fund under
Canadian securities legislation and, as such, will be subject to NI 81-102 and NI 81-106, in each case as a non-
redeemable investment fund.

The Fund is not a trust company and is not registered under legislation of any jurisdiction governing trust
companies as it does not carry on, nor does it intend to carry on, the business of a trust company. The Units are not
“deposits” within the meaning of the Canada Deposit Insurance Corporation Act and are not insured under the
provisions of that Act or any other legislation.
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Conflicts of Interest

The services to be provided or caused to be provided by the Manager under the Management Agreement and
by the Advisor under the Advisory Agreement are not exclusive to the Fund. Neither the Manager nor the Advisor is
prevented from offering its services to other funds, some of which may invest primarily in the same securities as the
Fund from time to time invests and which may be considered competitors of the Fund.

In addition, the directors and officers of the Manager and the Advisor or their respective affiliates may be
directors, officers, shareholders or unitholders of one or more issuers in which the Fund may invest from time to time
or corporations which act as the manager of other funds that invest primarily in the same securities as the Fund and as
a result, which may be considered competitors of the Fund. The Manager or its affiliates may be managers or portfolio
managers of one or more issuers in which the Fund may acquire securities.

Nature of Units

A Unit represents an undivided beneficial interest in the net assets of the Fund. Unitholders will not have the
statutory rights normally associated with ownership of shares of a corporation including, for example, the right to
bring “oppression” or “derivative” actions. Units are dissimilar to debt instruments in that there is no principal amount
nor interest obligations owing to Unitholders.

No Ownership Interest

An investment in Units does not constitute an investment by Unitholders in the securities comprising the
Portfolio. Unitholders will not own the securities held by the Fund.

Foreign Market Exposure

The Portfolio may, at any time, include securities of issuers established in jurisdictions outside Canada or the
United States. Although most such issuers will be subject to uniform accounting, auditing and financial reporting
standards comparable to those applicable to Canadian and U.S. companies, some issuers may not be subject to such
standards and, as a result, there may be less publicly available information about such issuers than there would be with
respect to a Canadian or U.S. company. Volume and liquidity in some foreign stock markets may be less than in
Canada and the U.S. and, at times, volatility of price may be greater than in Canada or the U.S. As a result, the price
of such securities may be affected by conditions in the market of the jurisdiction in which the issuer is located or its
securities are traded.

Exchange Option

A portion of the proceeds realized pursuant to the Offering may be by way of deposits of securities of
Exchange Eligible Issuers under the Exchange Option (as each such term is defined under “Purchase of Securities –
Method to Purchase Units”). To achieve the desired initial Portfolio, the Manager may be required to dispose of certain
securities of Exchange Eligible Issuers acquired pursuant to the Exchange Option at prices below the prices at which
they are then trading and possibly at prices which are below what the Advisor believes they are worth. Such
dispositions may have an adverse impact on the NAV per Unit. Additionally, if the price of a security of an Exchange
Eligible Issuer on the closing of the Offering is less than the price used to calculate the Exchange Ratio (as defined
under “Purchase of Securities – Determination of Exchange Ratio”), the Fund will, in effect, have paid more to acquire
the security of the Exchange Eligible Issuer than it would have paid if it had acquired the same security in the market
at that time.

Taxation of the Fund

There can be no assurance that Canadian federal and provincial income tax laws respecting the treatment of
mutual fund trusts or in general will not be changed in a manner that adversely affects the Fund and the Unitholders.
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It is anticipated that the Fund will qualify at all times as a “mutual fund trust” within the meaning of the Tax
Act but no assurance can be given in this regard. If the Fund were to cease to qualify as a mutual fund trust, the income
tax considerations as described under “Income Tax Considerations” would be materially different and in some respects
adverse.

In determining its income for tax purposes, the Fund generally will treat gains or losses on the disposition of
securities in the Portfolio as capital gains and losses (see “Income Tax Considerations - Taxation of the Fund”). In
addition, in accordance with the published administrative practice of CRA (as defined below), derivatives used to
hedge capital items will be treated and reported for purposes of the Tax Act on capital account and designations with
respect to its income and capital gains will be made and reported to Unitholders on this basis. The CRA’s practice is
not to grant advance income tax rulings on the characterization of items as capital gains or income and no advance
income tax ruling has been requested or obtained. If these dispositions or transactions of the Fund are determined not
to be on capital account, the net income of the Fund for tax purposes and the taxable component of distributions to
Unitholders could increase.

The Fund will be a SIFT trust (and effectively taxed as a public Canadian corporation) in a given taxation
year for the purposes of the SIFT Rules if at any time in the taxation year it holds “non-portfolio property”. The Fund
should not be a SIFT trust for the purposes of the SIFT Rules because the Fund should not hold “non-portfolio
property” based on its investment objectives and investment restrictions, as described under the headings “Investment
Objectives” and “Investment Restrictions”, respectively.

Portfolio assets received by Unitholders as a result of an in kind distribution by the Fund on termination, if
any, may not be qualified investments for Registered Plans.

The Tax Act contains “loss restriction event” (“LRE”) rules that are broadly drafted and could potentially
apply to certain trusts including the Fund. In general, a LRE occurs to the Fund if a person (or group of persons)
acquires units of the Fund worth more than 50% of the fair market value of all the units of the Fund. If a LRE occurs
(i) the Fund will be deemed to have a year-end for tax purposes, (ii) to the extent possible, any net income and net
realized capital gains of the Fund at such year-end will be distributed to Unitholders of the Fund, and (iii) the Fund
will be restricted in its ability to use tax losses (including any unrealized capital losses) that exist at the time of the
LRE. However, the Fund will be exempt from the application of the LRE rules in most circumstances provided that
the Fund is an “investment fund” which requires the Fund to satisfy certain investment diversification rules. The Fund
expects to be an “investment fund”.

The Tax Act contains rules (the “DFA Rules”) that target certain financial arrangements (referred to as
“derivative forward agreements”) that seek to reduce tax by converting, through the use of derivative contracts, the
return on an investment that would otherwise have the character of ordinary income to a capital gain. The DFA Rules
are broadly drafted and could apply to other agreements or transactions. If the DFA Rules were to apply to derivatives
used by the Fund, returns realized in respect of such derivatives would be treated as ordinary income or losses rather
than capital gains and capital losses.

The after-tax return from an investment in Units to a Unitholder resident in Canada for the purposes of the
Tax Act will depend in part on the Unitholder’s ability to recognize for purposes of the Tax Act foreign taxes paid by
the Fund and designated to the Unitholder through foreign tax credits under the Tax Act (see “Income Tax
Considerations”). A Unitholder’s ability to recognize foreign taxes through foreign tax credits may be affected where
the Unitholder does not have sufficient taxes otherwise payable under Part I of the Tax Act or sufficient foreign source
income in the taxation year the foreign taxes are paid or where the Unitholder has other foreign sources of income or
losses or has paid other foreign taxes. Furthermore, foreign tax credits will be dependent upon the Canadian federal
and provincial tax rates and foreign tax rates that will prevail in future years to apply to applicable sources of income.
Unitholders are therefore advised to consult their own tax advisors in regard to foreign tax credits. A Unitholder that
is a Registered Plan will not be entitled to a foreign tax credit under the Tax Act in respect of any foreign tax paid by
the Fund and designated in respect of the Registered Plan. As a result, the after tax return from an investment in Units
to a Unitholder that is a Registered Plan may be adversely affected.
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U.S. Withholding Tax Risks

The U.S. Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act (“FATCA”) requires a “foreign financial institution” (“FFI”),
the broad definition of which would include an investment fund established outside of the United States, to undertake
certain due diligence, reporting, withholding and certification obligations with respect to its direct and certain indirect
investors. Failure to comply with FATCA could subject an FFI or its account holders to certain sanctions including a
30% U.S. withholding tax on certain payments to them, unless an exemption is met.

The Canadian government entered into an intergovernmental agreement with the United States (the “Canada-
U.S. IGA”) which generally took effect on July 1, 2014. Under the Canada-U.S. IGA, Canadian FFIs, including the
Fund, must comply with certain due diligence and reporting obligations on “U.S. Reportable Accounts”. Information
provided to the CRA regarding US Reportable Accounts will be exchanged by the CRA with the U.S. Internal Revenue
Service in accordance with the provisions of the Canada-U.S. tax treaty. A Canadian FFI that complies with the
requisite due diligence and reporting requirements of the Canada-U.S. IGA will generally be relieved from certain
obligations that would otherwise have been applicable under FATCA, including the obligation to withhold on
payments to, or to close accounts of, individual account holders who do not provide requested information to permit
the FFI to establish whether they are U.S. Reportable Accounts.

The Fund expects to qualify for relief under the Canada-U.S. IGA so as to avoid the imposition of the 30%
withholding tax. The Fund (or the Manager, if it elects to be the sponsoring entity of the Fund) will be required under
the Canada-U.S. IGA to register with the U.S. Internal Revenue Service. As long as Units continue to be registered in
the name of CDS, the Fund should not have any U.S. Reportable Accounts. As a result, the Fund should not be required
to provide information to the CRA under the Canada- U.S. IGA in respect of its Unitholders. However, dealers through
which Unitholders hold their Units are subject to due diligence and reporting obligations with respect to financial
accounts they maintain for their clients. Accordingly, Unitholders may be requested to provide information to their
dealer to identify U.S. persons (including U.S. citizens) holding Units or that are certain entities the “controlling
persons” of which are U.S. persons. If a Unitholder is a U.S. person or such an entity or if a Unitholder does not
provide the requested information and indicia of U.S. status is identified, Part XVIII of the Tax Act will generally
require information about the Unitholder’s investments held in the financial account maintained by the dealer to be
reported to the CRA, unless the investments are held within certain Registered Plans. The CRA is expected to provide
that information to the U.S. Internal Revenue Service. See “Securityholder Matters - Exchange of Tax Information”.

Changes in Legislation

There can be no assurance that income tax, securities and other laws and government incentive programs
relevant to the Fund and its investments will not be changed in a manner which adversely affects the Fund and/or the
distributions, if any, received by the Fund or by the Unitholders.

DISTRIBUTION POLICY

The Fund intends to provide Unitholders with monthly cash distributions to be declared payable to
Unitholders of record on the last day of each month or such other date as the Trustee may set from time to time (any
such date being the “Record Date”) and to be paid on or before the last business day of the following month (the
“Distribution Date”). The Fund will at least annually determine and announce (commencing in December 2022) a
target monthly distribution amount (the “Target Distribution Amount”) based upon prevailing market conditions and
the estimate by the Manager of distributable cash flow for the period to which such Target Distribution Amount
pertains. The initial Target Distribution Amount for the period ending December 31, 2022 is $0.03333 per Unit per
month (corresponding to an annualized distribution of $0.40 per Unit per annum and representing an annualized yield
of 4.0% per annum based on the original subscription price). The initial distribution is expected to be declared payable
to Unitholders of record on January 31, 2022 and to be paid on or before the last business day of the following month.
Assuming (i) the gross proceeds of the Offering are $100 million, (ii) the fees and expenses are as described herein,
(iii) leverage of 23.5% of the total assets of the Fund is employed, which is the Fund’s initial intention, and (iv) no
change in exchange rates between the Canadian dollar and foreign currencies, the Portfolio is expected to generate
dividend and distribution income (net of applicable withholding tax) of approximately 2.5% per annum. The Portfolio
would be required to generate an additional return of approximately 2.2% per annum (net of applicable withholding
tax), including from dividend growth and realized capital appreciation, in order for the Fund to maintain its initially
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targeted distribution level and a stable NAV per Unit. If the return on the Portfolio (including net realized capital gains
from the sale of Portfolio securities) is less than the amount necessary to fund the monthly distributions at the Target
Distribution Amount and all expenses of the Fund, and if the Fund pays the monthly distributions at such amount, this
will result in a portion of the capital of the Fund being returned to Unitholders and, accordingly, the NAV per Unit
would be reduced.

The Fund also may, at the discretion of the Manager, make other distributions of cash and/or in Units at any
time if it considers it appropriate. Based on the anticipated composition of the initial Portfolio, it is expected that the
dividends, interest and distributions received from the Portfolio will be sufficient to allow the Fund to fund its
distributions at the initial Target Distribution Amount. The amount of the monthly distributions may fluctuate
from month to month and there can be no assurance that the Fund will make any distributions in any particular
month or months or that the Target Distribution Amount will be satisfied each month. See “Risk Factors”. The
Fund intends to fund the Target Distribution Amount from the interest, dividends, distributions and other income
received from, and capital gains realized on, the Portfolio. If the returns on the Portfolio are less than the amount
necessary to fund monthly distributions, the Manager may sell Portfolio securities or may return a portion of the capital
of the Fund in order to fund distributions. Distributions of cash by the Fund to Unitholders will decrease the net assets
of the Fund and accordingly will reduce the NAV. It is expected that distributions to Unitholders will be characterized
as income, taxable dividends, capital gains or return of capital. See “Income Tax Considerations”.

If, in any year, after payment of any distributions paid on the Units, there would otherwise remain in the Fund
additional net income or net realized capital gains, the Fund intends to make, on or before December 31 of that year,
a special distribution of such portion of the remaining net income and net realized capital gains on the Units as is
necessary to ensure that the Fund will not be liable for income tax thereon under the Tax Act. Such distributions may
be made in Units and/or cash. A distribution payable in Units will increase the aggregate adjusted cost base to the
Unitholders of their Units. Immediately following payment of such distribution in Units, the number of Units
outstanding will be automatically consolidated such that the number of Units outstanding will be equal to the number
of Units outstanding immediately prior to such payment, except in the case of a non-resident Unitholder if tax was
required to be withheld in respect of the distribution. See “Income Tax Considerations”.

Distribution Reinvestment Plan

The Fund intends to adopt a distribution reinvestment plan (the “Reinvestment Plan”) which will provide that
all monthly cash distributions made by the Fund shall, at the election of each Unitholder, be automatically reinvested
in additional Units on each such Unitholder’s behalf in accordance with the terms of such plan (as described below)
and the reinvestment plan agency agreement (to which the Reinvestment Plan is to be appended) to be entered into by
the Fund, the Manager and Middlefield Capital Corporation (the Fund’s registrar and transfer agent acting as plan
agent) (the “Plan Agent”) to establish the Reinvestment Plan. Notwithstanding the foregoing, Unitholders who are not
residents of Canada will not be able to participate in the Reinvestment Plan and Unitholders who cease to be residents
of Canada will be required to terminate such Unitholders’ participation in the Reinvestment Plan. The Manager expects
that the Reinvestment Plan will commence approximately four months after the date of the closing of the Offering.

Subject to the foregoing, all monthly cash distributions will be automatically reinvested in additional Units
on behalf of those Unitholders who are residents of Canada and who elect to participate in the Reinvestment Plan
(each such Unitholder being a “Beneficial Plan Participant”). A Unitholder may become a Beneficial Plan Participant
by notifying his, her or its broker, dealer, bank or other financial institution or other entity through which it holds
Units (“CDS Participant”), which in turn will notify the Plan Agent through CDS, that the Unitholder wishes to
become a Beneficial Plan Participant. Beneficial Plan Participants should note that (i) the Plan Agent is authorized to
deal exclusively with CDS for the purposes of the Plan with respect to Units issued pursuant to the Reinvestment Plan
that are registered in the name of CDS or its nominee, (ii) the rights of Beneficial Plan Participants whose Units are
registered in the name of CDS or its nominee shall be exercised only indirectly through CDS, and (iii) Beneficial Plan
Participants will not be recognized by the Fund or the Plan Agent as registered holders of Units issued pursuant to the
Reinvestment Plan.
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Distributions due to Beneficial Plan Participants will be paid to the Plan Agent and applied to the purchase
of Units on behalf of Beneficial Plan Participants in the following manner. If the weighted average trading price of
the Units on the TSX (or such other exchange or market on which the Units are then listed and primarily traded) for
the 10 trading days immediately preceding the relevant Distribution Date (the “Market Price”) plus estimated
brokerage fees and commissions is greater than or equal to the NAV per Unit as at such Distribution Date, the Plan
Agent will, after the relevant Distribution Date, apply distributions to the purchase of Units from the Fund at a price
equal to NAV per Unit as at the Distribution Date, provided that if the NAV per Unit as at the Distribution Date is
less than 95% of the Market Price per Unit as at the Distribution Date, then Units will be purchased from the Fund at
a price equal to 95% of the Market Price as at the Distribution Date (the “Treasury Purchase Procedure”). No fees will
be paid to the Plan Agent in connection with the Treasury Purchase Procedure. Otherwise, if the Market Price plus
estimated brokerage fees and commissions is less than the NAV per Unit as at the Distribution Date, purchases of
Units will be made in the market during the 10 trading days following the relevant Distribution Date, on any business
day when the Market Price plus estimated brokerage fees and expenses is less than the NAV per Unit as at such
Distribution Date, and on the 11th trading day after the Distribution Date the unused part (if any) of the distributions
paid to the Plan Agent for the benefit of Beneficial Plan Participants will be applied to a purchase of Units from the
Fund in accordance with the Treasury Purchase Procedure. Applicable brokerage fees and commissions incurred in
connection with purchases of Units made in the market pursuant to the Reinvestment Plan will be borne on a pro rata
basis by each Beneficial Plan Participant. Purchases of Units in the market pursuant to the Reinvestment Plan will not
have a dilutive effect on the NAV per Unit.

The Reinvestment Plan will also allow Beneficial Plan Participants, to the extent permitted under applicable
law and regulatory rulings obtained, to make optional cash payments through its CDS Participant, who in turn makes
such optional cash payments to the Plan Agent (“Optional Cash Payments”), for investment in Units by the Plan
Agent. A minimum of $100 must be received by the Plan Agent per Optional Cash Payment and the Plan Agent may
limit the maximum amount of Optional Cash Payments by Beneficial Plan Participants in order to ensure that the two
percent limit described below is not exceeded. Optional Cash Payments will be invested on the same basis as monthly
distributions. Optional Cash Payments must be received by a Beneficial Plan Participant’s CDS Participant, who in
turn shall provide the same to the Plan Agent, at least five business days prior to a Distribution Date to be used to
purchase Units immediately following such Distribution Date. Optional Cash Payments received less than five
business days prior to a Distribution Date will be held by the Plan Agent and will not be used by the Plan Agent to
purchase Units until after the second following Distribution Date. A Beneficial Plan Participant who wishes to make
an Optional Cash Payment must ensure that the written notice of such Beneficial Plan Participant’s intention to make
such Optional Cash Payment and the funds necessary to make such Optional Cash Payment are received by its CDS
Participant, who in turn shall provide the same to the Plan Agent by 5:00 p.m. (Toronto time) on the day which is five
business days prior to the Distribution Date. The aggregate number of Units that may be purchased with Optional
Cash Payments in a calendar year may not exceed two percent of the outstanding Units at the commencement of such
calendar year, except for the 2021 calendar year in respect of which the number of Units purchased with Optional
Cash Payments may not exceed two percent of the outstanding Units immediately following the closing of this
Offering (including any Units issued pursuant to the exercise of the Over-Allotment Option).

The Units purchased in the market or from the Fund will be notified to CDS for allocation by CDS
Participants on a pro rata basis among the Beneficial Plan Participants. The Plan Agent will credit the account of CDS
with the appropriate number of Units purchased under the Reinvestment Plan. Units purchased will be credited by
CDS for the benefit of a Beneficial Plan Participant to the account of the applicable CDS Participant through whom a
Beneficial Plan Participant holds Units. No fractional Units will be issued under the Reinvestment Plan. Rather, a cash
adjustment for any fractional Units will be paid by the Plan Agent to CDS on a monthly basis, based on the NAV per
Unit on the last business day prior to the date of any such cash adjustment. No certificates representing Units issued
or purchased pursuant to the Reinvestment Plan will be issued. The automatic reinvestment of the distributions
under the Reinvestment Plan will not relieve Beneficial Plan Participants of any income tax applicable to such
distributions. See “Income Tax Considerations”.

If the Units are thinly traded, purchases made in the market under the Reinvestment Plan may significantly
affect the market price of the Units. Depending on market conditions, a direct reinvestment of cash distributions by
Unitholders in the market may be more, or less, advantageous than the reinvestment arrangements under the
Reinvestment Plan. The Plan Agent’s fees for administering the Reinvestment Plan will be paid by the Fund.
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Beneficial Plan Participants will be able to terminate their participation in the Reinvestment Plan by providing
notice to his, her or its CDS Participant. Such notice, if actually received by the CDS Participant prior to a Record
Date, will have effect in respect of the distribution to be made as of such date. Thereafter, distributions to such
Unitholders will be in cash. The Manager will be able to terminate the Reinvestment Plan, in its sole discretion, upon
not less than 30 days’ notice to CDS and the Plan Agent. The Manager will also be able to amend, modify or suspend
the Reinvestment Plan at any time in its sole discretion, provided that it gives notice of that amendment, modification
or suspension to CDS, which notice may be given by the Fund by issuing a press release or by publishing an
advertisement containing a summary description of the amendment in at least one major daily newspaper of general
and regular paid circulation in Canada or in any other manner the Manager determines to be appropriate. The Fund
will not be required to issue Units into any jurisdiction where that issuance would be illegal.

PURCHASE OF SECURITIES

Method to Purchase Units

Prospective purchasers may acquire Units either by: (a) cash payment; or (b) an exchange (the “Exchange
Option”) of freely tradeable securities of one or more of those issuers set forth below under the heading “Purchase of
Securities – Exchange Eligible Issuers” (collectively, the “Exchange Eligible Issuers”) in accordance with the
procedure described below. Prospective purchasers may subscribe for Units through one of the Agents or any member
of a sub-agency group that the Agents may form. Closing of this Offering is expected to occur on or about November
17, 2021 and, in any event, no later than 90 days after the issuance of a receipt for the final prospectus relating to the
Offering. Subscriptions will be received for the Units offered hereby, subject to rejection or allotment in whole or in
part, and the right is reserved to close the subscription books at any time.

The maximum number of securities of any one Exchange Eligible Issuer which the Fund may acquire under
the Offering pursuant to the Exchange Option is the lesser of: (i) that number of securities which would amount to
less than 10.0% of the outstanding securities of that class of such Exchange Eligible Issuer for the purposes of reporting
obligations under applicable securities laws, and (ii) that number of securities having a fair market value which
constitutes 9.9% of the equity value of such Exchange Eligible Issuer for purposes of section 122.1 of the Tax Act
(such number being referred to as the “Maximum Ownership Level”). For greater certainty, when the Maximum
Ownership Level has been achieved in respect of the securities of a particular Exchange Eligible Issuer accepted as
payment for Units pursuant to this Offering, the Fund will not accept any further securities of such Exchange Eligible
Issuer as payment. To the extent the Maximum Ownership Level has been achieved in respect of the securities of any
one Exchange Eligible Issuer, and an excess of securities of such Exchange Eligible Issuer above the Maximum
Ownership Level have been deposited and not withdrawn, then the securities of such Exchange Eligible Issuer will be
accepted by the Fund to the Maximum Ownership Level on a pro rata basis or such other reasonable basis that it may
determine to be appropriate. The Fund reserves the right to accept, in its sole discretion and for any reason, the
securities of additional issuers under the Exchange Option and to reject, in its sole discretion, in whole or in part, any
securities of Exchange Eligible Issuers deposited pursuant to the Exchange Option.

Procedure

A prospective purchaser of Units who elects to pay for such Units by using the Exchange Option (the
“Exchange Option Election”) must do so by means of a book-entry deposit of the securities of Exchange Eligible
Issuers through CDS Clearing and Depository Services Inc. (“CDS”). Prospective purchasers who utilize the Exchange
Option must deposit their securities of Exchange Eligible Issuers with Middlefield Capital Corporation (in such
capacity, the “Exchange Agent”) through CDS prior to 5:00 p.m. (Toronto time) on October 21, 2021. Such book-
entry deposits must be made by a participant in CDS (“CDS Participant”) which may have an earlier deadline for
receiving instructions from their clients to deposit securities of Exchange Eligible Issuers under the Exchange Option.
Once submitted to the Exchange Agent through CDS, a deposit of securities of an Exchange Eligible Issuer (including
the transfers authorized thereby) is, subject to the completion of this Offering, irrevocable unless withdrawn as
described below under the heading “Purchase of Securities – Withdrawal of Exchange Option Elections”. By
authorizing a deposit of securities of an Exchange Eligible Issuer through CDS, a prospective purchaser has authorized
the transfer to the Fund of each security of the Exchange Eligible Issuers so deposited and represents and warrants
that the prospective purchaser has full right and authority to transfer the securities of the Exchange Eligible Issuers
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covered thereby and is the beneficial owner of such securities, that such securities have not previously been conveyed,
that the transfer of such securities is not prohibited by laws applicable to the prospective purchaser and that such
securities are free and clear of all liens, encumbrances and adverse claims. Such representations and warranties will
survive the issuance of Units in exchange for such securities of Exchange Eligible Issuers. The Fund’s interpretation
of the terms and conditions of the Exchange Option will be final and binding. The Fund reserves the right to waive
any conditions of the Exchange Option and any irregularities in the deposit of securities of Exchange Eligible Issuers
pursuant to the Exchange Option and to accept the deposit of securities of Exchange Eligible Issuers in exchange for
less than an aggregate of 100 Units. Neither the Fund, the Agents nor the Exchange Agent shall be under any duty to
notify a prospective purchaser of irregularities related to its deposit of securities of Exchange Eligible Issuers under
the Exchange Option and will not incur any liability for failure to give such notification.

If for any reason securities of an Exchange Eligible Issuer deposited pursuant to the Exchange Option are not
acquired by the Fund, the holders of such securities will be notified of such fact as soon as practicable following the
closing or the termination of this Offering, as the case may be, and such securities will be re-credited to their accounts
through CDS.

Determination of Exchange Ratio

The number of Units issuable for each class of security of an Exchange Eligible Issuer (the “Exchange Ratio”)
will be determined for common shares, income trust units and preferred shares by dividing the weighted average
trading price of such security on the TSX (or such other exchange or market on which such security is then listed)
during the period of three consecutive trading days ending on November 3, 2021 (the “Pricing Period”), as adjusted
to reflect distributions declared by any Exchange Eligible Issuer that will not be received by the Fund, by $10.00. The
Exchange Ratio for any such securities that do not trade in Canadian dollars will be determined by converting the
weighted average trading price on the applicable exchange of such securities into Canadian dollars based on the Bank
of Canada daily exchange rate of exchange on the last day of the Pricing Period. Holders of securities of Exchange
Eligible Issuers (“Exchange Eligible Holders”) who deposited such securities pursuant to the Exchange Option will
continue to be holders of record up to but not including the date of the closing of this Offering and will be entitled to
receive distributions in respect of such securities of Exchange Eligible Issuers that are declared up to but not including
such date. Each Exchange Ratio will be rounded down to five decimal places. The Fund will not issue fractional Units
pursuant to the Exchange Option. Entitlement to fractional Units will be determined on the basis of the aggregate
number of securities of each Exchange Eligible Issuer acquired pursuant to the Exchange Option and the Fund will
issue to CDS cash in lieu thereof. Allocations by CDS of cash in lieu of fractional Units to participants in CDS will
be at the discretion of CDS and the allocation of cash in lieu of fractional Units to purchasers who have authorized the
deposit of securities of Exchange Eligible Issuers through CDS will be at the discretion of the CDS participants.

Delivery of Final Prospectus

Each prospective purchaser who properly authorizes the deposit of securities of an Exchange Eligible Issuer
through CDS will be furnished with a copy of the final prospectus relating to the Offering.

The Fund will issue a press release as soon as practicable after the close of business on November 3, 2021
announcing for each of the Exchange Eligible Issuers, the name of the Exchange Eligible Issuer, the ticker symbol,
the CUSIP number, the ISIN, the volume weighted average trading price of the securities during the Pricing Period
and the Exchange Ratio.

Withdrawal of Exchange Option Elections

Each prospective purchaser who deposits securities of an Exchange Eligible Issuer through CDS has the right
to withdraw such deposit of securities by notifying in writing such prospective purchaser’s investment advisor or other
nominee who effected the deposit. To be effective, a written notice of withdrawal must be received by the CDS
participant who effected such deposit on or before midnight on the second business day after the later of: (i) receipt
or deemed receipt of the final prospectus relating to the Offering and any amendment thereto, and (ii) the date on
which the press release referred to above is issued. Any such notice of withdrawal must specify the securities of each
Exchange Eligible Issuer to be so withdrawn and the name of the prospective purchaser, and notification thereof must
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be received by the Exchange Agent through CDS prior to the specified time. Each such notice must be signed by the
person who authorized the deposit under the Exchange Option.

Maximum Offering

The maximum Offering (prior to the exercise of the Over-Allotment Option), comprised of the aggregate
cash subscriptions and securities of the Exchange Eligible Issuers (based on the applicable Exchange Ratio and
excluding that number of securities of Exchange Eligible Issuers deposited and not acquired as a result of such
securities causing the Fund to hold more than the Maximum Ownership Level of the outstanding securities of an
Exchange Eligible Issuer), shall not be more than $100,000,000. If the maximum Offering (prior to the exercise of the
Over-Allotment Option) is exceeded, the Fund will accept cash subscriptions first and will then accept securities of
Exchange Eligible Issuers on a pro rata basis or such other reasonable basis that it may determine appropriate until
the maximum Offering size of $100,000,000 is achieved, subject to the conditions set forth above under the heading
“Purchase of Securities – Method to Purchase Units”.

Exchange Eligible Issuers

The following table lists the names of the Exchange Eligible Issuers whose securities will be accepted by the
Fund pursuant to the Exchange Option, as well as the ticker symbol, CUSIP number and ISIN of the applicable
securities. The list below includes the securities of certain Canadian and U.S.-listed issuers that have CDS as their
depository and clearing system and which may be included in the Portfolio. To the extent that securities of Exchange
Eligible Issuers are acquired pursuant to the Exchange Option, the Fund will consider such securities in light of the
Fund’s investment objectives, strategy and restrictions and also in light of the Advisor’s outlook for the issuers of such
securities and the sectors in which such issuers operate and the Advisor’s targeted initial Portfolio allocation. In the
event the Fund determines to sell any such securities based on the foregoing considerations, the timing and manner of
any such sales will be made having regard to maximizing value for the Fund. The Fund will ensure that all securities
of Exchange Eligible Issuers acquired pursuant to the Exchange Option are held in compliance with the investment
restrictions of the Fund set out under “Investment Restrictions”.

Name Ticker CUSIP ISIN
CLOUD COMPUTING ISSUERS

Alphabet Inc GOOGL 02079K305 US02079K3059
Amazon.com Inc AMZN 023135106 US0231351067
Applied Materials Inc AMAT 038222105 US0382221051
BCE Inc BCE 05534B760 CA05534B7604
Broadcom Inc AVGO 11135F101 US11135F1012
Crown Castle International Corp CCI 22822V101 US22822V1017
CyrusOne Inc CONE 23283R100 US23283R1005
Digital Realty Trust Inc DLR 253868103 US2538681030
Equinix Inc EQIX 29444U700 US29444U7000
Facebook Inc FB 30303M102 US30303M1027
Hewlett Packard Enterprise Co HPE 42824C109 US42824C1099
Intel Corp INTC 458140100 US4581401001
International Business Machines Corp IBM 459200101 US4592001014
Microsoft Corp MSFT 594918104 US5949181045
MongoDB Inc MDB 60937P106 US60937P1066
NetApp Inc NTAP 64110D104 US64110D1046
Nutanix Inc NTNX 67059N108 US67059N1081
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NVIDIA Corp NVDA 67066G104 US67066G1040
Oracle Corp ORCL 68389X105 US68389X1054
QUALCOMM Inc QCOM 747525103 US7475251036
Quebecor Inc QBR/B 748193208 CA7481932084
Rogers Communications Inc RCI/B 775109200 CA7751092007
SBA Communications Corp SBAC 78410G104 US78410G1040
Seagate Technology Holdings PLC STX N/A IE00BKVD2N49
Shaw Communications Inc SJR/B 82028K200 CA82028K2002
Sierra Wireless Inc SW 826516106 CA8265161064
TELUS Corp T 87971M103 CA87971M1032
TELUS International CDA Inc TIXT 87975H100 CA87975H1001
Workday Inc WDAY 98138H101 US98138H1014

CYBERSECURITY ISSUERS
Absolute Software Corp ABST 00386B109 CA00386B1094
AT&T Inc T 00206R102 US00206R1023
BlackBerry Ltd BB 09228F103 CA09228F1036
Check Point Software Technologies Ltd CHKP N/A IL0010824113
Cisco Systems Inc/Delaware CSCO 17275R102 US17275R1023
CyberArk Software Ltd CYBR N/A IL0011334468
F5 Networks Inc FFIV 315616102 US3156161024
Fortinet Inc FTNT 34959E109 US34959E1091
Juniper Networks Inc JNPR 48203R104 US48203R1041
Magnet Forensics Inc MAGT 55940P101 CA55940P1018
NortonLifeLock Inc NLOK 668771108 US6687711084
Okta Inc OKTA 679295105 US6792951054
Palo Alto Networks Inc PANW 697435105 US6974351057
Splunk Inc SPLK 848637104 US8486371045
Varonis Systems Inc VRNS 922280102 US9222801022

FINTECH ISSUERS
Affirm Holdings Inc AFRM 00827B106 US00827B1061
Alibaba Group Holding Ltd BABA 01609W102 US01609W1027
Apple Inc AAPL 037833100 US0378331005
Bank of Montreal BMO 063671101 CA0636711016
Bank of Nova Scotia/The BNS 064149107 CA0641491075
Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce CM 136069101 CA1360691010
Coinbase Global Inc COIN 19260Q107 US19260Q1076
Compass Inc COMP 20464U100 US20464U1007
Crowdstrike Holdings Inc CRWD 22788C105 US22788C1053
DocuSign Inc DOCU 256163106 US2561631068
eBay Inc EBAY 278642103 US2786421030
Global Payments Inc GPN 37940X102 US37940X1028
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Intact Financial Corp IFC 45823T106 CA45823T1066
Intuit Inc INTU 461202103 US4612021034
Lightspeed Commerce Inc LSPD 53229C107 CA53229C1077
Mastercard Inc MA 57636Q104 US57636Q1040
National Bank of Canada NA 633067103 CA6330671034
Nuvei Corp NVEI 67079A102 CA67079A1021
Opendoor Technologies Inc OPEN 683712103 US6837121036
PayPal Holdings Inc PYPL 70450Y103 US70450Y1038
Redfin Corp RDFN 75737F108 US75737F1084
Robinhood Markets Inc HOOD 770700102 US7707001027
Royal Bank of Canada RY 780087102 CA7800871021
Shopify Inc SHOP 82509L107 CA82509L1076
SoFi Technologies Inc SOFI 83406F102 US83406F1021
Square Inc SQ 852234103 US8522341036
Toronto-Dominion Bank/The TD 891160509 CA8911605092
Visa Inc V 92826C839 US92826C8394
Zillow Group Inc Z 98954M200 US98954M2008
Zoom Video Communications Inc ZM 98980L101 US98980L1017

SOFTWARE ISSUERS
Altus Group Ltd/Canada AIF 02215R107 CA02215R1073
Autodesk Inc ADSK 052769106 US0527691069
Baidu Inc BIDU 056752108 US0567521085
Celestica Inc CLS 15101Q108 CA15101Q1081
CGI Inc GIB/A 12532H104 CA12532H1047
Constellation Software Inc/Canada CSU 21037X100 CA21037X1006
Descartes Systems Group Inc/The DSG 249906108 CA2499061083
Docebo Inc DCBO 25609L105 CA25609L1058
Dye & Durham Ltd DND 267488104 CA2674881040
Enghouse Systems Ltd ENGH 292949104 CA2929491041
Kinaxis Inc KXS 49448Q109 CA49448Q1090
LifeSpeak Inc LSPK 53228G109 CA53228G1090
Martello Technologies Group Inc MTLO 573074101 CA5730741017
Open Text Corp OTEX 683715106 CA6837151068
Real Matters Inc REAL 75601Y100 CA75601Y1007
salesforce.com Inc CRM 79466L302 US79466L3024
ServiceNow Inc NOW 81762P102 US81762P1021
Synopsys Inc SNPS 871607107 US8716071076

REDEMPTIONS OF SECURITIES

Subject to the Fund’s right to suspend redemptions, a Unit may be surrendered for redemption at least 45
business days prior to the second last business day of the applicable month in order to be redeemed on such date (a
“Valuation Date”). Redemptions shall be effected by the redeeming Unitholder causing its CDS Participant to deliver
to CDS on behalf of the Unitholder a written notice of the Unitholder’s intention to redeem by 5:00 p.m. (Toronto
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time) on a date that is at least 45 business days prior to a Valuation Date in order for the Unit to be redeemed on such
Valuation Date. A Unitholder who desires to redeem Units should ensure that the CDS Participant is provided with
notice of the intention to exercise the redemption privilege sufficiently in advance of the notice deadline so as to
permit the CDS Participant to deliver notice to CDS by the required time. The form of redemption notice will be
available from a CDS Participant or from CDS. Any expense associated with the preparation and delivery of
redemption notices will be for the account of the Unitholder exercising the redemption privilege. A Unitholder who
properly surrenders a Unit for redemption will receive payment on or before the 15th business day following such
Valuation Date (the “Redemption Payment Date”).

Except as provided under “Suspension of Redemptions” below, by causing a CDS Participant to deliver to
CDS a notice of the Unitholder’s intention to redeem Units, the Unitholder shall be deemed to have irrevocably
surrendered such Units for redemption and appointed such CDS Participant to act as the exclusive settlement agent
with respect to the exercise of the redemption privilege and the receipt of payment in connection with the settlement
of obligations arising from such exercise.

Any redemption notice delivered by a CDS Participant regarding a Unitholder’s intent to redeem that CDS
determines to be incomplete, not in proper form or not duly executed shall, for all purposes, be void and of no effect
and the redemption privilege to which it relates shall be considered, for all purposes, not to have been exercised
thereby. A failure by a CDS Participant to exercise redemption privileges or to give effect to the settlement thereof in
accordance with a Unitholder’s instructions will not give rise to any obligations or liability on the part of the Fund,
the Manager or the Advisor to the CDS Participant or to the Unitholder.

Any and all Units which have been properly surrendered to the Fund for redemption are, subject to the Fund’s
right to recirculate Units described below, deemed to be outstanding until (but not after) the close of business on the
applicable Valuation Date, unless the redemption proceeds are not paid on or before the applicable Redemption
Payment Date in which event such Units will remain outstanding.

Each Unit properly surrendered for redemption on the November Valuation Date commencing in 2023 (each,
an “Annual Valuation Date”) will be redeemed at an amount, if any, equal to the Redemption Price per Unit as of the
Annual Valuation Date.

For this purpose, “Redemption Price per Unit” means the amount which is equal to (A) the NAV per Unit as
at the Annual Valuation Date less (B) any costs associated with the redemption or, if the Manager determines that it
is not practicable or necessary for the Fund to sell Portfolio securities to fund such redemption, then the aggregate of
all brokerage fees, commissions and other transaction costs that the Manager estimates would have resulted from such
a sale (“Redemption Costs”). The amount of any such Redemption Costs will depend on the circumstances at the time
of the redemption, including the NAV, the number of Units surrendered for redemption, the available cash of the
Fund, the interest rate under the Loan Facility, the current market price of the securities of each issuer included in the
Portfolio at the time of the redemption and the actual or estimated brokerage fees, commissions and other transaction
costs as set out above. As a result of the foregoing variables, the amount of Redemption Costs payable by a Unitholder
upon the redemption of Units may vary from time to time. Any estimated Redemption Costs that are deducted by the
Fund but not incurred in connection with any redemption of Units will remain as part of the total assets of the Fund
upon such redemption. For the purpose of calculating the Redemption Price per Unit, the Manager, in its sole
discretion, may value any security which is listed or traded on a stock exchange (or if more than one, on the principal
stock exchange where the security primarily trades) by taking the volume weighted average trading price of the
security on such exchange during the three most recent trading days ending on and including such Valuation Date, or
lacking any sales during such period or any record thereof, the simple average of the latest available offer price and
the latest available bid price (unless in the opinion of the Manager such value does not reflect the value thereof and in
which case the fair market value as determined by the Manager shall be used). The Manager may exercise such
discretion where, for example, it believes that the NAV calculated in accordance with the procedures outlined under
“Calculation of Net Asset Value” does not accurately reflect the value of any security held in the Portfolio, including
among other circumstances, due to there being no active market for such security. For the purpose of the foregoing,
the Manager may consider prices and volumes as reported by any means in common use.
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Each Unit properly surrendered for redemption on a Valuation Date other than an Annual Valuation Date
will be redeemed at an amount, if any, equal to the Monthly Redemption Price per Unit as of the relevant Valuation
Date. For this purpose, the “Monthly Redemption Price per Unit” means the amount equal to the lesser of (A) 94% of
the weighted average trading price of the Units on the principal market on which the Units are quoted for trading
during the 15 trading days preceding the applicable Valuation Date, and (B) the “closing market price” of the Units
on the principal market on which the Units are quoted for trading on the applicable Valuation Date, less, in either case,
applicable Redemption Costs. The “closing market price” means an amount equal to (i) the closing price of the Units
if there was a trade on the applicable Valuation Date and such principal market provides a closing price; (ii) the
average of the highest and lowest prices of the Units if there was trading on the applicable Valuation Date and such
principal market provides only the highest and lowest prices of the Units traded on a particular day; or (iii) the average
of the last bid and last asking prices of the Units on such principal market if there was no trading on the applicable
Valuation Date. Under no circumstance shall the Monthly Redemption Price exceed the NAV per Unit on the
applicable Valuation Date.

Any unpaid distribution declared payable to Unitholders the record date for which is on or before the
Valuation Date in respect of Units redeemed on the Valuation Date will be paid to the Unitholder redeeming such
Unit on the applicable date on which such distribution is payable to Unitholders. The Fund has the authority to
distribute, allocate and designate net income and net realized capital gains of the Fund to a Unitholder who has
redeemed Units during the year in an amount equal to the Unitholder’s share, at the time of redemption, of the Fund’s
net income and net realized capital gains for the year, or such other amount that the Manager in its sole discretion
determines to be reasonable in the circumstances.

In addition, the Manager may, at its sole discretion and subject to receipt of any necessary regulatory
approvals, allow additional redemptions (an “Additional Redemption”) from time to time of Units for such redemption
proceeds as may be determined by the Manager, provided that the holder thereof shall be required to use the full
amount received on such redemption to purchase treasury securities of a new or existing fund promoted by the
Manager or an affiliate thereof then being offered to the public by prospectus. Notice of any such Additional
Redemption will be provided by the Manager.

The Fund will enter into an agreement (the “Recirculation Agreement”) with Middlefield Capital Corporation
(in such capacity, the “Recirculation Agent”) whereby the Recirculation Agent will agree to use commercially
reasonable efforts to find purchasers for any Units surrendered for redemption prior to the relevant Redemption
Payment Date. The Fund may, but is not obligated to, require the Recirculation Agent to seek such purchasers. In such
event, the amount to be paid to the Unitholder on or before the Redemption Payment Date will be an amount equal to
the proceeds of the sale thereof less any applicable commission. Such amount will not be less than the Redemption
Price per Unit or Monthly Redemption Price per Unit (as the case may be) otherwise payable.

Suspension of Redemptions

The Manager may suspend the redemption of Units for the whole or part of a period during which normal
trading is suspended on one or more stock exchanges on which more than 50% of the Fund’s assets (by value) are
listed and traded. The suspension may apply to all requests for redemption received prior to the suspension, but for
which payment has not been made, as well as to all requests received while the suspension is in effect. All Unitholders
who have requested redemptions shall have and shall be advised that they have the right to withdraw their requests
for redemption. The suspension shall terminate in any event on the first business day on which the condition giving
rise to the suspension has ceased to exist provided that no other condition under which a suspension is authorized then
exists. If the Fund is unable to pay for all of the Units properly surrendered for redemption on or before a Redemption
Payment Date, it will redeem such Units as soon as practicable after the date on which it is able to do so. To the extent
not inconsistent with official rules and regulations promulgated by any government body having jurisdiction over the
Fund, any declaration of suspension made by the Manager shall be conclusive.

In addition, in circumstances where the Fund has suspended redemptions as described in the preceding
paragraph, if it is not possible to sell the assets of the Fund due to the cessation or suspension of trading of the assets,
the Fund will sell those assets which can then be sold and the applicable portion of the proceeds from such sale will
be paid on or before the Redemption Payment Date and the remaining assets required to be sold to fund the redemption
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of the relevant Units will be sold by the Fund as soon as practicable following the resumption of trading of such assets
and the applicable portion of the proceeds therefrom paid within five business days following such sale.

INCOME TAX CONSIDERATIONS

In the opinion of Fasken Martineau DuMoulin LLP, counsel to the Fund, and McCarthy Tétrault LLP, counsel
to the Agents, the following is, as of the date hereof, a summary of the principal Canadian federal income tax
considerations that generally apply to the acquisition, holding and disposition of Units by a purchaser who acquires
Units pursuant to this prospectus. This summary only applies to a purchaser who is an individual (other than a trust
that is not a Registered Plan) and who, for purposes of the Tax Act, is resident in Canada, deals at arm’s length with
the Fund, is not affiliated with the Fund, holds Units and securities of Exchange Eligible Issuers as capital property
and has not entered and does not enter into a “derivative forward agreement” with respect to the Units or such securities
(a “Holder”). Generally, the Units and any securities of Exchange Eligible Issuers will be considered to be capital
property to a purchaser provided that the purchaser does not hold such securities in the course of carrying on a business
of buying and selling securities and has not acquired them in one or more transactions considered to be an adventure
or concern in the nature of trade. Certain Holders who might not otherwise be considered to hold Units as capital
property may, in certain circumstances, be entitled to have their Units and all other “Canadian securities” owned or
subsequently acquired by them treated as capital property by making the irrevocable election permitted by subsection
39(4) of the Tax Act.

This summary is based on the assumption that the Fund will qualify at all times as a “mutual fund trust”
within the meaning of the Tax Act. The Manager has advised counsel that the Fund will satisfy the criteria to be a
“mutual fund trust” and that the Fund intends to make an election so that it will qualify under the Tax Act as a mutual
fund trust from the commencement of its first taxation year. In the event the Fund were not to qualify as a mutual
fund trust at all times, the income tax consequences described below would be materially different and in some
respects adverse.

This summary is also based on the assumption that Units will be listed on the TSX.

This summary is also based on the assumption that the Fund will at all times comply with its investment
restrictions and that it will at no time be a SIFT trust as defined in the SIFT Rules. Provided that the Fund does not
hold “non-portfolio property” as defined in the SIFT Rules, it will not be a SIFT trust. This summary is also based on
the assumptions that none of the issuers of the securities held by the Fund will be a foreign affiliate of the Fund or of
any Unitholder, and that none of the securities held by the Fund will be a “tax shelter investment” within the meaning
of the Tax Act, or an offshore investment fund property that would require the Fund to include significant amounts in
the Fund’s income pursuant to section 94.1 of the Tax Act, or an interest in a non-resident trust other than an “exempt
foreign trust” within the meaning of the Tax Act, or an interest in a trust (or a partnership which holds such an interest)
which would require the Fund (or the partnership) to report income in connection with such interest pursuant to section
94.2 of the Tax Act.

This summary is based on the provisions of the Tax Act and the regulations thereunder in force on the date
hereof, counsel’s understanding of the current publicly available administrative and assessing practices of the Canada
Revenue Agency (“CRA”) published in writing by it prior to the date hereof and all specific proposals to amend the
Tax Act and the regulations thereunder publicly announced by or on behalf of the Minister of Finance (Canada) prior
to the date hereof (the “Tax Proposals”). This summary does not otherwise take into account or anticipate any changes
in law, whether by legislative, governmental or judicial decision or action, nor does it take into account other federal
or any provincial, territorial or foreign tax legislation or considerations. There is no assurance that the Tax Proposals
will be enacted in the form proposed or at all. This summary also relies on advice from the Manager and Agents
relating to certain factual matters.

This summary is not exhaustive of all possible Canadian federal income tax considerations applicable
to an investment in Units and does not describe the income tax considerations relating to the deductibility of
interest on money borrowed to acquire Units. Moreover, the income and other tax consequences of acquiring,
holding or disposing of Units will vary depending on the investor’s particular circumstances including the
province(s) or territory(ies) in which the investor resides or carries on business. Accordingly, this summary is
of a general nature only and is not intended to be legal or tax advice to any particular investor. Prospective
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investors should consult their own tax advisors for advice with respect to the income tax consequences of an
investment in Units based on their particular circumstances and consider the information under “Risk Factors
- Risks Related to the Structure of the Fund - Taxation of the Fund”.

Status of the Fund

It is assumed that the Fund will be a “mutual fund trust” for purposes of the Tax Act.

Provided the Fund qualifies as a mutual fund trust within the meaning of the Tax Act, or the Units are listed
on a “designated stock exchange” within the meaning of the Tax Act (which includes the TSX), the Units will be
qualified investments under the Tax Act for trusts governed by registered retirement savings plans, registered
retirement income funds, tax-free savings accounts, deferred profit sharing plans, registered disability savings plans,
and registered education savings plans (“Registered Plans”).

Taxation of the Fund

The Fund is subject to tax under Part I of the Tax Act in each taxation year on its income for the year,
including net realized taxable capital gains, less the portion thereof that it claims in respect of the amount payable to
Unitholders in the year. An amount will be considered to be payable to a Unitholder in a taxation year if it is paid in
the year by the Fund or the Unitholder is entitled in that year to enforce payment of the amount. Pursuant to the
Declaration of Trust, the Trustee intends to make sufficient income, including net realized taxable capital gains of the
Fund, payable to Unitholders in each taxation year so that the Fund is not liable to pay tax under Part I of the Tax Act
for the taxation year, other than tax on net realized taxable capital gains that would be refunded to it with respect to
such taxation year.

An amount paid or made payable by the Fund to a Holder who has redeemed Units in a year will only be
deductible in computing the Fund’s income for the year if such amount is in respect of the Fund’s taxable capital gains
(rather than ordinary income), is paid on the redemption, and is excluded from the Holder’s proceeds of disposition.
Such deduction may not exceed 50% of the taxable capital gain that would otherwise be realized by the Holder on the
redemption of Units.

The Fund will be required to include in its income for a taxation year all dividends received (or deemed to
be received) in the year on shares of corporations. Distributions and allocations of certain income and capital gains
from “SIFT trusts” and “SIFT partnerships” (as defined in the Tax Act) received by the Fund will be treated as
dividends paid from taxable Canadian corporations.

With respect to each issuer included in the Portfolio that is a trust (other than a SIFT trust) and whose units
are held by the Fund as capital property, the Fund will be required to include in the calculation of its income the net
income, including net taxable capital gains, paid or that become payable to the Fund by the issuer in the year,
notwithstanding that certain of such amounts may be reinvested in additional units of such issuer. Provided that
appropriate designations are made by such an issuer who is a resident of Canada, net taxable capital gains realized by
the issuer and taxable dividends from taxable Canadian corporations received by the issuer that are paid or payable by
the issuer to the Fund will effectively retain their character in the hands of the Fund.

The Fund will be required to include in its income for each taxation year in respect of debt obligations held
by the Fund all interest that accrues to it to the end of the year, or becomes receivable or is received by it before the
end of the year, except to the extent that such interest was included in computing its income for a preceding taxation
year. Upon the actual or deemed disposition of a debt obligation, the Fund will be required to include in computing
its income for the year of disposition all interest that accrued on such debt obligation from the last interest payment
date to the date of disposition except to the extent such interest was included in computing the Fund’s income for that
or another taxation year and such income inclusion will reduce the proceeds of disposition for purposes of computing
any capital gain or loss.

The Portfolio will include securities that are not denominated in Canadian dollars. Cost, proceeds of
disposition of securities, distributions, interest and all other amounts will be determined for the purposes of the Tax
Act in Canadian dollars at the exchange rate prevailing at the time of the transaction in accordance with the rules in
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the Tax Act. The Fund may realize gains or losses by virtue of the fluctuation in the value of foreign currencies relative
to Canadian dollars.

The Fund will derive income (including gains) from investments in countries other than Canada and, as a
result, may be liable to pay income or profits tax to such countries. To the extent that such foreign tax paid does not
exceed 15% of such income and has not been deducted in computing the Fund’s income, the Fund may designate a
portion of its foreign source income in respect of a Holder so that such income and a portion of the foreign tax paid
by the Fund may be regarded as foreign source income of, and foreign tax paid by, the Holder for the purposes of the
foreign tax credit provisions of the Tax Act. To the extent that such foreign tax paid by the Fund exceeds 15% of the
amount included in the Fund’s income from such investments, such excess may generally be deducted by the Fund in
computing its income for the purposes of the Tax Act.

In determining the income of the Fund, gains or losses realized upon dispositions of Portfolio securities of
the Fund which are not the subject of short sales will constitute capital gains or capital losses of the Fund in the year
realized unless the Fund is considered to be trading or dealing in securities or otherwise carrying on an investment
business of buying and selling securities or the Fund has acquired the securities in a transaction or transactions
considered to be an adventure or concern in the nature of trade. The Manager has advised counsel that the Fund will
purchase the Portfolio with the objective of earning distributions and income from the Portfolio securities over the life
of the Fund and will take the position that gains and losses realized on the disposition thereof are capital gains and
capital losses. In addition, the Manager has advised counsel that the Fund will elect in accordance with the Tax Act to
have each of its “Canadian securities” (as defined in the Tax Act) treated as capital property. Such election will ensure
that gains or losses realized by the Fund on the disposition of Canadian securities (including on short sales), including
most shares of Canadian corporations and units of trusts structured as mutual fund trusts, are capital gains or capital
losses, as the case may be.

Gains and losses made through derivative securities and in respect of short sales of securities (other than
“Canadian securities”, as defined in the Tax Act) will generally be treated as being on income account except where
the derivative is used to hedge securities held on capital account. The Tax Act contains rules (the “DFA Rules”) that
target certain financial arrangements (referred to as “derivative forward agreements”) that seek to reduce tax by
converting, through the use of derivative contracts, the return on an investment that would otherwise have the character
of ordinary income to a capital gain. The DFA Rules are broadly drafted and could apply to other agreements or
transactions. If the DFA Rules were to apply to derivatives used by the Fund, returns realized in respect of such
derivatives would be treated as ordinary income or losses rather than capital gains and capital losses. Pursuant to the
Tax Act, an election to realize gains and losses on “eligible derivatives” (as defined in the Tax Act) of the Fund on a
mark-to-market basis may be available if the Fund so desires.

Premiums received on covered call options and cash covered put options written by the Fund that are not
exercised prior to the end of a year will constitute capital gains of the Fund in the year received, unless such premiums
are received by the Fund as income from a business of buying and selling securities or the Fund has engaged in a
transaction or transactions considered to be an adventure or concern in the nature of trade. The Manager has advised
counsel that the Fund will purchase the Portfolio with the objective of earning distributions and income from the
Portfolio securities over the life of the Fund and will write covered call options with the objective of increasing the
yield on the securities beyond the dividends or income received on such securities and write cash covered put options
to increase returns and to reduce the net cost of purchasing securities subject to put options. Based on the foregoing
and in accordance with the CRA’s published administrative practices, transactions undertaken by the Fund in respect
of securities comprising the Portfolio and options on such securities will be treated and reported by the Fund as arising
on capital account. Premiums received by the Fund on covered call (or cash covered put) options that are subsequently
exercised will be added in computing the proceeds of disposition (or cost) to the Fund of the securities disposed of (or
acquired) by the Fund upon the exercise of such options. In addition, where the premium was in respect of an option
granted in a previous year so that it constituted a capital gain of the Fund in the previous year, the Tax Act provides
that such capital gain may be reversed.

The Fund will be entitled for each taxation year throughout which it is a mutual fund trust to reduce (or
receive a refund in respect of) its liability, if any, for tax on its net realized capital gains by an amount determined
under the Tax Act based on the redemptions of Units during the year (“capital gains refund”). In certain circumstances,
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the capital gains refund in a particular taxation year may not completely offset the tax liability of the Fund for such
taxation year which may arise upon the sale of securities in connection with redemptions of Units.

In computing its income for tax purposes, the Fund may deduct reasonable administrative and other expenses
incurred to earn income, including interest on any loan facility or prime brokerage facility entered into by the Fund
generally to the extent borrowed funds are used to purchase Portfolio securities. The Fund may not deduct interest on
any loan facility or prime brokerage facility entered into by the Fund to the extent that borrowed funds are used to
fund redemptions. The Fund may deduct rateably over a five year period (subject to reduction in any taxation year
that is less than 365 days) the Agents’ fees and other expenses of this Offering that are paid by the Fund and not
reimbursed. Any losses incurred by the Fund may not be allocated to Unitholders but may generally be carried forward
and deducted in computing the taxable income of the Fund in accordance with the detailed rules and limitations in the
Tax Act.

The Tax Act contains “loss restriction event” (“LRE”) rules that are broadly drafted and could potentially
apply to certain trusts including the Fund. In general, a LRE occurs to the Fund if a person (or group of persons)
acquires units of the Fund worth more than 50% of the fair market value of all the units of the Fund. If a LRE occurs
(i) the Fund will be deemed to have a year-end for tax purposes, (ii) to the extent possible, any net income and net
realized capital gains of the Fund at such year-end will be distributed to Unitholders of the Fund, and (iii) the Fund
will be restricted in its ability to use tax losses (including any unrealized capital losses) that exist at the time of the
LRE. However, the Fund will be exempt from the application of the LRE rules in most circumstances provided that
the Fund is an “investment fund” which requires the Fund to satisfy certain investment diversification rules. The
Manager has advised counsel that it expects that the Fund will satisfy such rules.

Taxation of Holders

A Holder generally will be required to include in computing income for a taxation year the amount of the
Fund’s net income for the taxation year, including the taxable portion of the Fund’s net realized capital gains, paid or
payable to the Holder in the taxation year whether received in cash, additional Units or reinvested in additional Units
including pursuant to the Reinvestment Plan. The non-taxable portion of the net realized capital gains of the Fund paid
or payable to a Holder in a taxation year will not be included in computing the Holder’s income for the year. Any
amount in excess of such Holder’s share of the net income and the net realized capital gains of the Fund for a taxation
year that is paid or becomes payable to the Holder in such year generally will not be included in the Holder’s income
for the year but will reduce the adjusted cost base of the Holder’s Units. To the extent that the adjusted cost base of a
Unit would otherwise be a negative amount, the negative amount will be deemed to be a capital gain and the adjusted
cost base of the Unit to the Holder will be increased by the amount of such deemed capital gain.

Provided that appropriate designations are made by the Fund, such portion of the net realized taxable capital
gains of the Fund, and the taxable dividends received or deemed to be received by the Fund on shares of taxable
Canadian corporations, as is paid or payable to a Holder will effectively retain its character and be treated as such in
the hands of the Holder for purposes of the Tax Act. To the extent that amounts are designated as taxable dividends
from taxable Canadian corporations, the gross-up and dividend tax credit rules will apply including an enhanced gross-
up and dividend tax credit in respect of “eligible dividends” paid by taxable Canadian corporations. In addition,
provided that appropriate designations are made by the Fund in respect of foreign income or gains of the Fund, for the
purpose of computing any foreign tax credit available to a Holder, and subject to the rules in the Tax Act, the Holder
will be deemed to have paid as tax to the government of a foreign country the Holder’s share of the taxes paid or
considered to be paid by the Fund to that country. Any loss of the Fund for purposes of the Tax Act cannot be allocated
to, and cannot be treated as a loss of, a Holder.

A Holder who acquires additional Units, including on the reinvestment of distributions pursuant to the
Reinvestment Plan, may become taxable on the Holder’s share of any income and gains of the Fund that have accrued
or been realized but have not been made payable at the time the additional Units are acquired.

On the disposition or deemed disposition of Units (whether on a sale, redemption or otherwise), the Holder
will realize a capital gain (or capital loss) to the extent that the Holder’s proceeds of disposition (other than any amount
payable by the Fund which represents an amount that is otherwise required to be included in the Holder’s income as
described in the Declaration of Trust) exceed (or are less than) the aggregate of the adjusted cost base of the Units and
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any reasonable costs of disposition. Any additional Units acquired by a Holder on the reinvestment of distributions or
on the investment of an Optional Cash Payment will generally have a cost equal to the amount reinvested or invested,
as the case may be. If a Holder participates in the Reinvestment Plan and, because the Plan Agent is unable to purchase
sufficient Units in the market to fully reinvest a distribution or invest an Optional Cash Payment, the Holder acquires
a Unit from the Fund at a price that is less than the then fair market value of the Unit, it is the administrative position
of the CRA that the Holder must include the difference in income and that the cost of the Unit will be correspondingly
increased.

For the purpose of determining the adjusted cost base of Units to a Holder, when a Unit is acquired, the cost
of the newly-acquired Unit will be averaged with the adjusted cost base of all of the Units owned by the Holder as
capital property at that time. A consolidation of Units following a distribution paid in the form of additional Units will
not be regarded as a disposition of Units.

One-half of any capital gain (a “taxable capital gain”) realized on the disposition of Units will be included in
the Holder’s income and one-half of any capital loss (an “allowable capital loss”) realized must be deducted from
taxable capital gains realized in the same taxation year in accordance with the provisions of the Tax Act. Allowable
capital losses for a taxation year in excess of taxable capital gains may be carried back and deducted in any of the
three preceding taxation years or carried forward and deducted in any subsequent taxation year against net taxable
capital gains in accordance with the provisions of the Tax Act.

In general terms, net income of the Fund paid or payable to a Holder that is designated as taxable dividends
from taxable Canadian corporations or as net taxable capital gains, and capital gains realized by a Holder on the
disposition of Units or securities of an Exchange Eligible Issuer may increase such Holder’s liability for alternative
minimum tax.

Taxation of Registered Plans

Registered Plans will generally not be subject to tax under Part I of the Tax Act on amounts of income and
capital gains received from the Fund or on capital gains realized on the disposition of Units, provided that the Units
are qualified investments for the Registered Plan. See “Income Tax Considerations – Status of the Fund” and “Income
Tax Considerations – Eligibility for Investment”. Holders should consult their own advisors with respect to other tax
considerations that are relevant to Registered Plans that invest in Units, including the taxation of amounts withdrawn
from a Registered Plan.

Eligibility for Investment

As noted above, provided the Fund qualifies as a mutual fund trust within the meaning of the Tax Act, or the
Units are listed on a “designated stock exchange” within the meaning of the Tax Act (which includes the TSX), the
Units will be qualified investments under the Tax Act for Registered Plans.

Notwithstanding that Units may be qualified investments for a trust governed by a tax-free savings account
(“TFSA”), a registered education savings plan (“RESP”), a registered disability savings plan (“RDSP”), a registered
retirement savings plan (“RRSP”) or a registered retirement income fund (“RRIF”), the holder of a TFSA or RDSP,
an annuitant of a RRSP or RRIF, or a subscriber of a RESP, as the case may be, will be subject to a penalty tax if such
Units are a “prohibited investment” for the particular TFSA, RDSP, RESP, RRSP or RRIF. Units will generally be a
“prohibited investment” if the holder, subscriber, or annuitant, as the case may be, of the particular Registered Plan
(i) does not deal at arm’s length with the Fund for purposes of the Tax Act, or (ii) has a “significant interest” (within
the meaning of the Tax Act) in the Fund. In addition, the Units generally will not be a “prohibited investment” if such
Units are “excluded property” (as defined in the Tax Act). Holders of a TFSA or a RDSP, subscribers of a RESP and
annuitants of a RRSP or RRIF should consult their own tax advisors with respect to the application of these rules in
their particular circumstances.

Tax Implications of the Fund’s Distribution Policy

The NAV per Unit will reflect any income and gains of the Fund that have accrued or have been realized but
have not been made payable at the time Units are acquired. A Holder who acquires Units may become taxable on the
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Holder’s share of income and gains of the Fund that accrued before the Units were acquired notwithstanding that such
amounts may have been reflected in the price paid by the Holder for the Units. The consequences of acquiring Units
late in a calendar year will generally depend on the amount of the monthly distributions throughout the year, if any,
and whether one or more year-end special distributions to Unitholders are necessary late in the calendar year to ensure
that the Fund will not be liable for income tax under Part I of the Tax Act.

Exchange Option

A Holder who disposes of securities of Exchange Eligible Issuers in exchange for Units pursuant to this
prospectus generally will realize a capital gain (or a capital loss) in the taxation year of the Holder in which the
disposition of such securities takes place to the extent that the proceeds of disposition for such securities, net of any
reasonable costs of disposition, exceed (or are less than) the Holder’s adjusted cost base of such securities. For this
purpose, the proceeds of disposition to the Holder will equal the aggregate of the fair market value of the Units received
and the amount of any cash received in lieu of fractional Units. The cost to a Holder of Units so acquired will be equal
to the fair market value of the securities of the Exchange Eligible Issuers disposed of in exchange for such Units at
the time of disposition less any cash received in lieu of fractional Units, which sum would generally be equal to or
would approximate the fair market value of the Units received as consideration for the securities of Exchange Eligible
Issuers.

To the extent that a Holder has received distributions on certain securities of Exchange Eligible Issuers which
were in excess of the Holder’s share of the net income and net realized capital gains of the relevant Exchange Eligible
Issuer (i.e. returns of capital), those distributions may have resulted in a reduction of the Holder’s adjusted cost base
of such securities.

For commentary on the taxation of capital gains and losses see the discussion of “Income Tax Considerations
– Taxation of Holders” above.

ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT DETAILS OF THE FUND

Manager of the Fund

Middlefield Limited is the manager of the Fund pursuant to a management agreement dated October 13, 2021
(the “Management Agreement”). The municipal address of the Manager is 1 First Canadian Place, 100 King Street
West, 58th Floor, P.O. Box 192 Toronto, Ontario, M5X 1A6. The Fund does not have a board of directors or officers.
The Manager shall have exclusive authority to manage the affairs of the Fund. The names, municipalities of residence,
positions held with the Manager and principal occupations of the directors and officers of the Manager are listed in
the following table. The backgrounds of such officers and directors are described below.

Name and Municipality
of Residence Position with the Manager Principal Occupation for Past Five Years

DEAN ORRICO
Vaughan, Ontario

President, Chief Executive Officer,
Ultimate Designated Person, and
Director

President and Chief Investment Officer of
Middlefield Capital Corporation

JEREMY BRASSEUR
Toronto, Ontario

Director Managing Director, Corporate Development
and Marketing of Middlefield Capital
Corporation

CRAIG ROGERS
Toronto, Ontario

Chief Compliance Officer and
Director

Chief Compliance Officer and Director of
Middlefield Limited; Managing Director,
Corporate Finance and Structured Products of
Middlefield Capital Corporation

POLLY TSE
Toronto, Ontario

Chief Financial Officer, Vice
President & Secretary

Managing Director and Chief Financial
Officer of Middlefield Capital Corporation
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Mr. Orrico, Mr. Brasseur and Mr. Rogers were all first appointed as directors of the Manager on July 14, 2021. The
term of each director’s appointment expires at the next annual meeting of the shareholders of the Manager.

Dean Orrico is the President and Chief Investment Officer of Middlefield Capital Corporation and Chairman of
Middlefield Group Limited and has been employed by Middlefield since 1996. Mr. Orrico is responsible for
overseeing the ongoing management of all of Middlefield’s investment funds including TSX-listed funds, mutual
funds and resource flow-through funds, and is lead manager of Middlefield’s healthcare and real estate strategies. Mr.
Orrico is an MBA graduate of the Schulich School of Business (York University).

Jeremy Brasseur is a Managing Director, Corporate Development and Marketing of Middlefield Capital Corporation
and President of Middlefield Group Limited and has been employed by Middlefield since 2002. Mr. Brasseur is
responsible for overseeing the development and structuring of all of Middlefield’s investment funds as well as the
sales and marketing division. Mr. Brasseur is an MBA graduate of the Kellogg School of Management (Northwestern
University of Chicago) and the Schulich School of Business (York University).

Craig Rogers is the Chief Compliance Officer and Director of the Manager and Managing Director, Corporate
Finance and Structured Products of Middlefield Capital Corporation. Mr. Rogers joined Middlefield in 2014 after
several years as a Vice President of an independent investment dealer and a Chief Financial Officer of a publicly listed
investment company. Mr. Rogers graduated with an Honours Bachelor of Commerce in Finance degree from the
University of Ottawa in 2006 and holds the Chartered Professional Accountant, Certified General Accountant, and
Chartered Financial Analyst designations.

Polly Tse is a Managing Director and the Chief Financial Officer of Middlefield Capital Corporation and has been
employed by Middlefield since 1999. Ms. Tse is responsible for the financial and tax reporting for Middlefield. Ms.
Tse graduated with an Honours Bachelor of Commerce in Accounting degree from York University and holds the
Chartered Professional Accountant, Certified General Accountant in Canada, Certified Public Accountant and
Chartered Global Management Accountant in the United States.

The directors and executive officers of the Manager beneficially own, control or direct, directly or indirectly,
100% of the common shares of the Manager.

Duties and Services to be Provided by the Manager

Pursuant to the Management Agreement, the Manager has been given the authority to manage the activities
and day-to-day operations of the Fund, including providing and arranging for the provision of marketing and
administrative services required by the Fund. The Manager’s duties include, among others: maintaining accounting
records for the Fund; authorizing the payment of operating expenses incurred on behalf of the Fund; handling securities
trades on behalf of the Fund; preparing financial statements, income tax forms and financial and accounting
information as required by the Fund; calculating or arranging for the calculation of the NAV; providing Unitholders
with financial statements and other reports as are required by applicable law from time to time; monitoring the Fund’s
compliance with regulatory requirements; preparing the Fund’s reports to Unitholders and the Canadian securities
regulatory authorities; determining the amount of distributions, if any, to be paid by the Fund; and negotiating
contractual agreements with third-party providers of services, including the Fund’s auditor and its printers.

Details of the Management Agreement

Pursuant to the Management Agreement, the Manager is required to exercise its powers and discharge its
duties honestly, in good faith and in the best interests of the Fund and to exercise the care, diligence and skill of a
reasonably prudent person in the circumstances. The Manager may, pursuant to the terms of the Management
Agreement, delegate certain of its duties to third parties where in the discretion of the Manager it would be in the best
interests of the Fund and the Unitholders to do so. The Management Agreement provides that the Manager will not be
liable in any way for any default, failure or defect in the securities comprising the Portfolio if it has satisfied the duties
and the standard of care, diligence and skill set forth above. The Manager will incur liability, however, in cases of
wilful misconduct, bad faith, negligence, disregard of the Manager’s standard of care or by any material breach or
default by it of its obligations under the Management Agreement.
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Unless the Manager resigns or is removed as described below, the Manager will continue as manager until
the termination of the Fund. The Manager may resign if the Fund is in breach or default of the provisions of the
Management Agreement and, if capable of being cured, any such breach or default has not been cured within 30 days’
notice of such breach or default to the Fund. The Manager is deemed to have resigned if the Manager becomes
bankrupt or insolvent or in the event the Manager ceases to be resident in Canada for the purposes of the Tax Act. The
Manager may not be removed other than by an Extraordinary Resolution (as defined under “Securityholder Matters –
Matters Requiring Securityholder Approval”). In the event that the Manager is in material breach or default of the
provisions of the Management Agreement and, if capable of being cured, any such breach or default has not been
cured within 30 days’ notice of such breach or default to the Manager, the Trustee shall give notice thereof to
Unitholders and Unitholders may direct the Trustee to remove the Manager and appoint a successor manager.

The Manager is entitled to fees for its services under the Management Agreement as described under “Fees
and Expenses” and will be reimbursed by the Fund for all reasonable costs and expenses incurred by the Manager on
behalf of the Fund. In addition, the Manager and each of its directors, officers, employees, shareholders and agents
will be indemnified by the Fund for all liabilities, costs and expenses incurred in connection with any action, suit or
proceeding that is proposed or commenced, or other claim that is made against, the Manager, or any of its directors,
officers, employees, shareholders or agents, in the exercise of its duties as manager, except those resulting from the
Manager’s wilful misconduct, bad faith, negligence, disregard of the Manager’s standard of care or material breach or
default by the Manager of its obligations under the Management Agreement.

Officers and Directors of the Manager of the Fund

The names, municipalities of residence, offices held with the Manager and principal occupations of the
directors and officers of the Manager are set out above under “Organization and Management Details of the Fund –
Manager of the Fund”.

Middlefield Capital Corporation will act as advisor to the Fund pursuant to the terms of an advisory
agreement to be entered into at or prior to completion of the Offering (the “Advisory Agreement”). Middlefield Capital
Corporation was incorporated under the Canada Business Corporations Act on November 3, 1986, is registered as an
investment dealer under the securities laws of Alberta, Ontario and Nova Scotia and is a member of the Investment
Industry Regulatory Organization of Canada.

Middlefield Capital Corporation and the Manager are each members of the Middlefield Group
(“Middlefield”). Formed in 1979, Middlefield creates and manages specialized investment products for individual and
institutional investors, including closed-end funds, exchange-traded funds, mutual funds, private and public resource
funds, split share corporations, real estate funds and a venture capital fund. Middlefield has approximately 50
employees with offices located in Toronto, Calgary, San Francisco and London, England. Clients include Canadian
and international financial institutions, corporations and individuals. Its services are provided in Canada primarily
through Middlefield Limited, which is registered as an investment fund manager with the Ontario Securities
Commission, and Middlefield Capital Corporation (which is a member of the Investment Industry Regulatory
Organization of Canada (IIROC), the Canadian organization that regulates investment dealers) and internationally
through Middlefield International Limited in London, England (which is registered as a member firm with The
Financial Conduct Authority in the United Kingdom). In addition to asset and investment management, the services
provided by Middlefield include corporate finance, financial advisory, real estate investment and property
management, and securities placement activities.

Middlefield’s role in its fund management business includes the creation and structuring of investment
vehicles, the completion of offerings to investors, the identification, selection and monitoring of suitable investments,
acting as registrar and transfer agent, monitoring regulatory compliance and providing reports to investors on operating
and financial performance and for income tax purposes. Middlefield has focused on and developed investment
management expertise in real estate, healthcare, equity income securities, sustainable investing as well as natural
resources.

Middlefield advises several TSX-listed funds, including MINT Income Fund, which celebrated its 24th year
of being listed on the TSX in March 2021. Middlefield has expanded its advisory offerings by raising over $2 billion
in IPOs since the beginning of 2014, including over $400 million raised since the beginning of 2020 for strategies
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focused on sustainable investing. This Fund intends to build upon the Manager’s proven track record of raising assets
and managing equity income portfolios with strategies focused on equity income and the technology sector.

Stephen Erlichman serves as Middlefield’s Chair, ESG. Mr. Erlichman is considered one of the foremost
experts on governance and ESG in Canada. From 2011 to 2018, Mr. Erlichman was the Executive Director of the
Canadian Coalition for Good Governance (CCGG) where he created and debated public policy positions in relation
to ESG issues and led engagement meetings between CCGG and boards of public companies across Canada. Mr.
Erlichman also sits on the board of Canada’s Responsible Investment Association (“RIA”) and he is a member of the
Global Stewardship Committee of the International Corporate Governance Network (ICGN). Mr. Erlichman has
practiced corporate and securities law throughout his career at major law firms in New York and Toronto. In addition
to his law degrees from University of Toronto (LLB) and New York University (LLM) and business degree from
Harvard University (MBA), Mr. Erlichman holds the Responsible Investment Professional Certification (RIPC) issued
by the RIA and the certificate in Sustainable Capitalism & ESG issued by UC Berkeley Law.

Middlefield is an associate member of the RIA. The RIA is a national, membership-based organization that
is committed to advancing responsible investment, which refers to the incorporation of ESG factors into the selection
and management of investments. Membership in the RIA includes asset managers, asset owners, advisors, and service
providers who support the mandate of promoting responsible investment in Canada’s retail and institutional markets.
RIA members collectively manage over $20 trillion in assets. Middlefield believes that the commitment to integrating
ESG criteria into investment selection and management across platforms will help deliver better outcomes for our
clients and the world.

Middlefield employs a disciplined investment process that seeks to identify attractive investment
opportunities and evaluate material risks that could impact portfolio returns. Consistent with these objectives,
Middlefield integrates ESG considerations into its investment process because Middlefield believes that ESG factors
have become an important component of a thorough investment analysis and that the integration of ESG factors will
result in a more comprehensive understanding of a company’s strategy, culture and sustainability.

ESG considerations are integral to Middlefield’s investment decision-making, as well as its ongoing portfolio
monitoring process. Many countries have established or are in the process of establishing standardized ESG disclosure
requirements for corporate issuers. When enacted, these are expected to enhance the efficiency of Middlefield’s
ongoing review and monitoring of a company’s ESG practices. Middlefield’s approach to ESG integration may evolve
over time as more ESG and sustainability research and data become available.

In addition to Middlefield’s integration of ESG considerations into its investment process, Middlefield has
also adopted stewardship principles in order to effectively steward the assets Middlefield manages for its clients.
Middlefield’s stewardship activities, carried out in accordance with such principles, are complementary to
Middlefield’s ESG integration process.

In February 2019, Middlefield launched its platform of actively managed ETFs by converting two successful
closed-end funds managed by Middlefield, Middlefield Healthcare & Life Sciences Dividend Fund and REIT
INDEXPLUS Income Fund. The objective of the platform is to provide value-added solutions to investors and
financial advisors through unique, actively managed strategies which investors would have difficulty replicating with
passive investment products. In March 2019, Middlefield announced the expansion of its ETF platform with the
conversions of Middlefield Healthcare & Wellness Dividend Fund and American Core Sectors Dividend Fund, which
brought Middlefield’s ETF assets under management to approximately $250 million.

In the real estate sector, Middlefield has been involved since its founding in all aspects of the industry.
Activities have encompassed land acquisition, project design, construction, financing and leasing of real estate
projects. Upon project acquisition or completion, ongoing property management services have been provided through
one of Middlefield’s affiliates.
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The Advisor

The officers and directors of Middlefield Capital Corporation who are primarily responsible for providing
services to the Fund are listed in the following table. The backgrounds of such officers and directors are described
below.

Name and Municipality of Residence Position with Middlefield Capital Corporation and Principal Occupation

DEAN ORRICO..........................................
Vaughan, Ontario

President and Chief Investment Officer

ROBERT F. LAUZON, CFA.......................
Toronto, Ontario

Managing Director, Trading and Deputy Chief Investment Officer

JEREMY BRASSEUR ................................
Toronto, Ontario

Managing Director, Corporate Development and Marketing

SHANE OBATA, CFA................................
Toronto, Ontario

Executive Director, Investments and Portfolio Manager

ROBERT MOFFAT, CFA...........................
Toronto, Ontario

Director, Investments and Portfolio Manager

Dean Orrico is President and Chief Investment Officer of Middlefield Capital Corporation and Chairman of
Middlefield Group Limited (Middlefield) and has been employed by Middlefield since 1996. Mr. Orrico is responsible
for overseeing the ongoing management of all of Middlefield’s investment funds including TSX-listed funds, mutual
funds and resource flow-through funds, and is lead manager of Middlefield’s healthcare and real estate strategies. Mr.
Orrico is an MBA graduate of the Schulich School of Business (York University).

Robert F. Lauzon is Managing Director, Trading and Deputy Chief Investment Officer of Middlefield
Capital Corporation and has been employed by Middlefield Capital Corporation since 2002. Mr. Lauzon is the lead
portfolio manager on a number of investment funds, including funds focusing on the infrastructure, consumer and
technology sectors. Mr. Lauzon is an MBA graduate of the Rotman School of Management (University of Toronto)
and holds the Chartered Financial Analyst designation.

Jeremy Brasseur is a Managing Director, Corporate Development and Marketing of Middlefield Capital
Corporation and President of Middlefield Group Limited and has been employed by Middlefield since 2002. Mr.
Brasseur is responsible for overseeing the development and structuring of all of Middlefield’s investment funds as
well as the sales and marketing division. Mr. Brasseur is an MBA graduate of the Kellogg School of Management
(Northwestern University of Chicago) and the Schulich School of Business (York University).

Shane Obata is an Executive Director, Investments and Portfolio Manager of Middlefield Capital
Corporation and is responsible for covering global equities across Middlefield's funds. Prior to joining Middlefield in
2018, he was with Richardson GMP's asset management team. Mr. Obata holds the Chartered Financial Analyst
designation and a Master of Finance from Wilfrid Laurier University, where he was awarded the gold medal of
academic excellence.

Robert Moffat is a Director, Investments and Portfolio Manager at Middlefield Capital Corporation covering
global equities across Middlefield's funds and has experience researching the renewable energy industry. Prior to
joining Middlefield in 2017, he held a research position with a wealth management team at Richardson GMP. Mr.
Moffat holds a Bachelor of Management and Organizational Studies from Western University and holds the Chartered
Financial Analyst designation.

The Consultant

Paul Sagawa will act as Consultant to the Advisor pursuant to an agreement (the “Consultant Agreement”)
and in doing so will provide the Advisor with ongoing analysis regarding Workplace Technology Issuers, in particular
those operating in the technology and communications sectors. In addition, Mr. Sagawa will, based upon his near-
term outlook for such issuers, provide consultation to the Advisor regarding asset allocation decisions, including those
related to the Fund’s exposure to the various sectors and subsectors in which such issuers operate.
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Mr. Sagawa has worked in and around the technology, media and telecom industries for over 20 years,
including his 11 year tenure as a senior research analyst at Sanford C. Bernstein. While at Bernstein, he was named to
the Institutional Investor All-Star Team, including the number one position in wireline communications equipment.
In his most recent position at Bernstein, Mr. Sagawa conceived and launched a new business area as the firm’s first
Small Cap Equity Strategist. Mr. Sagawa’s recent publications include coverage on 5G networks, artificial
intelligence, cloud computing, and autonomous vehicles. Prior to Bernstein, Mr. Sagawa spent six and half years at
McKinsey and Company, rising to the position of technology sector specialist in recognition of his communications
industry acumen. His earlier experience includes three years at AT&T’s equipment business. Mr. Sagawa earned his
BA in Economics and MBA from Harvard University.

Details of the Advisory Agreement

Pursuant to the Advisory Agreement, the Advisor will provide investment management advice to the
Manager in a manner consistent with the investment objectives, strategy and restrictions of the Fund. The Advisor
will be paid the Advisory Fee by the Manager and not by the Fund. Investment decisions will be implemented by the
Manager. In the purchase and sale of securities for the Fund, the Manager will seek to obtain overall services and
prompt execution of orders on favourable terms.

Under the Advisory Agreement, the Advisor is required to act at all times on a basis which is fair and
reasonable to the Fund, to act honestly and in good faith with a view to the best interests of the Fund and, in connection
therewith, to exercise the degree of care, diligence and skill that a reasonably prudent person would exercise in the
circumstances. The Advisory Agreement provides that the Advisor will not be liable in any way for any default, failure
or defect in any of the securities of the Fund, nor will it be liable if it has satisfied the duties and standard of care,
diligence and skill set forth above. The Advisor may, however, incur liability in cases of wilful misconduct, bad faith,
negligence, disregard of the Advisor’s standard of care or material breach or default by the Advisor of its obligations
under the Advisory Agreement.

The Advisory Agreement, unless terminated as described below, will continue in effect until the Fund is
terminated. The Manager may terminate the Advisory Agreement if the Advisor has committed certain events of
bankruptcy or insolvency or is in material breach or default of the provisions thereof and, if capable of being cured,
such breach has not been cured within 30 days after notice thereof has been given to the Advisor and the Trustee by
the Manager.

The Advisor may terminate its obligations under the Advisory Agreement if the Fund is in material breach
or default of the provisions thereof and, if capable of being cured, such breach or default has not been cured within 30
days of notice of same to the Manager and to the Trustee or if there is a material change in the investment objectives
or strategy of the Fund. If the Advisory Agreement is terminated, the Manager will promptly appoint one or more
successor investment managers to carry out the activities of the Advisor.

The Advisor is entitled to fees for its services which are payable by the Manager (and not the Fund) under
the Advisory Agreement as described under “Fees and Expenses” and will be reimbursed by the Fund for all
reasonable costs and expenses incurred by the Advisor on behalf of the Fund. In addition, the Advisor, and its directors,
officers, employees and agents, will be indemnified by the Fund for all liabilities, costs and expenses incurred in
connection with any action, suit or proceeding that is proposed or commenced, or other claim that is made against, the
Advisor, or any of its officers, directors, employees or agents, in the exercise of its duties as an investment advisor,
except those resulting from the Advisor’s wilful misconduct, bad faith, negligence, disregard of the Advisor’s standard
of care or material breach or default by the Advisor of its obligations under the Advisory Agreement.

Conflicts of Interest

The management services to be provided or caused to be provided by the Manager under the Management
Agreement are not exclusive to the Fund and nothing in the Management Agreement prevents the Manager or any of
its affiliates from providing similar services to other investment funds and other clients (whether or not their activities
are similar to those of the Fund) or from engaging in other activities.
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The Advisor is engaged in a wide range of investment management, investment advisory and other business
activities. The services of the Advisor under the Advisory Agreement are not exclusive and nothing in the Advisory
Agreement prevents the Advisor or any of its affiliates from providing similar services to other investment funds and
other clients (whether or not their investment objectives or strategies are similar to those of the Fund) or from engaging
in other activities. The Advisor’s investment advice regarding the Portfolio and decisions with respect to the
composition of the Portfolio will be made independently of those made for its other clients and independently of its
own investments. On occasion, however, the Advisor may decide on the same investment for the Fund and for one or
more of its other clients. If the Fund and one or more of the other clients of the Advisor are engaged in the purchase
or sale of the same security, the transactions will be effected on an equitable basis. In addition, pursuant to the Advisory
Agreement, the Advisor may from time to time receive commissions or other fees for acting as the Fund’s broker in
connection with the purchase or sale of Portfolio securities. Any such arrangement shall be on terms that are no less
favourable to the Fund than those available from third parties for comparable services.

The Manager or its affiliates may act as the manager to other funds which may invest primarily in the same
securities as the Fund from time to time invests and which may be considered competitors of the Fund. In addition,
the directors and officers of the Manager or its affiliates may be directors, officers, shareholders or unitholders of one
or more issuers in which the Fund may acquire securities or of corporations which act as the manager of other funds
that invest primarily in the same securities as the Fund from time to time invests and which may be considered
competitors of the Fund. The Manager or its affiliates may be managers or portfolio managers of one or more issuers
in which the Fund may acquire securities and may be managers or portfolio managers of investment funds that invest
in the same securities as the Fund. A decision to invest in such issuers will be made independently by the Advisor and
without consideration of the relationship of the Manager or its affiliates with such issuers. Conflicts of interest between
the Manager and the Fund will be addressed by the Independent Review Committee.

See also “Relationship Between Investment Fund and Agents” and “Risk Factors – Risks Related to the
Structure of the Fund – Conflicts of Interest”.

Independent Review Committee

An independent review committee (the “Independent Review Committee”) has been established by the Fund
in accordance with National Instrument 81-107 – Independent Review Committee for Investment Funds (“NI 81-107”)
and is comprised of four members, each of whom is independent. The Independent Review Committee deals with
conflict of interest matters presented to it by the Manager in accordance with NI 81-107. The Manager is required
under NI 81-107 to identify conflicts of interest inherent in its management of the Fund and the other investment funds
managed by it, and request input from the Independent Review Committee on how it manages those conflicts of
interest. NI 81-107 also requires the Manager to establish written policies and procedures outlining its management
of those conflicts of interest. The Independent Review Committee will provide its recommendations or approvals, as
required, to the Manager with a view to the best interests of the Fund. The Independent Review Committee will report
annually to Unitholders as required by NI 81-107. The reports of the Independent Review Committee will be available
free of charge from the Manager on request by contacting the Manager at invest@middlefield.com and will be posted
on the Manager’s website at www.middlefield.com.

The members of the Independent Review Committee are paid an annual fee for serving on the independent
review committee of the investment funds in the Middlefield family of investment funds. Each investment fund,
including the Fund, is responsible for a portion of that fee which is allocated by the Manager among the various funds.
The annual fee payable to the members of the Independent Review Committee is currently $110,000 in the aggregate
plus $1,500 per Independent Review Committee member per meeting. Expenses incurred by the members of the
Independent Review Committee in connection with performing their duties are also the responsibility of the
investment funds, including the Fund.

The following individuals are the members of the Independent Review Committee:

Bernard I. Ghert is Chairman of the Independent Review Committee. He was previously Chairman of
Mount Sinai Hospital from 1997 to 2002, having been on the board of directors since 1974. During that time he was
President of Stelworth Investments Inc. He was a director at various times of numerous organizations including
Canada Deposit Insurance Corporation, CT Financial, Canada Trust and Canada Trustco and President and CEO of
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Cadillac Fairview Corporation Limited. He was an advisory director of the Office of the Superintendent of Financial
Institutions. Mr. Ghert was appointed as a Member of the Order of Canada in July 2002.

George S. Dembroski was Vice-Chairman of RBC Dominion Securities Limited until January 31, 1998. Mr.
Dembroski also holds the Chartered Professional Accountant designation.

H. Roger Garland was Vice Chairman of Four Seasons Hotels Inc., having joined the company in 1981 as
Senior Vice President, Finance. Prior to Four Seasons, he was Vice President, Corporate Banking with Citibank, N.A.
in Canada and Switzerland. Mr. Garland sits on the boards of several companies. Mr. Garland also holds the Chartered
Professional Accountant designation.

Edward V. Jackson was Managing Director and Co-Head of the Investment Funds Group, RBC Capital
Markets until December 31, 2015 and was President and CEO of Advantage Preferred Share Trust, a TSX listed
closed-end fund from 2011-2015. Mr. Jackson currently sits on the Advisory Board of Enertech Capital and is a
member of the Hearing Committee of the Investment Industry Regulatory Organization of Canada.

The Trustee

Middlefield Limited is the trustee of the Fund under the Declaration of Trust. The address of the Trustee is 1
First Canadian Place, 100 King Street West, 58th Floor, P.O. Box 192 Toronto, Ontario, M5X 1A6.

The Declaration of Trust provides that the Trustee will not be liable in carrying out its duties thereunder
except in cases of wilful misconduct, bad faith, negligence or material breach or default by the Trustee of its
obligations under the Declaration of Trust or in cases where the Trustee fails to act honestly and in good faith and in
the best interests of Unitholders to the extent required by laws applicable to trustees, or fails to exercise the degree of
care, diligence and skill that a reasonably prudent person would exercise in the circumstances. In addition, the
Declaration of Trust contains other customary provisions limiting the liability of the Trustee and indemnifying the
Trustee, or any of its officers, directors, employees or agents, in respect of certain liabilities incurred by it in carrying
out its duties.

The Trustee or any successor trustee may resign upon 30 days’ written notice to the Manager or such lesser
notice as the Manager may accept. The Trustee may be removed with the approval of a majority of the votes cast at a
meeting of Unitholders called for such purpose. Any such resignation or removal shall become effective only upon
the acceptance of the appointment of a successor trustee. If the Trustee resigns or is removed, its successor may be
appointed by the Manager. If the Trustee is removed by the Unitholders, the appointment of its successor must be
approved by Unitholders. If, after the resignation or removal of the Trustee, no successor has been appointed within
90 days, the Trustee, the Manager or any Unitholder may apply to a court of competent jurisdiction for the appointment
of a successor trustee.

The Trustee will receive no fee for acting as trustee of the Fund but is entitled to be reimbursed for all
expenses and liabilities which are properly incurred by the Trustee in connection with its duties. In the event the
Trustee and the Manager are not the same person, the Trustee may be entitled to a fee from the Fund as may be
negotiated with the Manager.

Custodian

RBC Investor Services Trust (the “Custodian”) is the custodian of the assets of the Fund and may employ
sub-custodians as considered appropriate in the circumstances. The address of the Custodian is 335 8th Avenue S.W.,
23rd Floor, Calgary, Alberta, T2P 1C9. Pursuant to an agreement between the Manager and the Custodian (the
“Custodian Agreement”), the Custodian will provide safekeeping and custodial services in respect of the assets of the
Fund.

The Fund will pay the Custodian customary custodianship fees for its services as outlined in the Custodian
Agreement. The Custodian Agreement may be terminated by either party on 60 days’ notice, and immediately by
either party on written notice if either party is declared bankrupt or becomes insolvent, the assets or the business of
either party becomes liable to seizure or confiscation by any public or governmental authority, the Manager’s powers
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and authorities to act on behalf of or represent the Fund have been revoked or terminated, or the Custodian ceases to
be qualified under applicable laws.

Auditor

The independent auditor of the Fund is Deloitte LLP. The address of the auditor is Suite 200, Bay Adelaide
Centre, 8 Adelaide Street West, Toronto, Ontario M5H 0A9. Although the approval of Unitholders will not be obtained
prior to making any change in auditor of the Fund, Unitholders will be sent a written notice at least 60 days prior to
the effective date of any such change.

Registrar and Transfer Agent; Exchange Agent

Middlefield Capital Corporation is the registrar and transfer agent for the Units and the exchange agent for
the Exchange Option at its principal office in Toronto, Ontario.

Valuation Agent

Pursuant to a valuation services agreement to be entered into on or before the closing of the Offering, RBC
Investor Services Trust and MFL Management Limited will be appointed by the Manager as the joint valuation agent
(the “Valuation Agent”) of the Fund. The Valuation Agent will provide, among other things, valuation services to the
Fund and will calculate the NAV in the manner described under the heading “Calculation of Net Asset Value”. The
valuation services agreement may be terminated by the Manager or the Valuation Agent on 60 days’ notice, and
immediately by the Manager or the Valuation Agent on written notice if either party is declared bankrupt or becomes
insolvent, the assets or the business of either party becomes liable to seizure or confiscation by any public or
governmental authority, or the Manager’s powers and authorities to act on behalf of or represent the Fund have been
revoked or terminated.

Promoter

The Manager (located in Toronto, Ontario) may be considered as the promoter of the Fund by reason of its
initiative in forming and establishing the Fund and taking the steps necessary for the public distribution of the Units.
The Manager also acts as manager and thereby receives certain fees as described herein. The Manager will not receive
any benefits, directly or indirectly, from the issuance of Units offered hereunder other than as described under “Fees
and Expenses” and “Interest of Manager and Others in Material Transactions”.

Securities Lending Agent

RBC Investor Services Trust (in such capacity, the “Securities Lending Agent”) serves as the securities
lending agent for the Fund pursuant to a securities lending agency agreement (the “SLA Agreement”) dated as of April
15, 2011, which is expected to be amended at or prior to closing of the Offering to include the Fund. The Securities
Lending Agent’s head office is located in Toronto, Canada. The Securities Lending Agent is not affiliated with the
Manager. Pursuant to the SLA Agreement, the Fund is required to receive collateral of at least 105% of the value of
the securities on loan. Collateral is generally comprised of cash and obligations of, or guaranteed by, the Government
of Canada or a province thereof, or the United States Government or its agencies. Collateral may also be comprised
of securities that are convertible into, or exchangeable for, securities of the same issuer as the securities that are on
loan. Pursuant to the SLA Agreement, the Securities Lending Agent has agreed to indemnify the Manager against any
direct loss suffered or incurred that is the result of negligence, fraud, or wilful misconduct on the part of the Securities
Lending Agent in the performance of its obligations, subject to limitations within the SLA Agreement. The Manager
and the Securities Lending Agent each have the right to terminate the SLA Agreement upon five (5) business days’
written notice.

CALCULATION OF NET ASSET VALUE

The NAV calculation on a particular date will be equal to the aggregate value of the assets of the Fund less
the aggregate value of the liabilities of the Fund, including all bank indebtedness of the Fund and any income, capital
gains or other amounts payable to Unitholders on or before such date. If, on any date upon which NAV is being
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calculated, the Fund may be entitled to a refund of refundable taxes, such refundable taxes will be included in
determining NAV if such refundable taxes constitute an asset of the Fund under applicable accounting guidance. The
basic NAV per Unit on any Valuation Date is calculated by dividing the NAV on such date by the total number of
Units issued and outstanding on such date, the result being rounded to the nearest whole cent. The NAV per Unit will
be calculated in Canadian dollars.

Valuation Policies and Procedures

In determining the NAV at any time:

(a) the value of any cash on hand or on deposit, bills and demand notes, accounts receivable, prepaid
expenses, dividends and distributions receivable, other receivables and interest accrued and not yet
received, shall be deemed to be the full amount thereof, provided that: (i) the value of any security
which is a debt obligation which, at the time of acquisition, had a remaining maturity of one year or
less shall be the amount paid to acquire the obligation plus the amount of any interest accrued on
such obligation since the time of acquisition (for this purpose, interest accrued will include
amortization over the remaining term to maturity of any discount or premium from the face value
of an obligation at the time of its acquisition); (ii) any interest or other amount due in respect of an
obligation in respect of which an issuer has ceased paying interest on or has otherwise defaulted
shall be excluded from such calculation; and (iii) if the Manager has determined that any such
deposit, bill, demand note or receivable is not otherwise worth the full amount thereof, the value
thereof shall be deemed to be such value as the Manager reasonably determines to be the fair value
thereof;

(b) the value of any security which is listed or traded upon a stock exchange (or if more than one, on
the stock exchange in which the security primarily trades, as determined by the Manager) shall be
determined by taking the latest available sale price of recent date on the stock exchange in which
the security primarily trades, or lacking any recent sales or any record thereof, the simple average
of the latest available ask price and the latest available bid price (unless in the opinion of the
Manager any such price does not reflect the value thereof and in which case the Manager will value
such securities on such reasonable basis as it may determine to be appropriate), as at the day as of
which the NAV is being determined, all as reported by any means in common use, or by using such
price as may otherwise be prescribed by applicable regulations or rules (including pursuant to
International Financial Reporting Standards if so required);

(c) the value of any security, which is not listed or traded on a stock exchange or the resale of which is
restricted by reason of a representation, undertaking or agreement by the Fund (or by the Fund’s
predecessor in title) or by law shall be determined on the basis of such price or yield equivalent
quotations (which may be public quotations or may be obtained from major market makers or other
third parties) as the Manager reasonably determines best reflects fair value;

(d) the value of a forward contract or a futures contract shall be the gain or loss with respect thereto that
would be realized if, on the day as of which NAV is being determined, the position in the forward
contract or the futures contract, as the case may be, were to be closed out unless “daily limits” are
in effect, in which case fair value shall be based on the current market value of the underlying
interest;

(e) margin paid or deposited in respect of futures contracts and forward contracts shall be reflected as
an account receivable, and margin consisting of assets other than cash shall be noted as held as
margin;

(f) the value of any bonds, debentures and other debt obligations will be determined by taking the
average of the bid and ask prices quoted by a major dealer or recognized information provider in
such securities at consistent times on a Valuation Date. Short-term investments including notes and
money market instruments will be valued at cost plus accrued interest;
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(g) if the day as of which NAV is being determined is not a business day, then the securities comprising
the Portfolio and other Fund property will be valued as if such day were the preceding business day;
and

(h) the value of all assets of the Fund quoted or valued in terms of foreign currency, the value of all
funds on deposit and contractual obligations payable to the Fund in foreign currency and the value
of all liabilities and contractual obligations payable by the Fund in foreign currency shall be
determined using the prevailing rate of exchange as determined by the Manager, on the day as of
which NAV is being determined.

If an investment cannot be valued under the foregoing rules or if the foregoing rules are at any time considered
by the Manager, after consultation with the Advisor, to be inappropriate under the circumstances, then notwithstanding
such rules, the Manager, after consultation with the Advisor, will make such valuation as it considers fair and
reasonable and, if there is an industry practice, in a manner consistent with industry practice for valuing such
investment. Certain determinations made by the Valuation Agent in calculating NAV in accordance with the foregoing
will require prior consultation with and/or agreement of the Manager.

Reporting of Net Asset Value

The NAV per Unit will be calculated at the close of trading on the TSX on every business day. The NAV per
Unit so determined will remain in effect until the time at which the next determination of NAV per Unit is made. The
calculated NAV per Unit will be made available on the Internet at www.middlefield.com.

ATTRIBUTES OF SECURITIES

Description of the Securities

The Fund is authorized to issue an unlimited number of Units, each of which represents an equal, undivided
interest in the net assets of the Fund. Fractions of Units may be issued that will have the same rights, restrictions,
conditions and limitations attaching to whole Units in the proportion that they bear to a whole Unit, except that
fractional Units will not have the right to vote. Units are transferable, except as otherwise restricted by the Trustee or
the Manager in order to comply with any applicable laws, regulations or other requirements imposed by regulatory
authorities or to obtain, maintain or renew any licenses, rights, status or powers pursuant to any applicable laws,
regulations or other requirements imposed by any stock exchange or other applicable regulatory authorities.

Each Unit entitles the holder thereof to the same rights and obligations as a holder of any other Unit and no
Unitholder is entitled to any privilege, priority or preference in relation to any other Unitholder. Each Unitholder is
entitled to one vote for each whole Unit held and each Unit is entitled to participate equally with respect to any and
all distributions made by the Fund to Unitholders (as described under “Distribution Policy”), including distributions
of net income and capital gains, if any. Units are redeemable as described under “Redemptions of Securities” and have
the rights on termination of the Fund as described under “Termination of the Fund”. The rights attaching to the Units
may be modified as described under “Securityholder Matters”.

The Fund may subdivide or consolidate the Units from time to time in such manner as the Manager
determines appropriate, provided that any such subdivision or consolidation shall not change the rights attaching to
the Units.

Units will be issued only through the book-entry only system administered by CDS as described below under
“Book-Entry Only System”.

Market Purchases

To enhance liquidity and to provide market support for the Units, the Fund will have a mandatory market
purchase program under which the Fund will, subject to the following exceptions and to compliance with any
applicable regulatory requirements, be obligated to purchase any Units offered on the TSX (or such other exchange
or market on which the Units are then listed and primarily traded) if, at any time, the price at which Units are then
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offered on the TSX (or such other exchange or market on which the Units are then listed and primarily traded) is less
than 95% of the NAV per Unit as at the close of business in Toronto, Ontario on the immediately preceding business
day. The maximum number of Units to be purchased by the Fund pursuant to such mandatory market purchase
program in any calendar quarter will be 1.25% of the number of Units outstanding at the beginning of such period. In
addition, the Fund will not be obligated to make such purchases, if among other things: (i) the Manager reasonably
believes that the Fund would be required to make an additional distribution in respect of the year to Unitholders of
record on the December Record Date of a year in order that the Fund will generally not be liable to pay income tax
after the making of such purchase, (ii) in the opinion of the Manager, the Fund lacks the cash, debt capacity or other
resources to make such purchases, or (iii) in the opinion of the Manager, such purchases would adversely affect the
ongoing activities of the Fund or the remaining Unitholders. In addition, the Fund will have the right (but not the
obligation), exercisable in its sole discretion, at any time to purchase additional Units in the market, subject to any
applicable regulatory requirements and limitations. Following the closing of this Offering, the Fund may submit an
application to the Canadian securities regulatory authorities to obtain the necessary regulatory approvals in order that
the Fund may arrange for one or more securities dealers to find purchasers for any such Units. There is no guarantee
that the Fund will make such application or, if made, receive the necessary regulatory approvals.

Book-Entry Only System

Registration of interests in and transfers of the Units will be made only through the book-entry only system
of CDS. On the date of closing of the Offering, the Fund will deliver to CDS certificates evidencing the aggregate
number of Units subscribed for under the Offering. Units must be purchased, transferred and surrendered for
redemption only through a CDS Participant. All rights of a Unitholder must be exercised through, and all payments
or other property to which such Unitholder is entitled will be made or delivered by, CDS and the CDS Participant
through which the Unitholder holds such Units. Upon a purchase of Units, the holder will receive only the customary
confirmation. All distributions in respect of Units will be made by the Fund to CDS, which will be forwarded by CDS
to the CDS Participants for forwarding by such CDS Participants to the beneficial holders of Units.

None of the Fund, the Trustee, the Manager, the Advisor, the Custodian nor the Agents will have any liability
for: (i) any aspect of the records maintained by CDS relating to the beneficial interests in the Units or the book-entry
accounts maintained by CDS; (ii) maintaining, supervising or reviewing any records relating to such beneficial
ownership interests; or (iii) any advice or representation made by or given by or with respect to CDS, whether
contained in this prospectus or otherwise, or made or given with respect to the rules and regulations of CDS or any
action taken by CDS or at the direction of the CDS Participants. The rules governing CDS provide that it acts as the
agent and depository for the CDS Participants. As a result, CDS Participants must look solely to CDS. Persons, other
than CDS Participants, having an interest in the Units must look solely to CDS Participants for payment made by the
Fund to CDS.

The ability of a beneficial owner of Units to pledge such Units or otherwise take action with respect to such
owner’s interest in such Units (other than through a CDS Participant) may be limited due to the lack of a physical
certificate.

The Fund has the option to terminate registration of the Units through the book-entry only system, in which
case certificates for Units in fully registered form would be issued to Unitholders or to their nominees.

SECURITYHOLDER MATTERS

Meetings of Securityholders

The Trustee may, at any time, convene a meeting of Unitholders and will be required to convene a meeting
on receipt of a request, in writing, by the Manager or by Unitholders holding in aggregate 10% or more of the
outstanding Units. The Trustee will convene such meeting within 60 days of receipt of said request. The Manager will
call Unitholder meetings and give notice thereof in such manner as may from time to time be required by applicable
law.

A quorum for any meeting of Unitholders will consist of two or more persons present in person or by proxy
(including by telephone if permitted by the Trustee) and representing not less than 5% of the Units outstanding. If a
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quorum is not present at a meeting within 30 minutes after the time fixed for the meeting, the meeting will be cancelled
if convened pursuant to a request of Unitholders, but otherwise will be adjourned and will be held at the same time
and place on the day which is 14 days later (or if that date is not a business day, the first business day prior to that
date). At a reconvened meeting, Unitholders present in person or represented by proxy will constitute a quorum. Each
Unitholder is entitled to one vote per Unit held.

The Fund does not intend to hold annual meetings of Unitholders.

Matters Requiring Securityholder Approval

Any matter to be considered at a meeting of Unitholders, other than certain matters requiring the approval of
Unitholders by Extraordinary Resolution or unanimous approval of Unitholders as discussed under “Securityholder
Matters – Amendments to the Declaration of Trust”, will require the approval of Unitholders by a resolution passed
by holders of more than 50% of the Units voting thereon (an “Ordinary Resolution”) at a meeting duly convened for
the consideration of such matter.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, certain matters will require the approval of Unitholders by extraordinary
resolution (an “Extraordinary Resolution”). An Extraordinary Resolution is a resolution passed by holders of not less
than 66²/3% of the Units voting thereon at a meeting duly convened for the consideration of such matter. The following
matters may be undertaken only with the approval of Unitholders by an Extraordinary Resolution:

(a) any change in the fundamental investment objectives or investment restrictions of the Fund as set
forth under “Investment Objectives” and “Investment Restrictions”, respectively, unless such
change is necessary to ensure compliance with applicable laws, regulations or other requirements
imposed by applicable regulatory authorities from time to time;

(b) any change of the Manager (other than to an affiliate) or termination of the Management Agreement
except in accordance with its terms;

(c) any change of the Advisor (other than to an affiliate) or termination of the Advisory Agreement
other than in circumstances where the Advisor has been removed by the Manager on behalf of the
Fund pursuant to the Advisory Agreement;

(d) any increase in the annual rate of the management fee payable to the Manager;

(e) any material amendment to the Declaration of Trust, other than any material amendment that
requires either unanimous Unitholder approval or the consent of the Manager or does not require
Unitholder approval as set forth under the heading “Securityholder Matters – Amendments to the
Declaration of Trust”;

(f) the sale of all or substantially all of the assets of the Fund other than (i) in the ordinary course of its
activities, or (ii) in connection with the termination of the Fund as otherwise set forth under the
heading “Termination of the Fund” or “Securityholder Matters - Potential Fund Mergers and
Conversions”; and

(g) any amendment, modification or variation in the provisions or rights attaching to the Units.

Subject to the requirements of NI 81-102, a resolution in writing signed by Unitholders holding that number
of Units which represent, in the aggregate, not less than the minimum number of votes that would be necessary to
carry the resolution at a meeting of Unitholders is as valid as if it had been passed at a meeting of Unitholders.

For greater certainty, changes in the Fund’s targeted distribution amount (including the Target Distribution
Amount) or yield levels do not require Unitholder approval.
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Amendments to the Declaration of Trust

Unless all of the Unitholders consent thereto, no amendment can be made to the Declaration of Trust which
would have the effect of reducing the interests in the Fund of the Unitholders, increasing the liability of any Unitholder,
or changing the right of any Unitholder to vote at any meeting of the Fund. No amendment may be made to the
Declaration of Trust which would have the effect of reducing the fees payable or expenses reimbursable to the
Manager or terminating the Manager unless the Manager, in its sole discretion, consents.

The Trustee at the request of the Manager may, without the approval of or notice to Unitholders, amend the
Declaration of Trust for certain limited purposes specified therein, including to:

(a) remove any conflicts or other inconsistencies which may exist between any terms of the Declaration
of Trust and any provisions in this prospectus or any provisions of any law or regulation applicable
to or affecting the Fund;

(b) make any change or correction in the Declaration of Trust which is of a typographical nature or is
required to cure or correct any ambiguity or defective or inconsistent provision, clerical omission,
mistake or manifest error contained therein;

(c) bring the Declaration of Trust into conformity with (i) applicable laws, rules and policies of
Canadian securities regulators or (ii) current practice within the securities or investment fund
industries, provided that any amendment contemplated by (ii) does not adversely affect the
pecuniary value of the interests of the Unitholders;

(d) maintain the status of the Fund as a “unit trust” and “mutual fund trust” for the purposes of the Tax
Act or to respond to amendments (including proposed amendments) to such Act or to the
interpretation thereof;

(e) terminate the Fund without Unitholder approval as set forth under the heading “Termination of the
Fund”;

(f) effect a Merger or Conversion as described under the heading “Potential Fund Mergers and
Conversions”, including any amendments that the Trustee deems necessary in order to comply with
applicable law, including NI 81-102;

(g) create one or more new class or classes of securities of the Fund having rights or privileges inferior
to or equal to the outstanding securities of any class and make consequential amendments to the
Declaration of Trust related thereto;

(h) change the name of the Fund; or

(i) provide added protection or benefit to Unitholders or to the Fund.

Except for changes to the Declaration of Trust which require the approval of Unitholders or changes
described above which require neither approval of nor prior notice to Unitholders, the Declaration of Trust may be
amended from time to time by the Trustee at the request of the Manager upon not less than 30 days’ prior written
notice to Unitholders. Such written notice may be given by the Fund by issuing a press release or by publishing an
advertisement containing a summary description of the amendment in at least one major daily newspaper of general
and regular paid circulation in Canada, or in any other manner the Manager determines to be appropriate.

Potential Fund Mergers and Conversions

Subject to applicable law, which may require Unitholder or regulatory approval, the Manager may merge or
otherwise combine or consolidate the Fund (a “Merger”) with any one or more other funds managed by the Manager
or an affiliate thereof (including a fund formed after the date of this prospectus), provided that:
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(a) the funds to be merged have similar investment objectives as set forth in their respective governing
instruments, as determined by the respective managers of such funds in their good faith (for greater
certainty, if a fund’s investment objectives include providing monthly cash distributions and long-
term total return through capital appreciation through investments in securities of Workplace
Technology Issuers (as determined by the Manager in good faith), then the fund would have “similar
investment objectives” to those of the Fund);

(b) the managers of the funds to be merged have determined that there is likely to be a reduction in the
aggregate general and administrative expenses attributed to the combined fund as a result of the
Merger as compared to those of the funds prior to the Merger;

(c) the Merger of the funds is done on a relative NAV per unit basis; and

(d) the Merger of the funds is capable of being accomplished on a tax-deferred “rollover” basis under
the Tax Act for unitholders of each of the merging funds or otherwise without adverse income tax
consequences to the unitholders of each of the merging funds.

On or about the date that is 24 months from the closing of the Offering, the Manager intends to re-evaluate
the Fund, its performance to date, and its structure and may, where it determines that to do so would be in the best
interests of Unitholders, merge or convert the Fund with or into a listed exchange traded mutual fund, an open end
mutual fund, a split trust fund, an alternative mutual fund, or another type of non-redeemable investment fund (any
such transaction being a “Conversion”). Any such Conversion would be subject to applicable law, which may require
Unitholder or regulatory approval. Additionally, if the Manger determines that it is in the best interests of Unitholders
to effect a Merger or Conversion with an entity that is a mutual fund under securities laws, the Manager may be
required to seek exemptive relief in order to maintain the Fund’s current investment strategy.

Where required by applicable law, the Fund will provide notice by press release of any such Merger or
Conversion to Unitholders not less than 60 days prior to the expected completion date thereof.

Information and Reports to Unitholders

The fiscal year end of the Fund is December 31. The Fund will deliver to Unitholders annual audited and
interim unaudited financial statements of the Fund and other reports as from time to time are required by applicable
law. Each Unitholder will be mailed annually, within the first 90 days of the year, information necessary to enable
such holder to complete a Canadian federal income tax return with respect to amounts paid or payable by the Fund in
respect of the preceding taxation year of the Fund. See “Income Tax Considerations”.

Prior to any meeting of Unitholders, the Fund will provide to Unitholders, together with the notice of such
meeting, all such information as is required by applicable law to be provided to such Unitholders.

Exchange of Tax Information

Part XVIII of the Tax Act imposes due diligence and reporting obligations on “reporting Canadian financial
institutions” in respect of their “U.S. reportable accounts”. The Fund is a “reporting Canadian financial institution”
but as long as Units continue to be registered in the name of CDS, the Fund should not have any “U.S. reportable
accounts” and, as a result, should not be required to provide information to the CRA in respect of its Unitholders.
However, dealers through which Unitholders hold their Units are subject to due diligence and reporting obligations
with respect to financial accounts they maintain for their clients. Accordingly, Unitholders may be requested to provide
information to their dealer to identify U.S. persons (including a U.S. citizen) holding Units or that are certain entities
the “controlling persons” of which are U.S. persons. If a Unitholder is a U.S. person or such an entity or if a Unitholder
does not provide the requested information and indicia of U.S. status is identified, Part XVIII of the Tax Act will
generally require information about the Unitholder’s investments held in the financial account maintained by the dealer
to be reported to the CRA, unless the investments are held within certain Registered Plans. The CRA is expected to
provide that information to the U.S. Internal Revenue Service.
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Pursuant to Part XIX of the Tax Act, the Fund (or dealers through which Unitholders hold their Units) must
have procedures in place to identify accounts held by residents of foreign countries (other than the U.S.) or by certain
entities the “controlling persons” of which are resident in such foreign countries and to report required information to
the CRA. Such information will be exchanged on a reciprocal, bilateral basis with the foreign jurisdictions in which
the account holders or such controlling persons are resident. Under these rules, Unitholders are required to provide
certain information regarding their investment in the Fund for the purpose of such information exchange, unless the
investment is held within certain Registered Plans. An information return will be filed with the CRA annually in
respect of such information for the immediately preceding calendar year.

TERMINATION OF THE FUND

The Fund does not have a fixed termination date. However, the Manager may, subject to applicable laws,
cause the Fund to be terminated, without the approval of Unitholders, if the Manager, in its sole discretion, determines
to terminate the Fund because the Manager believes it is no longer economically practical to continue the Fund or
because the Manager believes that it would be in the best interests of Unitholders to terminate the Fund. The Fund
also may be terminated pursuant to a merger, combination, conversion, or other consolidation, as described under
“Securityholder Matters – Potential Fund Mergers and Conversions”. Any such merger, combination, conversion, or
other consolidation pursuant to which the Fund is terminated will be with an entity that is a reporting issuer and, if
such entity is a mutual fund, it will be a mutual fund subject to NI 81-102. Additionally, if the Manager determines
that it is in the best interests of Unitholders to effect a Merger or Conversion with an entity that is a mutual fund under
securities laws, the Manager may be required to seek exemptive relief in order to maintain the Fund’s current
investment strategy.

In the event of the termination of the Fund, the Manager will provide no less than 30 and no more than 90
days’ notice of the date of the termination of the Fund and will issue a press release at least 30 days in advance of the
Fund’s termination. The date of termination of the Fund is the “Termination Date”.

Upon termination of the Fund, the net assets of the Fund (after all liabilities of the Fund have been satisfied
or appropriately provided for) will be distributed pro rata to the Unitholders. Prior to the Termination Date, the
Manager will, to the extent practicable and other than in the event that the Fund is terminated pursuant to a merger,
combination, other consolidation or conversion, convert the assets of the Fund to cash. Should the liquidation of certain
securities not be practicable or should the Manager consider such liquidation not to be appropriate prior to the
Termination Date, such securities may be distributed to Unitholders in kind rather than in cash subject to compliance
with any securities or other laws applicable to such distributions. In the case of termination pursuant to a merger,
combination, other consolidation or conversion, the distribution may be made in the securities of the resulting or
continuing investment fund. Following any such distribution, the Fund will be terminated.

USE OF PROCEEDS

The net proceeds from the sale of the Units (prior to the exercise of the Over-Allotment Option) will be as
follows:

Maximum Offering Minimum Offering

Gross proceeds to the Fund ............................................ $100,000,000 $25,000,000
Agents’ fees................................................................... $4,500,000 $1,125,000

Estimated expenses of issue(1) ........................................ $500,000 $375,000

Net proceeds to the Fund................................................ $95,000,000 $23,500,000

Note:
(1) Subject to a maximum of 1.5% of the gross proceeds of the Offering.

The Fund will use the net proceeds of this Offering (including any net proceeds from the exercise of the
Over-Allotment Option), together with any leverage employed by the Fund, to: (i) invest in securities of Workplace
Technology Issuers, in accordance with the Fund’s investment objectives, strategy and restrictions as described herein
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as soon as practicable after the closing of this Offering, and (ii) fund the ongoing fees and expenses of the Fund as
described under “Fees and Expenses”.

To the extent that securities of Exchange Eligible Issuers are acquired pursuant to the Exchange Option, the
Fund will consider such securities in light of the Fund’s investment objectives, strategy and restrictions and also in
light of the Advisor’s outlook for the issuers of such securities and the sectors in which such issuers operate and the
Advisor’s targeted initial Portfolio allocation. In the event the Fund determines to sell any such securities based on
the foregoing considerations, the timing and manner of any such sales will be made having regard to maximizing value
for the Fund. The Fund will ensure that the holdings of such securities comply with the investment restrictions of the
Fund set out under “Investment Restrictions”.

PLAN OF DISTRIBUTION

Pursuant to an agency agreement dated as of October 13, 2021 (the “Agency Agreement”) among the Fund,
the Manager, the Advisor and CIBC World Markets Inc., RBC Dominion Securities Inc., Scotia Capital Inc., BMO
Nesbitt Burns Inc., Canaccord Genuity Corp., TD Securities Inc., iA Private Wealth Inc., National Bank Financial
Inc., Raymond James Ltd., Manulife Securities Incorporated, Richardson Wealth Limited, Hampton Securities
Limited, Middlefield Capital Corporation, Wellington-Altus Private Wealth Inc., Echelon Wealth Partners Inc. and
Research Capital Corporation (collectively, the “Agents”), the Agents have agreed to offer the Units for sale, as agents
of the Fund, on a best efforts basis, if, as and when issued by the Fund. As negotiated between the Agents and the
Manager, the Units will be issued at a price of $10.00 per Unit (payable in cash or securities of Exchange Eligible
Issuers pursuant to the Exchange Option) with a minimum purchase of 100 Units. The price per Unit was established
by negotiation between the Fund and the Agents. In consideration for their services in connection with this Offering,
the Agents will be paid a fee of $0.45 per Unit sold (either for cash or for securities of Exchange Eligible Issuers
deposited pursuant to the Exchange Option) under this Offering and will be reimbursed by the Fund for reasonable
out-of-pocket expenses incurred by them. The Agents’ fees and expenses will be paid by the Fund out of the proceeds
of this Offering. The Agents may form a sub-agency group including other qualified dealers and determine the fee
payable to the members of such group, which fee will be paid by the Agents out of their fees. While the Agents have
agreed to use their best efforts to sell the Units offered hereby, the Agents will not be obligated to purchase any Units
that are not sold. Under the terms of the Agency Agreement, the Agents may, at their discretion on the basis of their
assessment of the state of the financial markets and upon the occurrence of certain stated events, terminate the Agency
Agreement and withdraw all subscriptions for Units on behalf of subscribers.

The Fund has granted to the Agents an option (the “Over-Allotment Option”), exercisable for a period of 30
days from the closing of this Offering, to offer additional Units in an amount up to 15% of the aggregate number of
Units sold on the closing of this Offering on the same terms as set forth above. To the extent that the Over-Allotment
Option is exercised, the additional Units will be offered at the Offering price hereunder and the Agents will be paid a
fee of $0.45 per Unit sold pursuant to the exercise of the Over-Allotment Option. This prospectus qualifies the grant
of the Over-Allotment Option and the distribution of Units issuable upon the exercise of the Over-Allotment Option.

Subscriptions will be received for the Units offered hereby, subject to rejection or allotment in whole or in
part, and the right is reserved to close the subscription books at any time. Closing of this Offering is expected to occur
on or about November 17, 2021 and, in any event, no later than 90 days after the issuance of a receipt for the final
prospectus relating to the Offering. The closing of the Offering is conditional upon receipt of subscriptions for the
minimum aggregate number of 2,500,000 Units. If subscriptions for an aggregate minimum of 2,500,000 Units (or
$25,000,000 including securities of Exchange Eligible Issuers deposited and accepted pursuant to the Exchange
Option and based on the applicable Exchange Ratio) have not been received within a period of 90 days following the
date of issuance of a final receipt for the final prospectus relating to the Offering, the Offering may not continue unless
an amendment to this prospectus has been filed and a receipt therefor obtained. The Agents will hold funds received
from subscribers and if the closing of the Offering has not occurred within 90 days after the issuance of a receipt for
the final prospectus relating to the Offering, the Offering may be withdrawn in which case subscription proceeds
received from prospective purchasers in respect of this Offering will be returned by the Agents to such purchasers
promptly without interest or deduction. The maximum aggregate number of Units which will be sold pursuant to this
Offering, excluding any Units issued should the Over-Allotment Option be exercised, is an aggregate of 10,000,000
Units.
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Registrations, transfers and redemptions of Units will be effected only through the book-entry only system
administered by CDS. Beneficial owners of Units will not have the right to receive physical certificates evidencing
their ownership. A purchaser of Units will receive a customer confirmation from the registered dealer from or through
whom the Units are purchased. All rights of Unitholders must be exercised through, and all payments or other property
to which such Unitholder is entitled will be made or delivered by, CDS or the CDS Participant through which the
Unitholder holds such Units.

The Toronto Stock Exchange has conditionally approved the listing of the Units. Listing is subject to the
Fund fulfilling all of the requirements of the Toronto Stock Exchange on or before January 11, 2022.

Pursuant to policy statements of certain Canadian securities regulators, the Agents may not, throughout the
period of distribution, bid for or purchase Units. The foregoing restriction is subject to certain exceptions, on the
conditions that the bid or purchase not be engaged in for the purpose of creating actual or apparent active trading in,
or raising the price of, the Units. Such exceptions include a bid or purchase permitted under applicable by-laws and
rules of the relevant self-regulatory authorities relating to market stabilization and passive market making activities
and a bid or purchase made for and on behalf of a customer where the order was not solicited during the period of
distribution. Pursuant to the first mentioned exception, in connection with this Offering, the Agents may over-allot
and effect transactions in connection with their over-allotted position. Such transactions, if commenced, may be
discontinued at any time.

The Fund is not a trust company and is not registered under legislation of any jurisdiction governing trust
companies as it does not carry on, nor does it intend to carry on, the business of a trust company. The Units are not
“deposits” within the meaning of the Canada Deposit Insurance Corporation Act and are not insured under the
provisions of that Act or any other legislation.

The Agents have agreed that the Agents will not solicit acceptances or offer to sell Units in the United States
or its territories or possessions or from United States Persons (as that term is defined in Regulation S under the United
States Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “1933 Act”)) except as permitted by United States securities laws. The
Units have not been, and will not be, registered under the 1933 Act. Accordingly, except in limited circumstances, the
Units will not be offered, sold or delivered in the U.S.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN INVESTMENT FUND AND AGENTS

Middlefield Limited, which is the Trustee, the Manager and promoter of the Fund, is an affiliate of
Middlefield Capital Corporation, which is one of the Agents and the Advisor. Middlefield Limited and Middlefield
Capital Corporation are both members of the Middlefield group of companies. Therefore, the Fund may be considered
to be a “connected issuer” and a “related issuer” of Middlefield Capital Corporation under Canadian securities
legislation. Middlefield Capital Corporation was involved, together with the other Agents, in the decision of the Fund
to undertake the Offering and the determination of the terms of the distribution. Middlefield Capital Corporation will
receive no benefit in connection with the Offering other than receiving from the Manager the Advisor’s fee and
receiving from the Fund a portion of the Agents’ fee described under “Fees and Expenses” and brokerage commissions
or other fees in connection with Portfolio transactions as described under “Organization and Management Details of
the Fund - Conflicts of Interest”. See “Plan of Distribution”, “Organization and Management Details of the Investment
Fund – Conflicts of Interest” and “Fees and Expenses”.

Affiliates of one of the Agents (other than Middlefield Capital Corporation) have been requested to provide
the Fund with the Loan Facility or Prime Brokerage Facility, as applicable; the borrowings under such facility may be
used by the Fund for various purposes, including purchasing additional securities for the Portfolio, effecting market
purchases of Units and maintaining liquidity. Accordingly, if any such affiliate provides such financing, the Fund may
be considered to be a “connected issuer” of such Agent. The Loan Facility or Prime Brokerage Facility, as applicable,
will permit the Fund to borrow an amount not exceeding 25% of the total assets of the Fund, including leverage
obtained through short selling and net notional exposure under derivatives (for greater certainty, short selling and
derivatives used by the Fund solely for hedging purposes will not be included in leverage). The interest rates, fees and
expenses under the Loan Facility or Prime Brokerage Facility, as applicable, will be typical of credit facilities of that
nature and the Fund expects that the Lender will require the Fund to provide a security interest in favour of the Lender
over the assets held by the Fund to secure such borrowings. See “Investment Strategy — Leverage”.
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INTEREST OF MANAGER AND OTHERS IN MATERIAL TRANSACTIONS

The Advisor, the Manager and the Trustee will receive the fees described under “Fees and Expenses – Fees
and Expenses Payable by the Fund” for their respective services to the Fund and will be reimbursed by the Fund for
all reasonable expenses and liabilities incurred in connection with the operation and management of the Fund.

PROXY VOTING POLICY

The Fund has adopted written policies on how its securities are voted. Generally, these policies prescribe that
voting rights should be exercised with a view to the best interests of the Fund and its Unitholders. The Manager will
implement such policies on behalf of the Fund. The following is a summary of such policies.

The proxy voting policies that have been developed by the Fund are general in nature and cannot contemplate
all possible proposals with which the Fund may be presented. The Fund will exercise its voting rights in respect of
securities of an issuer held by the Fund if more than 4% of the Fund’s net assets are invested in that issuer. Generally,
the Fund does not intend to exercise its voting rights where 4% or less of its net assets are invested in an issuer although
it may, in its sole discretion, decide to vote in such circumstances. When exercising voting rights, the Fund generally
will vote with management of the issuer on matters that are routine in nature, and for non-routine matters will vote in
a manner that, in its view, will maximize the value of the Fund’s investment in the issuer. In order to carry out the
proxy voting policies, when the Fund will be voting it will review research on management performance, corporate
governance and any other factors it considers relevant. Where appropriate in the circumstances, including with respect
to any situations in which the Fund is in a conflict of interest position, the Fund will seek the advice of the Independent
Review Committee prior to casting its vote.

The Fund’s proxy voting record for the period from the date of the closing of the Offering to June 30, 2022
will be available at no cost to any Unitholder upon request at any time after August 31, 2022. The proxy voting records
for the Fund also will be available at www.middlefield.com after August 31, 2022.

MATERIAL CONTRACTS

Other than contracts entered into in the ordinary course of business, the following contracts can reasonably
be regarded as material to purchasers of Units:

(a) the Declaration of Trust described under “Overview of the Structure of the Fund”, “Organization
and Management Details of the Fund – The Trustee”, and “Securityholder Matters”;

(b) the Management Agreement described under “Organization and Management Details of the Fund –
Details of the Management Agreement”;

(c) the Advisory Agreement described under “Organization and Management Details of the Fund –
Details of the Advisory Agreement”;

(d) the Custodian Agreement referenced under “Organization and Management Details of the Fund –
Custodian”; and

(e) the Agency Agreement described under “Plan of Distribution”.

Copies of the agreements referred to above, after the execution thereof, may be inspected during business
hours at the principal office of the Fund during the course of distribution of the Units offered hereby.

EXPERTS

The matters referred to under “Income Tax Considerations” and certain other legal matters relating to the
securities offered hereby will be passed upon by Fasken Martineau DuMoulin LLP on behalf of the Fund and
McCarthy Tétrault LLP on behalf of the Agents. As of the date of this prospectus, none of these professional firms
has any registered or beneficial interest, direct or indirect, in the Units.
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Deloitte LLP has issued an independent auditor’s report dated October 13, 2021 on the statement of financial
position of the Fund as at October 13, 2021. Deloitte LLP is independent within the meaning of the Rules of
Professional Conduct of the Chartered Professional Accountants of Ontario.

PURCHASERS’ STATUTORY RIGHTS OF WITHDRAWAL AND RESCISSION

Securities legislation in certain of the provinces of Canada provides purchasers with the right to withdraw
from an agreement to purchase securities. This right may be exercised within two business days after receipt or deemed
receipt of a prospectus and any amendment. In several of the provinces, the securities legislation further provides a
purchaser with remedies for rescission or, in some jurisdictions, revisions of the price or damages if the prospectus
and any amendment contains a misrepresentation or is not delivered to the purchaser, provided that the remedies for
rescission, revisions of the price or damages are exercised by the purchaser within the time limit prescribed by the
securities legislation of the purchaser’s province. The purchaser should refer to any applicable provisions of the
securities legislation of the purchaser’s province for the particulars of these rights or consult with a legal
advisor.
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT

To the Trustee of Workplace Technology Dividend Fund

Opinion

We have audited the financial statement of Workplace Technology Dividend Fund (the “Fund”), which comprises the
statement of financial position as at October 13, 2021, and notes to the financial statement including a summary of
significant accounting policies (referred to as the “financial statement”).

In our opinion, the accompanying financial statement presents fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of
the Fund as at October 13, 2021, in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards (“IFRS”).

Basis for Opinion

We conducted our audit in accordance with Canadian generally accepted auditing standards (“Canadian GAAS”). Our
responsibilities under those standards are further described in the Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the
Financial Statements section of our report. We are independent of the Fund in accordance with the ethical requirements
that are relevant to our audit of the financial statements in Canada, and we have fulfilled our other ethical
responsibilities in accordance with these requirements. We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is
sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.

Responsibilities of Management and Those Charged with Governance for the Financial Statements

Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in accordance with
IFRS, and for such internal control as management determines is necessary to enable the preparation of financial
statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

In preparing the financial statements, management is responsible for assessing the Fund’s ability to continue as a going
concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going concern and using the going concern basis of accounting
unless management either intends to liquidate the Fund or to cease operations, or has no realistic alternative but to do
so.

Those charged with governance are responsible for overseeing the Fund’s financial reporting process.

Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statements

Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements as a whole are free from
material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report that includes our opinion.
Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in accordance with
Canadian GAAS will always detect a material misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or
error and are considered material if, individually or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence
the economic decisions of users taken on the basis of these financial statements.

As part of an audit in accordance with Canadian GAAS, we exercise professional judgment and maintain professional
skepticism throughout the audit. We also:

Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to
fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and obtain audit
evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. The risk of not detecting
a material misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than for one resulting from error, as fraud
may involve collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the override of internal
control.
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Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit procedures
that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the
effectiveness of the Fund’s internal control.

Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting
estimates and related disclosures made by management.

Conclude on the appropriateness of management’s use of the going concern basis of accounting and,
based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists related to events or
conditions that may cast significant doubt on the Fund’s ability to continue as a going concern. If
we conclude that a material uncertainty exists, we are required to draw attention in our auditor’s
report to the related disclosures in the financial statements or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to
modify our opinion. Our conclusions are based on the audit evidence obtained up to the date of our
auditor’s report. However, future events or conditions may cause the Fund to cease to continue as a
going concern.

Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial statements, including the
disclosures, and whether the financial statements represent the underlying transactions and events
in a manner that achieves fair presentation.

We communicate with those charged with governance regarding, among other matters, the planned scope and timing
of the audit and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internal control that we identify
during our audit.

“Deloitte LLP”
Chartered Professional Accountants
Licensed Public Accountants
Toronto, Ontario
October 13, 2021
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Workplace Technology Dividend Fund

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
As at October 13, 2021

Assets
Cash................................................................................ $10

$10

Unitholder’s Equity
Unitholder’s equity (Notes 1 and 3).................................. $10

$10

The accompanying notes are an integral part of this financial statement.

Approved by the Manager

By: (signed) Dean Orrico By: (signed) Jeremy Brasseur
Director Director
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Workplace Technology Dividend Fund

NOTES TO STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
October 13, 2021

1. FORMATION OF THE FUND

Workplace Technology Dividend Fund (“the “Fund”) is an investment fund established as a trust under the laws of
the Province of Ontario pursuant to a declaration of trust dated October 13, 2021. The manager of the Fund is
Middlefield Limited (in such capacity, the “Manager”). Middlefield Limited also is the trustee of the Fund (in such
capacity, the “Trustee”). Middlefield Capital Corporation (the “Advisor”), will provide investment management
advice, including advice in respect of asset mix and securities selection for the Portfolio (as defined below), subject
to the Fund’s investment restrictions. The Fund is authorized to issue an unlimited number of units (the “Units”). On
October 13, 2021, the Fund issued one Unit for $10.00 cash.

The Fund’s investment objectives include providing holders of Units (“Unitholders”) with:

(i) stable monthly cash distributions; and

(ii) enhanced long-term total return through capital appreciation of the Fund’s investment portfolio (the
“Portfolio”).

The Fund is permitted to borrow an amount not exceeding 25% of the value of the total assets of the Fund, including
leverage obtained through short selling and net notional exposure under derivatives (for greater certainty, short selling
and derivatives used by the Fund solely for hedging purposes will not be included in leverage), which borrowing may
be used for various purposes including purchasing additional securities for the Portfolio, effecting market purchases
of Units and maintaining liquidity.

The Fund initially intends to borrow, pursuant to a loan facility or prime brokerage facility to be entered into by the
Fund with one or more Canadian chartered banks, an amount equal to approximately 23.5% (and not exceeding 25%)
of the value of the total assets of the Fund for the purpose of purchasing additional securities for the Portfolio.

The financial statement was authorized for issuance by the Manager on October 13, 2021. The statement of financial
position has been prepared in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards, issued and effective as of
October 13, 2021.

2. MANAGEMENT FEES AND OTHER EXPENSES

The Manager, as the manager of the Fund, is responsible for managing the business and day-to-day operations of the
Fund and is entitled to a management fee at an annual rate of 1.25% of the net asset value of the Fund (“NAV”), plus
applicable taxes, calculated and payable monthly based on the average NAV for that month, provided that the
management fee payable to the Manager shall not be paid in respect of the NAV attributable to any assets invested in
the securities of any investment funds (including mutual funds) managed by the Manager or an affiliate of the
Manager. The management fee will be paid in cash.

The Fund also will be responsible for commissions and other costs of Portfolio transactions, debt service and costs
relating to any loan facility or prime brokerage facility, as applicable, entered into by the Fund and all liabilities and
any extraordinary expenses which it may incur from time to time. Fees to the Advisor will be payable by the Manager,
and not the Fund.

3. RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS

Middlefield Capital Corporation, which is an agent for the initial public offering of Units and the Advisor, is under
common control with the Manager. Middlefield Capital Corporation will receive from the Manager an advisory fee
and from the Fund a portion of the agents’ fees payable in connection with the initial public offering of Units and
brokerage commissions or other fees in connection with certain Portfolio transactions. As referred to and subject to
the limitations regarding the payment of management fees outlined in Note 2 above, the Fund will be permitted to
invest in any investment fund managed by the Manager or an affiliate of the Manager.
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CERTIFICATE OF THE FUND, THE MANAGER AND THE PROMOTER

Dated: October 13, 2021

This prospectus constitutes full, true and plain disclosure of all material facts relating to the securities offered
by this prospectus as required by the securities legislation of the provinces of Canada.

Workplace Technology Dividend Fund
By: Middlefield Limited

(signed) Dean Orrico
Chief Executive Officer

(signed) Polly Tse
Chief Financial Officer

On Behalf of the Board of Directors of
MIDDLEFIELD LIMITED

(signed) Dean Orrico
Director

(signed) Jeremy Brasseur
Director

(signed) Craig Rogers
Director

The Manager
MIDDLEFIELD LIMITED

(signed) Dean Orrico
Chief Executive Officer

(signed) Polly Tse
Chief Financial Officer

On Behalf of the Board of Directors of
MIDDLEFIELD LIMITED

(signed) Dean Orrico
Director

(signed) Jeremy Brasseur
Director

(signed) Craig Rogers
Director

The Promoter
MIDDLEFIELD LIMITED

(signed) Dean Orrico
Chief Executive Officer
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CERTIFICATE OF THE AGENTS

Dated: October 13, 2021

To the best of our knowledge, information and belief, this prospectus constitutes full, true and plain disclosure
of all material facts relating to the securities offered by this prospectus as required by the securities legislation of the
provinces of Canada.

CIBC WORLD MARKETS INC.

By: (signed) Richard Finkelstein

RBC DOMINION SECURITIES INC.

By: (signed) Valerie Tan

SCOTIA CAPITAL INC.

By: (signed) Robert Hall

BMO NESBITT BURNS INC.

By: (signed) Robin G. Tessier

CANACCORD
GENUITY CORP.

By: (signed) Michael Sardo

TD SECURITIES INC.

By: (signed) Adam Luchini

IA PRIVATE WEALTH INC.

By: (signed) Richard Kassabian

NATIONAL BANK FINANCIAL INC.

By: (signed) Gavin Brancato

RAYMOND JAMES LTD.

By: (signed) Matthew Cowie

MANULIFE SECURITIES
INCORPORATED

By: (signed) William Porter

RICHARDSON WEALTH LIMITED

By: (signed) Nargis Sunderji

HAMPTON SECURITIES
LIMITED

By: (signed) Andrew M. Deeb

MIDDLEFIELD CAPITAL
CORPORATION

By: (signed) Jeremy Brasseur

WELLINGTON-ALTUS
PRIVATE WEALTH INC.

By: (signed) Trevor Coates

ECHELON WEALTH PARTNERS INC.

By: (signed) Beth Shaw

RESEARCH
CAPITAL CORPORATION

By: (signed) David Keating
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